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When a Security Breach Hits Home
JOURNALISTS PREFER TO report the
news from a safe distance, so as not to
lose perspective on the events. But
every once in a while, a reporter has a
more personal connection to a story
and the experience can be eye-opening.
PC World Assistant Editor Nick Mediati
recently found himself in that unenvi
able position when he learned that a
database for the on-campus health clin
ic at the University of California, Berke
ley, had been breached, coughing up
private data on current and former
students, spouses, and parents .
Mediati graduated from UC Berke
ley in 2006, meaning that he was
one of the crime's victims.
He learned about the security
snafu (see "University of California
Hit With Major Data Theft," page
36) when a classmate, who had
received an e-mail from the school,
alerted him to the problem. 'It's
ironic," he notes. "Here I am, PC
World's beat editor for security, get
ting caught in a data breach. "
Then again, in this kind of attack,
there's nothing that ordinary users
can do, at least not to stop the ini
tial break-in. The keepers of the data
are the first and last lines of defense.
They failed-spectacularly, in this
case. The breach occurred back in
October 2008 and ran continuously,
undiscovered, until April 2009 .

Problems With Notification
The university sent e-mail messages to
all affected parties, but since its records
listed an old e-mail address for Mediati,
he could have missed the warning en
tirely. Once he found out, however, he
quickly slapped a fraud alert on his
credit report and then went online to
write up the details of this data disaster.
Perhaps the most unexpected element
of this sorry tale was the site of the

if a company is careless with your data, there's not much you can
do. But keeping your machine well protected is still the best policy.

L

heist itself. We aren 't surprised when
criminals go after banks, credit card
companies , and the like . But a school
clinic? "Of all attack vectors, this seems
like one of the more obscure," says Me
diati. Yet health-care records can con
tain Social Security numbers, address
es, and parents' information, including
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a mother's maiden name on occasion.
That's tasty information for an identi
ty thief, who-according to Contribut
ing Editor Erik Larkin, author of "Orga
nized Crime Moves Into Data Theft"
(see page 33)-is likely to be a hard
core criminal these days. "You have the
traditional crime syndicates , especially
Russian mafia, who have moved into
cybercrime, " he reports. On top of
that, there are the loosely organized
groups, people who meet one another
only on underground "carder" Web
sites that traffic in stolen information.
Carder and other, similar sites pro-

vide a gamut of illicit services to the
bad guys. Criminals can buy or sell sto
len data, for instance, or they can find a
"mule" who will accept delivery of pric
ey consumer goods purchased with a
stolen credit card number. These mule
sites will even take care of reselling the
goods and delivering a cut of the prof
its to the credit card thief.
Credit card theft, though, is be
coming less profitable, according to
Larkin. "So many credit card num
bers are out there right now, " he
says, that there's more money in
swiping other data, "such as a PIN,
for direct cash removal from an
ATM. " The UC Berkeley break-in is a
prime example of the new kinds of
opportunities-beyond convention
al financial institutions-that cyber
criminals are exploiting.

Personal Security Matters
The lesson we can take away from all
of this nefarious criminal activity:
We, the end users, are no longer the
weakest link in the security chain .
That distinction belongs to larger
institutions farther up the chain.
Even so, Larkin stresses, data breach
es are merely one of many potential
threats out there, which is why keeping
your own computer clean and safe is
still critical. Yes, it's frustrating that
there's little you can do if a company
that keeps your data does a shoddy job
and hands over your information to
someone in Estonia. But if you follow a
few basic rules and keep a watchful eye
on your accounts, you can drastically
diminish your risk. And in security, re
ducing risk is the name of the game. •
Steve Fox is editorial director of PC World.
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PCWForum
Articles on privacy and
security always draw
reader interest-and
sometimes heated
e-mail responses, as a
recent Techlog editorial
did. Visit the Spyware & Security center at
pcworld.com for the latest developments,
and stop in at forums .pcw orld .com to add
your own comments to the discussion. __,;
Punish Spammer-Scammers
The April editorial about scams ["Sleazy
Scammers Push Unrelenting Assaults,"
Techlog] hit close to home. I too am get
ting annoying phone calls about the
expiration of my car's warranty. I don't
even own a car. I am on the govern
ment's Do Not Call list. Are you?
I tried pressing 2 to remove myself
from the company's list. That didn't
work. I spoke to a live operator and
asked her to remove me from the list.
That didn't work either. I googled the
name of the company. The top ten hits
were all complaints about how these
guys ignore the Do Not Call list.
They have so many different phone
numbers that it is impractical to block
them all. I called the phone company to
find out whether the harassing calls
might be coming from the same num
ber all the time. The phone company
replied that it would not give me that
information without a court order.
The only way to get these people's
attention is by a class-action lawsuit
naming not only the corporation but
the principals involved. After all, they
are breaking federal law. I don't think
there's a jury in the world that would
acquit these criminals. I would just
want to see the principals forced to be

tethered to a phone that can only call
out to 911 but is on every spammer's
list. Our felons must answer the phone
every time a disgruntled claimant calls
(day or night), or face jail time.
Frank Weigen, Wilmington, Delaware

E-Book Readers
I'm sure that you published a very use
ful review of e-book readers ["Amazon
vs. Sony: E-Book Reader Face-Off,"
Reviews e5 Rankings, May). But I didn't
finish it because I've already sent my
Kindle 2 back. Initially, I was excited to
use this cool device and to stop lugging
a small suitcase full of books on each
vacation (okay, I like_to read).
A major limitation of these devices is
the small number of titles available for
them. You say that Kindle has 245,000
titles, which sounds like a lot. But Ama
zon currently has over 26 million real
books for sale. In fact, the first subcate
gory on its site (Arts and Photography)
alone lists some 461,000 titles.
Unless you read only best sellers (and
relatively recent ones) or classics, you
will need to continue dragging books
around. You will not soon be able to
read other books with these devices.
Andrew Doorry, Wilmington, Delaware

Best Free Stuff
My one complaint with you comes
around once a year, when the annual
"Best Free Stuff' feature [May] arrives.
A few years ago, when this issue came
to the house, I would rush to see what
your people had come up with that I
could get.for.free, and I would find at
least four or five neat little programs.
Today, I find that these applications
are not free , or maybe you can get the
trial version, but in the end some com
pany wants you to buy the product.
I would like to see you go back to the
place where the stuff you were pushing
really was free.
jack Van Sryoc, Walnut Creek, California
Editor's response: Although certain utilities
may have a cost for their full version, any limit
ed products that we Included on our list had a
usefulness that made our authors and editors
deem them worthy of recommending. But our
list generally consists of sites, services, and
software that offer full, no·cost functionality.
-Anne B. McDonald

Hassle-Removing Software
Rick Broida's recommendation of the
free program WizMouse (Hassle-Free
PC, May) solved a complaint I've had
with several versions ofWindows. Not
only can you scroll active and inactive
windows, but as you select one window

Regarding "The Connected TV"
[May] , I'm surprised the author
didn't mention Netflix on the Xbox.
I can stream thousands of movies
from Netflix at HD quality and still
get DVDs in the mail.

publicmenace
PCWorld.com comments
to work in, the other window does not
minimize. Your download link was for
version 1.0.0.1. I found, though, that it
doesn't hide the tray icon. I visited the
developer's site (antibody·software.com)
and found that version 1.0.0.2 not »
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PCWForum
only hides the icon but supports the
left-right tilting of the mouse wheel.
Brian Vaughan, Alameda, Califamia
Editor's response: We have updated the
download for WlzMouse that Is available at

If I have to endure this every year as my
subscription approaches its expiration
date, I'm more likely to find a new soft
ware vendor. These aggressive market
ing practices are over the top.

R. Lewis, Cary, Nonh Carolina

f ind.pcworl d.com/62539 to version 1.0.0.2.

Expiration Pop-Ups

Security Suites, Round 2

I'm a longtime user of Symantec's Nor
ton security software, but I'm getting
frustrated by the constant pop-up mes
sages when a subscription is within 30
days of expiration. The company's tech
support folks said they would extend
my subscription by 30 days, on the
assumption that I would renew once I
reached my actual expiration date, and
as a result the pop-ups would be elimi
nated until the time remaining was
down to 30 days again. However, no
such extension has been activated.
Symantec has consistently refused to
change this function in their software.

In the May PCW Forum, Evelyn Henry
takes issue with your recent assessment
of Symantec's Norton Internet Securiry
2009 [in "Top Internet Security Suites,"
March] , but she does so for the wrong
reason and thus does a disservice to
your readers and herself. She bases it
on the 2008 version of NIS, which I
thoroughly agree was awful. However,
I cautiously tried the 2009 version
based on comments I had read that
Symantec had rewritten the software
from scratch. To my amazement, the
new rendition works extremely well. I
can't recall any other software upgrade

that has shown such an improvement,
and I go back to 8088 days . I perceive
no performance degradation and mini
mal intrusiveness, and would give it the
nod over any of the many security pack
ages I have tried over the years.
SteveJohnson, Columbus, Ohio
PC World welcomes your feedback. We re 
ser ve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Share your thoughts in the Comments area
under each story on our Web site, or visit our
Forums (find.pcworld.com/55165). Send
e-mail to letters @pcworld.com.

e

CORRECTIONS

IN MAY 'S "FIVE Underappreciated
Microsoft Web Services" (Forward),
we should have said that Live Mesh
currently has a limit on free stor
age of 5GB.

One day, his son would
speak to the world.
He wanted them
to understand.
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Speed Tests: Windows 7 Versus Vista
T hough Windows 7
edged out Vista in
our Lab tests, you
may not notice much
of a dif ference.
BY NICK MEDIATI
IMPROVING performance is
one of Microsoft's design
goals with Windows 7, and
many early reviewers (includ
ing ours) have said that the
new Windows operating sys
tem seems peppier than
Vista. But tests of the Win
dows 7 Release Candidate in
our PC World Test Center
indicate that while Windows
7 was slightly faster on our
WorldBench 6 performance
test. suite, users may barely
notice the difference.

OSs Head-t o-Head
We loaded the Windows 7
Release Candidate on three
systems (two desktops and a
laptop) and ran our World
Bench 6 tests on them. Then
we compared those results
with the ones we obtained
from the same three systems
running Windows Vista. Each
PC was slightly faster when
running Windows 7, but the
overall improvement didn't
exceed 5 percent, our thresh-

old for gauging whether a
performance change will be
noticeable to a typical user.
The largest difference was
just 4 points-102 for Vista
versus 106 for Windows 7 on
an HP Pavilion a6710t desk
top. Our Maingear M4A79T
Deluxe desktop improved

by 1 point (from 138 with
Vista to 139 with Windows
7), and our Dell Studio XPS
16 laptop improved by 2
points , from 97 with Vista to
99 with Windows 7.
The WorldBench 6 suite
consists of a number of tests
involving ten common appli-

cations, including Microsoft
Office, Firefox, and Photo
shop. On the individual
tests, the benchmark results
were generally within a few
percentage points of each
other. One notable excep
tion, however, was Nero 7
Ultra Edition, where Win-

For a discussion of issues involved in trying to upgrade directly from
Windows XP to 7, visit find.pcworld.com/62985; and for Microsoft's
plans for rolling out the new OS, go to find.pcworld.com/62987.
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dows 7 outran Vista signifi
cantly (between 12 percent
and 26 percent faster,· de
pending on the PC we used) .

The Driver Fact or
Though we have yet to con
firm this observation, PC
World Test Center Director
Jeff Kuta notes that the dif
ference in results on the
Nero 7 test may be due to
updated hard-disk drivers in
Windows 7. Improvements
to Windows 7's disk support
will be more noticeable in an
application like Nero, which
uses the hard drive heavily.
Similarly the results for the
WorldBench 6 test involving
WinZip, another hard-drive
dependent task, showed
meaningfully better perfor
mance under Windows 7.
We also measured a speed
increase of 7 percent in our
Autodesk 3ds max 8.0 SP3
(DirectX) test on the HP
Pavilion desktop, which had
an nVidia GeForce 9300GE
graphics board. nVidia's
drivers appear to be better
optimized for Windows 7
than for Windows Vista.
In contrast, however, each
of the three systems took
slightly longer to perform
the tests in Microsoft Office
and Firefox when they were
running the new operating
system than when they were
. running Windows Vista.

Wind ow s 7 Not Final
Windows 7's features proba
bly won't change in the final
version, but it bears repeat
ing that we were testing a
release candidate of the OS ;
Microsoft's engineers may
find ways to tweak the code
to improve performance.
If future tests of the final

HP Pavilion
a6710t

102
106

Dell Studio
XPS16

99

-

Windows Vista Ultimate

97

-

Windows 7 Release Candidate

NOTE: BOLO type indicates better performance; shorter bars indicate faster performanCe.

TEST RESULTS for Windows 1 Release Candidate (orange) and Vista
(blue) on WorldBench 6 overall and on the Nero 1 Ultra component.

version of Windows 7 con
firm these preliminary re
sults, many Windows users
are likely to be disappoint
ed. A major complaint about
Windows Vista has been that
it is consistently slower than
Windows XP. If Windows 7
doesn't markedly improve
on Vista's performance, it
may fail to convince people
to leave Windows XP.
That said, there could be
other areas we didn't cover
in our testing-such as start
up times-in which Windows
7 might outperform Vista by
a wider margin. The best way
to get a feel for Windows 7's
performance is to download
the release candidate and
test-drive it on your system.

tures a 2.6GHz dual-core
Pentium E5300 processor
with 3GB of memory and
an nVidia GeForce 930GE
graphics chip. And finally,

the Dell Studio XPS 16 lap
top packs a 2.4GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo processor, 4GB
of memory, and an AT!
Mobility Radeon HD 3670
graphics card.
On all three systems, we
ran our WorldBench 6 bench
mark suite on a clean instal
lation of the 32-bit edition
of Windows Vista Ultimate
with SPl, repeating the pro
cess with the Windows 7
Ultimate release candidate
(again, the 32-bit version).
We made both operating
systems current with Win
dows Update, and we in
stalled the most up-to-date
hardware drivers available.

PLUGGED IN

STEVE FOX

CRAIGSLIST CLEANS UP: Site drops "erotic
services" ads (find.pcworld .com/62961 ).
What will happen to all of those perky co-eds
who just need help with their rent money?

77

PRINT RULES: Amazon supersizes the new
Kindle to make it suitable for displaying

newspapers (find .pcworld.com/62955). Still in the
works: a Kindle that you can wrap fish in.
~

I CAN'T HEAR YOU: Survey says one in five

~ U.S. homes are cell-phone only. Want to
avoid talking to someone? For 20 percent of you ,
the "you're breaking up" excuse can 't be beat.

How We Te st
We used three PCs in our
testing: a Maingear M4A79T
Deluxe desktop PC, an HP
Pavilion a6710t desktop,
and a Dell Studio XPS 16
laptop. The powerful Main
gear comes equipped with a
3.2GHz AMD Phenom II X4
955 Black Edition CPU over
clocked to 3. 71GHz, 4GB of
memory, and dual ATI Rade
on HD 4890 graphics pro
cessors. The HP Pavilion, a
mainstream desktop PC, fea

~ RED ALERT: Microsoft

readies "all-out

~ war" on the iPod (firid .pcworld.com/62954)
with possible new Zune model. In other news,
Monaco plans to invade the United States.

HOLOGRAPHIC STORAGE: A breakthrough
by GE uses holography to cram 100 DVDs
worth of data on a single disk. Or one season of

American Idol-whichever is shorter.

OUT WITH PRINTOUTS: Study says Feds

t

-

'

could save $440 million if employees cut
unnecessary printing (find .pcworld.com/62960).
To save twice that, stop unnecessary studies.
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What's New in the -Windows 7 Release Candidate
CHANGES IN THE Windows
7 Release Candidate consist
mainly of interface tweaks
and minor changes to securi
ty and networking features.
But Windows 7 RC also has
two significant new features
that weren't present in the
beta version released in Jan
uary: Remote Media Stream
ing, which enables users to
stream media to PCs outside
the home; and Windows XP
Mode, a controversial add
on that runs Windows XP
apps in a virtual machine.

Remote Media
Streaming
For consumers and small
businesses, Remote Media
Streaming in Windows 7
extends the media sharing
abilities of Homegroup
which links Windows 7 PCs

Test compatibility settings for the program
Sottings applied:
Windows compatibility mode: Windows XP (Service Pack 2)
You need to start the program to make sure th6t nM stttings have fixed the problem. After
running the program using these settings. cficlc Next to continue.
J

Start1he program...

AFTER COMPATIBILITY TESTING, the Windows XP Mode add-on allows
a business's XP-only apps to run in an XP shell within the new OS.

in a home to share media
te the outside world.
Remote Media Streaming
"allows you to take media
sharing on the go, " says Jeff
Price, Microsoft's senior di
rector of Windows product
management. That means
making a media library full
of songs and photos that
people previously could ac
cess only on their home net

work accessible anywhere
there is a Wi-Fi connection.
"Whether in the home or
remotely you get the same
access to media. I think this
feature will be a lot of fun
for people, " says Price.

Windows XP Mode
This virtualization feature is
a free , downloadable beta
add-on to Windows 7 RC. It

CONFIGURATION APPRAISAL TOOL

Is Your PC Ready for the New Operating System?
MICROSOFT has released the
beta version of its Windows 7
Upgrade Advisor, a free utility
that assesses whether your PC
is ready to run Windows 7. It
scans your system's internal
components, external peripher
als, and programs for potential
compatibility problems, and it

There are some issues you should ta~ a look at before installing Wi ndO'.AIS 7.

lJ s.rn Rfpon

Devices
../ Amyunl Document
Conwtt.r JOO

Action

Run \Vm do11rs UpdJlt• ah.er inst.'.llling
Windows 7 to m.1kt U-Js doic• compa,11bl•.

AMYVf'll Ttcl-.t1olo t;.U

Reahala ltTU1l7 Wlf'Mea
I02..1 lb/g S4Mbps usa 2.0

Action
ncommtndtd

Rulttl:
N.tworkAdapter
5.irnic onductor Corp .

---~---------.....

.:/ 15 oth• devicu llst:.d u compa1
5 tt 0l!l dl"" H ...

Programs
./ Nofuuud~.

suggests upgrade options such
drivers to replace. It's a good

UPGRADE ADVISOR recommends downloading the latest drivers for

idea to run Upgrade Advisor if

various components and peripherals before you Install Windows 7.

you plan to install the free Win
dows 7 Release Candidate download on your PC.
I ran the Upgrade Advisor on a 2-year-old Gate
way MX8734 Laptop configured with a l .6GHz

Upgrade Advisor also noted that Windows 7
doesn't include Web filtering (Windows Mail and
Parental Controls), and it included a Link to

Intel Pentium T2060 CPU, lGB of RAM, and a

Microsoft's Windows Live Essentials site, where

160GB hard drive (all of wh ich met Windows 7's

you can download the free Family Safety utility.

minimum requirements) . The compatibility check
took about 6 minutes and found a few potential
issues, but no conflicts with installed programs.
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The Upgrade Advisor utility runs on Windows
Vista and on Windows XP Service Pack 2.

-Je.f!Bertolucci

lets users run older XP-only
apps on Windows 7 through
a Microsofc virtual machine
that contains a licensed copy
of Windows XP SP3.
XP Mode works only with
the Enterprise, Professional,
and Ultimate versions of Win
dows 7. It's designed for
enterprises with mission
critical apps that lack updates
to work with Vista or Win
dows 7. Users can run the
app in XP Mode until they
upgrade to a newer version.
XP Mode may be aimed at
enterprise IT pros who have
hesitated to upgrade from
XP because of compatibility
worries and negative percep
tions of Vista. The add-on
gives IT pros a much-needed
compatibility option, but it
has generated some early
criticism, including predic
tions of support headaches
for IT pros, who face having
to manage two versions of
Windows, the virtualization
process, and implementa
tion delays as they try to
ensure that all of their apps
work with Windows 7.
Also , since not all Intel
and AMD microprocessors
support virtualization, some
laptops may not be able to
run Windows XP Mode.
Still, Windows XP Mode
looks to be Microsoft's best
chance to ease the compati
bility fears of the XP faithful.
"This feature is for XP-only
line of business apps that
companies are planning to
update but just aren't quite
ready yet, " says Price. "XP
Mode gives them a good
transition tool to ease the
deployment of Windows 7."
-Sha11c O 'Neill

File Sharing's Future After the Pirate Bay Verdict
IN APRIL, a Swedish court
sentenced the founders of
The Pirate Bay, a BitTorrent
tracking site, to a year in jail
each and a collective fine of
$3.6 million after finding
them guilty of helping to
violate copyright law.
But the verdict may have
less of an impact on online
file-sharing than some com
mentators think. Does the
name Napster ring a bell?
Like the original Napster,
The Pirate Bay doesn't host
copyrighted files; it simply
allows users to post links to
material hosted on third
party servers. That's why
prosecutors changed the ini
tial charge of "assistfug

copyright infringement"
to a charge of "assisting
making available copy
righted material."
Napster effectively shut
down after its lengthy
court battle, but The
Pirate Bay's founders
plan to appeal the trial
court's decision. The final
disposition of the case .
may be years away.
Unlike Napster, modern
peer-to-peer-oriented net
works like The Pirate Bay are
hard to shut down because
they are decentralized-and
numerous. And even if Bit
Torrent itself ceased to exist,
that would hardly mean an
end to online file-sharing.

Wolfram Alpha:
Don't Call It a Search Engine

Just as more-advanced de
centralized peer-to-peer net
works sprang up in the wake
of Napster's demise, new
alternatives would surface if
those networks disappeared .
In fact, The Pirate Bay team
has prepared a new service
called IPREDator that allows

people to surf the Net
with greater anonymity,
using a virtual private
network. The Pirate Bay
promises that, unlike
other VPN services, its
IPREDator will keep no
logs of customer activity
that authorities might
subsequently obtain.
"As in all good movies,
the heroes lose in the
beginning but have an epic
victory in the·end, " boasts a
message on The Pirate Bay
Web site. "That's the only
thing Hollywood ever taught
us." Certainly this story is
far from finished. Brace
yourself for many sequels.
-JR Raphael

WOLFRAM ALPHA CAN'T answer every ques

WolframAJ°pha . 
D

tion that a search engine can; but an topics it

Wolfram Alpha isn't your average search

has data for, such as a town's historical tem

engine; its developers call it a "computa

perature readings, It offers deep Information.

tional knowledge engine.'' For some com
mon queries, Wolfram Alpha may tell you it

and you get a table with the name of the

has no information at all. But for others, it

breed in the first column, a picture of one of

can provide deep and complicated analysis.

the dogs in the second column, and addi

Put in two stock symbols and Wolfram

tional columns with information like aver

Alpha will compare their capitalization, rev

age size and height. You can specify new

enue, and P/E ratios in a table created on

columns and rows to add. googlelabs.com

the fly. It's also supposed to handle com

Backboard:
Painless Group Editing

plex math and logic questions, but some
capabilities weren't working when I tested

No writer likes being edited by a commit

a prerelease version. wolframalpha.com

tee, but Backboard {from free fo 550 per

Google Squared:
Search Data Without the Links

month) smooths the process. You upload a
document, and e-mail colleagues for feed

Everybody knows what most search results

back. If you set deadlines, the service will

look like: a list of links to Web pages where

e-mail coworkers as it approaches. Two
quibbles: All reviewers must create a free

you may or may not be able to find the

this, you'll search for a topic, and Google

information you're looking for. With Google

will pull information from all over the Web

trial account; and though reviewers can add

Squared, a free Google Labs service that

and present it in a table with rows and col

notes to the side of a document, they can't

should be available by the time you read

umns. Search for "dog breeds," for instance,

change the text. getbackboard.com
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Bluetooth
3.0 Has a
Wi-Fi Twist

0

THE BLUETOOTH

Special Interest
Group has launched
Bluetooth 3.0 with
some big claims for
the updated short-range
wireless standard. The larg
est of these is a speed jump
from the current Bluetooth
version's top transfer rate of
3 megabits per second to 24
mbps in version 3.0.
Behind the faster speeds is
3.0's use of the 802.11 radio
protocol, which allows the
Bluetooth protocol to piggy
back on a Wi-Fi signal when
transferring large amounts
of data (videos, music, or
photos, for example) .
Michael Foley, executive
director of the Bluetooth
SIG says that the average
user will experience transfer
rates of between 22 mbps
and 26 mbps with 3.0. This
is a great advantage for de
vices that use an ad hoc con
nection, because it permits
two devices to transfer data
at high speed without need
ing a USB cable or a formal
log-on to a Wi-Fi network.
Other new Bluetooth fea
tures include Unicast Con
nectionless Data, for im
proved responsiveness and
battery life; and Enhanced
Power Control, which re
duces the incidence of dis
connects caused by move
ment such as placing a cell
phone in a pocket or purse.
PC World will put Foley's
speed clain:is to the test once
3.0 devices become available.
-Ian Paul
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GEEKTECH
Hotspots in the Online Video Underground
ONCE UPON A time, it was easy enough to find
your favorite clips and shows on YouTube. After
all, the site owed its early fame in part to Lazy
Sunday from Saturday Night Live. When media

Savvy video hounds are grabbing
TV shows and movies from the
Web. Much of it is less than legal.

l

a video; this is used to filter out bots (and honest

companies wised up, many folks moved to
France's DailyMotion. Copyright enforcers duly

barnyard animals) looking to rip large swaths of

followed; but on the Internet, that rabbit hole

content or issue automated takedown requests.
NinjaVideo.net: This popular site indexes high

is proving to be bottomless.

quality DivX-format and Megavideo versions of

Be warned, however. that when you wander
the back alleys of online content distribution.

shows. One requirement: you're asked to open

you might get mugged by malware, logged by

a Java applet called the NinjaVideo Helper and

authorities, or disappointed by a junk heap of

extend broad permissions to it before you can

broken Links and salacious come-ans-a Little

watch a DivX video. It's designed to make videos

like shopping for pirated DVDs on Los Ange

playable only at the site, and the admins state

les's Santee Alley or Manhattan's Canal Street.

that there's no malware to worry about. Full
page ads do pop up, though, meaning multiple

SideReel: Though SideReel doesn't offer any

clicks to get the actual video started.

streamed TV shows itself. it provides a conve

The site has more of a community focus than

nient way for you to find them online. Look up a
show, and you'll discover recaps, commentary,

most here, with message boards, a podcast, and

and listings of where to find episodes online.

a focus that extends beyond episodes of Lost.

The site also highlights
official sources. such as
downloads from Apple's .

Bruklng B•d

iTunes Store and copies on
Hutu. But click 'See more
results', and you'll proba
bly end up at one of the

~~ · .tl.IAIS C)l:)~<lkC )

•

:?:

Mf.hltj@ft!·!M

Aewl1

following locations.
Megavideo: A treasure
trove of shows available
as instant-access. easy-to
use Flash video streams.
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Don't bother visiting the
home page or searching

SIDEREELCOM provides descriptive Unks to streaming-video shows.

the site for clandestine
content; you'll find only an innocuous collection
of home movies and other safe-as-milk options.

SwarmPlayer and EZTV: An effort from tor

r~t site eztv.it may represent the next genera

Instead. you have to search sites like SideReel

tion of sites that combine streaming ease with

or try a Google Search along the lines of "show

download quality. Its experimental Swarm

title +megavideo" to find pages with links to

Player lets users stream torrent files that they

shows that might be embedded in the site.

would normally have to wait to download.

After you have watched 72 minutes of video,
the service locks out nonpremium members
for an hour. Of course, there are hacks.
Supernova Tube: Another site that offers

The BBC is part of a consortium sponsoring
the developers in an effort to find more-efficient
methods of online video distribution. Such proj
ects promise to deliver (eventually) all the ben

higher-quality Flash video streams. Again , the

efits of peer-to-peer transfers, without the dis

search feature on the site itself is essentially

advantage of making you wait for Ugly Betty to

disabled. In addition you're required to click a

finish downloading before you can view it.

simple 'I am human' button before accessing

-Jackson West

What we really
protect is your privacy

ESET Smart Security 4
The faster, lighter PC protection
Have you ever imagined what w ould happen if all the personal data
stored on your computer w as compromised?
Built on our award-winning ESET NOD32.. Antivirus, the latest generation
of ESET Smart SecuritV" provides your computer with advanced protection
utilizing our unique ThreatSense" technology. ThreatSense disarms
Internet attacks as they are released, not after the fact. And version 4 is
our fastest solution ever, keeping your data and identity safe, without
slowing you down while you work, or play.
Protects against malware
Gives no chance to hackers
Filters spam email

we protect your digital

worlds~
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Hands-On With the Kindle DX: A Guided Tour
AMAZON'S KINDLE DX comes off as surprisingly lean and
elegant. Dominating the front is its 9.7-inch-diagonal E-Ink
display, which can show 16 shades of gray (as can the Kincil~
2). The device measures 10.4 inches by 7.2 inches by 0.38 inch
and weighs just 18.9 ounces. Like the Kindle 2, the Kindle
DX has a keyboard, but it's awkward to type on because the
gadget is so wide. In my hands-on with the unit, I came to
appreciate much about its design. Even so, some roadblocks
ahead could impede its wide adoption. The Kincile DX's cost
is high ($489, more than some full-featured laptops cost), and

l

Amazon's e-reader gets bigger and better with
t he Kindle DX. We like its lean and elegant style,
but still found plenty of DX features to criticize.

newspapers on the device (at least as presented at its May 6
unveiling) lack the visual design and appeal of physical news
papers. Students may appreciate not having to lug heavy text
books around, but the Kincile DX has limitations, too: You
can't keep multiple pages open simultaneously, for example.
-Melissa]. Pe"nson •
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Acer recommends Windows Vista® Home Premium.

.Iifr!-.0$ .UDtJV.fM,e .Ctlh .be.
(/m ore than 8 hours battery life
all-day computing

I.

I

<1inch

U~Thin
Acer® Aspire® 3810
starting from
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$799

Genuine Windows Vista® Home Premium
4GB RAM, 500GB hard drive
Intel"' Centrino<!> processor technology
Multi-gesture touchpad
High-brightness 16:9 HD display
Dolby Sound Room"'
More than 8 hours battery life

Acer® Aspire® 4810
starting from
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$699

Genuine Windows Vista<!> Home Premium
4GB RAM, 320GB hard drive
Intel<!> Centrino® processor technology
Multi-gesture touchpad
BX DVD-Super Multi double-layer drive
High-brightness 16:9 HD display
Dolby Sound Room®
More than 8 hours battery life

Discover the new Acer Aspire Timeline at your nearest computer superstore.

Visit acer.com/us
For any further Information or Technical support: 800 571 2237
1

For a ftoo copy ol !he standard limited warranty cod-users should soo n teseller where Ace< products ato sold or write to Acer America Corporation,
Warranty Depart"""''· ~O . Bo• 6137. Temple, TX 76500.

2a.

0 2009 Ac.et America Corporation. AU rights reserved. Prt1ng is effecllve from May
2009 through June 30, 2009. lnfoonation are subjeci to change
withOU1 notice. Prices shown ase ostimated streel prices and do not Include lax or shipping. Retailer or reseller prices may vary. Product images are
representations of some ol the models available and may vary from the model you purchase. Acer. Aspire, ore registered trademarks of Acer Inc.
Microsoft, Windows. lhe Windows k)go, and Windows Vis'.a are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation In the Unitod Slates
and/or other countries. Other names and brands may be claimed as lhe property of others.

• MobileMark 2007 with d efault setting of " Energy Star"

Consumer Watch
Is a Cheap Unlimited Wireless Plan for You?
BY HARRY McCRACKEN

neither company's service was anywhere near pervasive.
Cricket has tended to focus on medium-size markets-in
IN FEBRUARY 2008, the superpowers of cell phone service
California, for instance, it serves Fresno, Modesto, and San
AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, and Verizon-engaged in a price
Diego, but not Los Angeles or the San Francisco Bay Area.
So far in 2009, however, Cricket has entered Chicago and ·
war that left them all offering unlimited calling plans for $100
a month. But how does paying half that amount grab you?
Philadelphia, and MetroPCS has added Boston and New
Unlimited wireless service
York. The two carriers also
for $50 or less isn't a new con
signed a deal that lets each
Unlimited calling can cost as l ittle as $30 a
one's subscribers roam onto
cept: Cricket and MetroPCS
month . The services have drawbacks, but
have offered it for years, spe
the other's network at no extra
they're an interesting alternative to a landline.
cializing in prepaid plans with
cost. That free roaming, though,
applies only to plans costing
out contracts or credit checks.
But in recent months, new
$50 or more a month; both
companies have unlimited call
players, including Boost and
ing plans for as little as $30 a
Virgin Mobile, have jumped in.
· ~
month, but they're so bare
In addition, coverage, plan
options; and phone choices
bones that they don't even
include free long distance.
all of which have ,been notori
ously skimpy in the past for
The combined footprints of
cheaper plans-are improving.
Cricket and MetroPCS still
don't blanket the country; you
Business travelers, Internet
addicts, and those who covet
pay roaming charges outside
hot handsets all need to think
of them. Boost and Virgin have
far more coverage, as they pig
carefully before signing up,
gyback on Sprint's nationwide
however. The plans are "good
network. (Boost, in fact, uses
for consumers if they primarily
Sprint's Nextel network.)
use their phones for voice and
don't care whether they have
the latest smartphone," says
Phones
You don't need to sign a con
Sue Marek, editor in chief of
tract to get cheap unlimited
wireless-industry journal
wireless. That's good, but it
FierceWireless. In other words,
also means the carriers won't sell you a high-end phone for
they're an intriguing, affordable alternative to a landline.
peanuts; most of the phones offered with low-cost plans are
To figure out whether a cheap unlimited plan is for you or
either fairly basic or relatively pricey. And as Marek notes,
a member of your family, consider the following issues.
"these carriers don't get the hot phones, at least initially.
Manufacturers reserve those for their biggest customers."
Coverage
So it was big news when MetroPCS began offering a Black
Until recently, the Cricket and MetroPCS "unlimited" plans
Berry in March-even though it was a model (the Curve 8330)
were actually extremely limited, as they applied only when
that Sprint and Verizon Wireless had launched almost a
»
you called from areas where those carriers did business. And

I
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Committed to a standard cell-phone contract and looking to cut
costs? See "Reduce Your Mobile Phone Bill" at find .pcworld .com/
62891 for tips on how to trim-or avoid-unnecessary expenses.
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Consumer Watch
year before, and even though MetroPCS
charges $450 for it, versus the $100
two-year-contract price at Sprint and
Verizon. The Curve is the only true
smartphone available from any carrier
with an unlimited prepaid plan; anoth
er MetroPCS phone, the Samsung
Finesse, is the only touchscreen model.
You also don' t get the dizzying array
of phones that major carriers supply.
Even so, the handsets you can buy from
today's cheap providers are cooler than
those that prepaid carriers sold in the
past: I looked at Cricket's $230 Motoro
la Hint (also available from MetroPCS)
and Virgin's $100 Kyocera X-tc, both of
which have QWERTY keyboards and
decent media and Web features. Each
of Boost's models offers push-to-talk
capability, and all but one have GPS.
All the carriers here also have some
budget models, but they tend to lack
features such as Bluetooth, a camera,
and the ability to play MP3s.

SKEPTICAL SHOPPER

GINNY MIES

Members-Only Shopping: Worth the Hype?
OVER THE LAST year, I've
received an influx of e-mail
invitations to exclusive,
members-only online shop

Exclusive discount shopping sites are
enticing, but they can be major wallet
busters if you use them unwisely.

l

ping sites. These sites promise whopping

item before you do are a recipe for impulse

discounts on normally high-priced, Luxury

buying. And in this economy, the tempta

goods in a fun and socially interactive

tion to buy discounted goods is especially

shopping environment. What recession?

strong- and dangerous. All three sites

Three sites in particular- Gilt Groupe
(www.gilt.com). Ideeli (www.ideeli.com ),
and Rue La La (www.ruela la.com)-have
done quite well. Targeted at both male

have seen rapid increases in membership
and sales despite the downturn.

"It definitely can inspire some impul
siveness," says Paul.Hurley, Ideeli CEO

and female customers, these sites hold

and one of its founders. "But the prices

exclusive sales of various products, such

are so spectacular that it hurts less."

as clothing , home goods, and accessories.
Like a country club, they're members
only; to join, you must get a
referral (a sign-up code)
from a member.
But, as with every
too-good-to-be-true

But are they? I cross-checked a few
items with Listings on Amazon, PriceGrab
ber, and Shopping.com. I found a
jacket at Rue La La for $149
in Limited sizes. At Ama
zon I saw the same
jacket for almost $90,

Intern et

online offer, there's

in multiple colors

By definition, all-you-can-eat calling
plans are aimed at people who talk a
lot, so it's not surprising that the $50
plans remain voice-centric. Many of the
Cricket, MetroPCS, and Virgin phones
don' t support 3G data, and none of
Boost's do. Most of the handsets have
only basic browsers, but IM is common,
and some models can handle e-mail.
Unlimited Internet, text, and multi
media messages are included in the
Boost, Cricket, and MetroPCS $50
plans. Virgin charges $5 a month extra
for 1000 text, multimedia, or instant
messages or $10 for unlimited messag
ing; Web access is $5 a month for up to
20MB, or $10 for 50MB.
Better Internet features appear to be
on the way: MetroPCS says it plans to
roll out LTE (4G) data service in 2010,
and a representative of Leap Wireless,
Cricket's parent, told me it is formulat
ing plans for next-gen service. Even if
you stick with a big phone company for
now, keeping an eye on smaller, cheap
er carriers makes sense-especially if
you want a phone just to make calls .

a catch-actually, a

and sizes. But these

few. The sales usu

sites also score ex
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ally last only two or
three days, and stock
is limited. If you're on
the fence about an item,
you have to make up your mind

clusive deals with
merchandisers, so
you really can find some
steals. For example, the
Rue La La price I saw on a certain

quickly before it sells out. On top of that,

espresso machine was at Least $300 Less

the sites have tricky return policies (or

than on any other shopping sites.

none at all), so if the item you buy doesn't
work out, you might be stuck with it. And

Restrictions on Returns

in the end, you may not even be getting

ALL three sites have some sort of return

the great deal you think you are.

policy, but you should read the fine print.
Gilt Groupe's and Ideeli's return policies

The Clock I s Ti cking

apply only to certain products (clearly

Rue La La, for instance, alerted me that a

marked under the item's price). Ideeli

Marc by Marc Jacobs sale was starting.

refunds store credit, not ca sh, so if you

By the time I got to the sale, most of the

needed that money for rent, too bad.

items in my size had sold out. I found a

Everything on Rue La La is returnable,

pair of cute shoes and put them in my

but like Ideeli, it's for store credit only.

cart, but upon checkout I hesitated. The
countdown clock in the corner told me

Gilt Groupe, Ideeli, and Rue La La aren't
the only such sites around, and more are

I had a few more hours. so I fought the

sure to come. If nothing else, they are

urge to splurge. Later that day, I checked

excellent (and fun) shopping tools. Take

on the shoes again-they were sold out.

claims Like "exclusive" and "discount"

The ticking clock, the discounts, and
the knowledge someone could grab an

with a chunk of salt. read the fine print,
and you may log off with a great deal.

Meet the new ScanSnap S1500. Faster and more advanced than ever.
ScanSnap just got smarter. It knows when a document should be scanned in color, grayscale or black and white. It
knows if it should increase the resolution on small documents for readability. It has intelligent paper feed detection so
you can rest assured that all the pages in the automatic document feeder will be scanned the way you want. And
ScanSnap scans at a blazing 20 pages per minute-directly to an application or to secure, searchable PDFs for
filing or emailing.All at the touch of a button. Managing paperwork is now ano-brainer.

Tell us how you'll ScanSnap. You just might win an American Express gift check. Visit
http://us.fujitsu.com/scanners/pcworld for more details.
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THE POSSIBILITIES

ARE INFINITE

Consumer Watch
ON YOUR SIDE

GINNY MIES

I PURCHASED BITDEFENDER Anti-Virus 2009 with a registration key for
three PCs, but I've been unable to update my older version because the
upgrade option on the main menu is grayed out. After I contacted support
via e-mail, I received an automated reply and, later, instructions on run
ning and returning a test on the program so that they could determine the
problem. I sent in the test results, but never heard back (except for auto

Wet iPhone?
Apple Has You
Covered

communications director; and Vali Dan

THE WET !PHONE problem isn't quite
as strange as it may sound: The iPhone
has a reputation for being supersensi
tive to sweat and steam, and that has
left plenty of people .. .well, steaming
mad. Vigorous workouts have proved
to produce enough perspiration to
cause iPhones to shut down, keeping
consumer reporters running to stay on
top of complaints (find.pcworld.com/
62946). Avoiding exercise doesn't help
you, either: Moisture from your show
er, some people say, can also cause a
nearby iPhone to stop
functioning (find.

ielescu, global technical support director

pcworld.com/6294 7).

- responded to our inquiries.

Regardless of the rea
son for the water dam
age, Apple previously
hadn't been too under
standing. The company
used to require affect
ed consumers to buy a
new handset and start
a new service contract,
putting a real (and costly) damper on
the whole iPhone-owning experience.
Now, though, the company is chang
ing its tune. Got your phone a little too
damp? Don't sweat it, Apple says. Just
call your local Apple Store, make an
appointment with the Genius Bar, and
go in for a discounted replacement.
The deal, as an Apple Store rep ex
plained it to me: You shell out $199,
get a model of the same generation,
and avoid having to sign up for a new
contract. The phone could be new or
refurbished, but unlike your current
one, it'll work. And unlike with the old
policies, you won't be signing your cel
lular life away for another two years.
If you'd rather keep your iPhone dry
in the first place, though, you could
spring for the $350 iDive case, which
will protect it under 300 feet of water.
-JR Raphael •

matically generated responses to my two additional e-mail messages).
Priicilla A. Maine, AUlka, Oklahoma
OVS responds: Maine was one of several

PC World readers who contacted us
about problems they were experiencing
with BitDefender's Anti-Virus software.
Though their issues varied, they all com
plained about the company's unrespon
sive customer service. Several company
executives-Vince Hwang, global product
management director; Vitor Souza, global

Souza says that BitDefender is aware
of the difficulties that consumers are

for a solution, or post a new topic there if

having with Customer Care, and is taking

your problem isn't covered. If you open a

steps to improve its quality. He attributes

ticket and you don't receive an answer in

the problem to an unexpectedly high

a timely manner, reply to the confirma

surge in customers resulting in part from

tion e-mail you received and restate your

favorable reviews for BitDefender Anti

problem; opening a new ticket only con

Virus 2009 (read PC World's review at

fuses matters for customer support. As

find.pcworld.com/62836), and in part from

for our readers, including Maine, BitDe

the recent Conficker virus scare.

fender resolved all of their issues.

Though BitDefender was not prepared
virus reemerged, the company launched

Recall: Lenovo ThinkVision
Speaker AC Adapters

for that influx of users, shortly after the
a Knowledge Base (kb.bitdefender.com )

The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Com

to help consumers find answers to fre

mission, in cooperation with Lenovo, an

quently asked questions and to provide

nounced a voluntary recall of ThinkVision

access to Customer Care. In addition, to

speaker AC adapters (find.pcworld.com/

increase the number of Customer Care

62860) due to a shock hazard. Though no

representatives, BitDefender is teaming

injuries have been reported, the plastic

up with a third-party support company.

shell of the AC adapter can crack, posing

Meanwhile, Hwang says, the company is

a risk of electric shock to consumers.

working to correct some of the software

These AC adapters were sold as part of

installation and activation issues (such

the ThinkVision Soundbar option. Check

as Maine's) that prompted people to con

on the back of the adapter for FRU part

tact support in the first place.

number 89P8571, with the date code

If you're having similar issues with Bit

200810. Lenovo encourages customers

Defender, we recommend consulting the

to stop using the recalled adapters and

Knowledge Base before opening a ticket.

to contact the company for a free re

Additionally, browse the BitDefender

placement; call 800/426-7378 anytime,

Support Forum (foru m.bit defender.com )

or visit fi nd.pcworld.com/62861 .
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Business Center
Put NAS to Work in Your Small Business
BY ALFRED POOR

more distant past. You don't need a
dedicated server, and many companies
find that a local network can be worth
the investment if only to share resourc
es such as an Internet connection or a

anyone can access at any time will help
you get around that problem. Such
ANY BUSINESS THAT is bigger than a
products, which are known as network
sidewalk lemonade stand runs on inforattached storage (NAS) devices, make
mation, which makes tasks as varied as
an affordable and sophisticated option
keeping track of accounting
for small businesses. (They are
data and managing the flow of
also very handy at home,
storage gives you access
proposals and orders crucial.
to your business s data from anywhere. Here's where they can make digital
Over the past 25 years, com
media such as MP3 audio files
how to select and configure a NAS device.
puters have completely trans
available to all of the systems
formed the way that small
linked on a home network.)
businesses operate, enabling
the people who run these com
Getting Started With
panies to organize and manage
a NAS Device
information in ways that sim
As its name implies, a NAS de
ply weren't possible back in
vice attaches directly to your
the days of paper ledgers and
network. Use an ethernet cable
foot-long index-card files.
to plug it into any switch or
Once your business grows
router, and then plug the
power cable into an outlet. If
larger than a single employee,
the device will be a mission
however, you face a prob_lem
with managing that informa
critical component of your
tion. How do you maintain the
network, consider getting a
data in an orderly way, and yet
standby power supply for it.
still make it accessible to the
When you turn the NAS de
different people in the compa
vice on, it will boot up, com
ny who need to work with it?
municate with your network,
and obtain a network address .
Large companies have corpo
rate IT departments to do the
At that point, it's ready to go .
heavy lifting of designing and
Configuring the device is
maintaining complex comput
generally pretty easy. Ifyou
fast printer. And now, it's easier than
er networks, but most small businesses
decide to change a default setting-such
ever to share data on a network as well.
are hard pressed to get all of their work
as the one defining groups or the one
done on time, without attempting to
limiting access to certain folders-the
The simplest way for you to share
care for complicated computer systems .
data is to allow other computers on
device's utilities will step you through
your network to see a portion of your
the process. In almost every case, the
device's controller will contain a Web
Twilight of t he Dedicated Server system's hard drive, but unfortunately
Fortunately, computer networks have
the data is accessible to others only
page that you can access through any
become much easier to install and use
when your computer is running. Set
browser. Type the IP address for this
in recent years than they were in the
ting up a separate storage system that
page into your browser, and you'll »

r

Network-a~tach~d

Looking for a network-attached storage device that perfectly meets
your business needs? You can check out all the Latest reviews and
specs from the PC World Test Center at find.pcworld.com/62892.
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see a log-in screen requesting a name
and password. From there, you can set
up users and groups, back up settings,
and enable features such as Web access .
For easiest access, you' ll want the de
vice to treat your computer as though
it were another local hard drive. Here's
how to do it in Windows XP:
Open Windows Explorer, and select
Tnnls•Map Nerwork Dnvc. The Map Net
work Drive window lets you specify the
drive letter to use for the new drive.
You can use any letter not ass igned to
your PC already. We chose to call our
unit Drive Y, but we might just as well
have selected Drive N for "Network."
Next, click the Browse button to find
the NAS device on your network. The
' Browse for Folder' window lets you
find devices on your Windows network,
and then connect them to the shared
folder on the NAS device.
After you've selected the folder, click
OK to return to the Map Network
Drive window. At the bottom of that
window, you'll see a check box labeled
'Reconnect at logon'. If you put a check
mark here, your computer will auto
matically reconnect to the NAS device
whenever it boots up, so you'll never
have to run through these steps again.

NET WORK

It ,
.

DAVID STROM

The steps for Vista are nearly identical
to those for XP . In Windows Explorer's
Folders pane, select Compuicr, and then
click the Map network dtivc option at the
top of the window. The Map Network
Drive dialog box has the same options
in Vista as in XP (described above).
And the 'Browse for Folder' feature
works the same way as in XP, as well.
I've explained how to connect to the
NAS device to show how easy it is to
use. You don 't need to know any fancy
network stuff, or anything about IP ad
dresses or file systems or Linux. It's just
two windows and you're done. The NAS
device will show up as another hard
drive on your computer. I hope this in
troduction is inviting enough that you
will want to take the plunge and install
a NAS device on your network.
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Choose the Right Cellular Data Plan
WHEN YOU ARE on the
road, do you find your
self wishing your wireless connection were

Make sure that your business get s the
best combination o services for the way
your employees use their mobile phones.

l

faster or more pervasive? Does the puny

cost nothing, after rebates and a contract.

keyboard on your smartphone frustrate

The key here is to check which broadband

you and make you Long for your laptop?

networks the card supports. Some older,

Then it might be time to sign up for a

cheaper models run only on the slower

high-speed data plan from one of the big

broadband networks. And just as impor

cell phone carriers. But you'll have to do

tant. some work only with Windows.

a lot of online research to get the informa

3. You ca n buy one of the newer smart

tion you need to make

phones or PDAs that

a rational decision.

come with a built-in

Start with the carri

broadband modem, and

er that already pro

connect it to your lap

vides your company's

top. If this is what you

voice plan, and see

want. look at plans that

whether it has the

include tethering, and

right data plan for

note any restrictions .

your needs. Most car

An alternative is t o use

riers offer S20-per

a software tool ca lled

month discounts if you

PDA.net- but that tool

add on and sign a two-year data contract.

may not always work. and the BlackBerry

If Apple's iPhone supported tethering

installation takes several steps.

(connecting a broadband modem in the

Some additional considerations: All of

phone to your laptop), that would perfect,

T-Mobile 's data plans include unlimited

but it doesn't. So you'd have to jailbreak

data transfers , but you may have trouble

your iPhone in order to use tethering.

Confi guring NAS in Vista

· I

You have three main options to choose
from in obtaining high-speed wireless:
1. If you 're in the market for a new lap

finding a PC Card or USS modem that
will work with its service. The other pro
viders have usage limitations. so you
must read t he fine print carefully. Verizon

top, you can buy one with a built-in data

limits you to 5GB a month on all of their

card that matches your carrier, and then

plans. Sprint has unlimited data plans for

buy a plan that covers your usage pattern.

$100 a month; its lower-cost plans have

AT&T and Verizon are the best carriers

a limit of 5GB per month. AT&T has a few

for this purpose, and any number of Dell,

unlimited plans for BlackBerrys only.

HP, Lenovo, and Sony laptops include

Some of the major carriers offer plans

these modems. The PC makers offer all

that combine broadband ser vice with

sorts of rebates as enticements. too.

Wi-Fi access (of course, you have to be

2. You can get an add-in PC or USS
Card from the carrier when you buy your

within range of their Wi-Fi hotspots) . If
that's important to you, you can save

plan, if you can find the right page online.

some money when you travel by not hav

T-Mobile didn't offer any such cards on its

ing to pay for Wi-Fi coverage.

Web site when I checked in March. Th e

For online links to AT&T Data Conn ect.

others offer four or more models. Typi

Sprint Mobile Broadband Connect Plan,

cally. these work the way new cell phone

T-Mobile Internet and E-mail Plans, and

purchases do: You get a better deal if you

Verizon Broadban d Access Connect- the

are willing to commit to a two-year con

cellular data service plans for these four

tract. Sprint even offers a few cards that

carriers- go to find .pcworld.com/62903.

Making backup simple, easy and affordable

Online Backup

Business Center
Harness the Online Masses for Logo Design
<.;....;;.,:10,..
As designers upload
I ONCE WORKED with a
...."ft
~
CONIE!.H
PORTfOUO
OfS!GNIS!S
IOllU#.1
MY ACCOUNT
lilll'
their pitches, you rank the
single designer to create
LOGOTou, ,
results and provide more
logos for my business . Our
Community Portfolio
back-and-forth process did
feedback.
Everyone sees
Beio.!1 ...
--~b)ot.lle~!1~. ()r1Hr9!11"°""Q11!Ml't,.,~.
..,. ......
work, but it was pricey and
this process, so if some
time-consuming. So for my
thing is wrong for your
next business, I decided to
needs, others will know to
avoid
similar pitfalls. It's
go with LogoTournament
HI~
surprisingly interactive
(logotournament.com). Here,
while still being simple.
instead of one designer
At the end of the con
spending many hours, a
test, you pick the final
bunch of designers spend
FrliludRatlng'
a few, and each submits
winner. That person up
=~.=.:c-r-2.~~
...
loads an EPS file that will
ideas. The winner nets my
LOGOTOURNAMENT SETS UP an Internet-wide design contest that works
work great for a letter
prepaid bounty, and I get
like an extended brainstorming session for creating business logos.
head, Web design, or any
full rights to the logo.
other use. Once you 've
I was a little skeptical
about turning to the online community
more entries; if you don't get at least
approved it, LogoTournament transfers
the winning prize that it has held in
30, LogoTournament offers a refund.
rather than relying on a single designer.
But only a few days into my contest, I
The process still relies on your direc
escrow, minus a 15 percent fee.
tion, just as in traditional design work.
The process and low cost are ideal for
already have a few submissions that
could work, among a dozen other
You fill out an initial identity question
small businesses and startups . But
attempts. As we get closer to my week
naire describing the business or prod
medium-size companies could benefit
uct. A dozen sliders help you decide
from the brainstorming, too, even if
long deadline, I expect more designers
to add entries. Other contests paying
how playful or serious and how quiet
they can afford a dedicated designer.
or loud the logo should be.
as little as $250 have received 100 or
-Zack Stern.
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TIPS FOR USING LINUX IN YOUR BUSINESS

Three Useful Ubuntu Tricks

.. .
file l:lelp

HERE ARE THREE tips to make Ubuntu Linux work better.
Package : virtualbox-2.2
1. Open asuperuser Ruri Programs dialog box. Pressing
Status : Requires the installation of 3 packages
<Alt>-<F2> opens a Run Programs dialog box; typing a pro
Description Details Included Files
gram name in it launches that program; I use it to run
Sun VlrtualBox
gconf-editor (which lacks a menu entry). If you type 'gksu'
VirtualBox
is a powerful PC virtualization solution allowing you to run a wide
into a terminal window (with nothing following it) , a similar
range of PC operating systems on your Linux system. This includes Windows,
dialog box appears, but this time you can run the program
Linux. FreeBSD, DOS, OpenBSD and others. VirtualBox comes with a broad
feature set and excellent performance, making it the premier virtualization
as root (or any other user on the system) . To bind the gksu
software solution on the market .
command to a keyboard shortcut (such as <Shift>-<Alt>
<F2>) and produce a superuser Run Programs dialog box,
TO INSTALL A downloaded application In Ubuntu, launch the GDebl Installer
select System•Preferences•Keyboord Shortcuts.
2.lnstallpackagesqulcklywlthGDebl. GDebi is a GUI app
and click 'Install Package'. GDebl works with any file In the .deb format.
that lets you install packages you've manually downloaded.
It uses Linux's repo~itories to try to resolve dependencies (I've al
Jaunty; to find it, click System •Preferences•Startup Applications)
and add a new entry. Type openofflce-nodefault-nologo in the Com
ways relied on the dpkg command to do this) . But at the command
mand field , and reboot. OpenOffice.org will be cached when the
line, GDebi also runs in a fuss-free non-GUI mode (namely, sudo
gdebi package.deb), yet retains the ability to resolve dependencies.
Gnome desktop starts up, so future 00.org app startups will hap
Give it a try. Once you do, you may never want to use dpkg -i again.
pen in a split second. In effect, you 're moving the OpenOffice.org
3. Launch OpenOffice.org faster. Tired of slow OpenOffice.org
startup delay to initial boot-up, where you'll hardly notice it.
starts? Open the Sessions program (called 'Startup Manager' in
-KeirThomas •
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Protect.
Manage.

'
7 TIMES MORE RELIABLE ·THAN THE INDUSTFI¥ AVERAGE.
'

As a core manufacture'r, we build every computer from the ground up, allowing us to maintain
exceptional quality control standards. Tha makes perfect sense when you cohsider that the
Toughboo~ 30 has an average annualized in-warranty repair rate of les5 than 3%; compared
to the in-warranty indu~try average ~s noted in available publishe'l:l reports. T~e Panasohi~ ·
Toughbook 30 is powered by Intel'> Centrino®2 with vRr0·· technology. So if you are lookir:i
for the laptop that defines reliability, look no further than the Ranasonic.il'oughbook 30. i
;

1.888.223.1~84 ,/ panasonlc.com/toughbook

Security Alert
Organized Crime Moves Into Data Theft
BY ERIK LARKIN

company based its report on investigations of both public and
undisclosed break-ins for major companies, focusing on suc
YOU KEEP MALWARE off of your PC, and you're smart
cessful attacks that made off with credit card numbers or
enough to know how to avoid phishing attacks . You're care
other data. The findings square with broader reports from the
ful in where you surf, and in how you conduct your online
Identity Theft Resource Center (idtheftcenter.org), which found
banking. So your financial data
that the total number of reshould be relatively safe, right?
Credit card numbers and other sensitive
ported data breaches, ranging
Wrong. Record-level theft of
types of customer data are being siphoned
from lost laptops to massive
credit card numbers and other
off of.company networks in record numbers. data thefts, leapt 47 percent in
valuable digital data from finan
2008 to 656 breaches, up from
cial institutions is making a
446 breaches in 2007.
mockery of such attempts to
Profit-minded crooks are
protect ourselves, in heists
responsible for most thefts :
"91 percent of all compromised
that are largely carried out by
organized crime groups. And
records in 2008 was attributed
individuals can't prevent a
to organi zed criminal activity,"
hacker from electronically cas
the report states. Peter Tippett,
ing a bank or credit card pro
principal author of the report
cessor, breaking in through a
and vice president of innova
tion and technology with Veri
forgotten but easy-to-target
hole in the company's net
zon Business, says the report
work, and dropping in mal
took into account IP addresses
ware that steals credit card
used in the thefts, as well as
arrests that have been or will be
numbers and ATM-card PINs.
"I don't worry so much
made as a result of investiga
about keyloggers, but about
tions. The company often coor
dinated investigations with law
the data breach," says Joe
eriforcement agencies such as
Stewart, who does research on
malware for business security
0
the FBI and Scotland Yard.
Of the 90 breaches studied as
provider SecureWorks. "I
0
the basis of the report, 68 were
operate under the assumption
traced back to a particular IP address and place, and Eastern
that the criminals already have my credit card, debit card,
Europe was the most common source. "We do have a great
and PIN numbers, but haven't gotten around to using them
deal of evidence that malicious activity from Eastern Europe
because they have so much data to work through. "
is the work of organized crime," Tippett says. The next most
common source was East Asia, followed by North America.
Th efts Skyrocket
Today's online data thieves don't just run automatic scan
According to the 2009 Data Breach Investigations Report
ners and jump on any network hole they find. They're more
from Verizon Business (find.pcworld.com/62872), crooks nabbed
likely to first choose a target that has data they can turn into
285 million records in 2008, more than Verizon Business had
»
cash, and then figure out how to break in, Tippett says.
found to be stolen in the previous four years combined. The

!

When should you be concerned about pop-up ads? We tell you at find.
pcworld.com/62911. Also,. for a reality check on the privacy implica
tions of cloud computing services, see find.pcworld.com/62910.
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Security Alert
They often find an easy point of entry,
such as an Internet-accessible log-in

BUGS & FIXES

ERI K LARKI N

that employs a default password.
Even in those few cases where hackers
pursued a specific software hole, they
weren't attacking fresh, potentially un
known flaws IT professionals hadn't yet

Hacker Target: Flaw-Filled Adobe Reader

fixed. Of the six cases Verizon Business
reported that used a targeted software

ducks passing in front of an airgun-toting

attack, five exploited vulnerabilities that
had patches available for more than a
year; the fix for the sixth attack had

painted on Adobe Reader and Acrobat.
Holes in Adobe PDF apps are under
near-constant assault these days, lead
ing one antivirus researcher, Mikko Hyp

been around for more than six months.
Once in, the crooks usually inserted
malicious, security-evading software in
to places that helped them dig deeper
into the network, or into locations that
let them steal and send data once the
target of the exploit had been reached.

A successful breach can persist for
months, and can raid data beyond just
credit card numbers. "The big money is
now in stealing personal identification
number (PIN) information together with
associated credit and debit accounts,"
according to the report. "These PIN
based attacks hit the consumer much
harder. .. because PIN fraud typically
leads to cash being withdrawn directly
from the consumer's account."

IMAGINE A CARNIVAL
game with a conveyer belt of
hapless bull's-eye sitting

L Should you ditch Adobe PDF apps?
Plus: fi xe s for Office, IE, and Firefox.

player- but in this game, the bull's-eye is

ponen of F-Secure, to call them "the new
Internet Explorer," a reference to the days
when IE 6 was the target of choice. Hyp
ponen even suggests ditching Reader for
a free alternative (see pdfreaders.org ).

If you continu.e to use Adobe Reader or
Acrobat, turn off JavaScript (as Adobe
recommends) to help guard

Many companies have fraud-detection
systems to catch, say, attempts to use a
stolen credit card number. Such sys
tems often find the first clues that trace
back to a data breach, Tippett says. But
fraud detection comes in after the actu
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PowerPoint Attacked
Though attackers are exploiting the
aforementioned hole in PowerPoint, no
patch is available at this writing. Office
2000, 2002, and 2003 are all vul
nerable, as is Office 2004 for
Mac (information at find .
pcworld .com/6287 4).
DirectX also had a
patch, affecting Win
dows 2000, XP, and

Edit•Preferences,

select JavaScript on

Server 2003. Mali

the left. and uncheck

cious Motion JPEG
(MJPEG) files could

Enable Acrobat Java

announced when a fix
might come out, but you can
get details at find.pcworld.com/62870.

Office Closes Holes
Microsoft has released patches for holes
in Excel and Word exploited by zero-day
attacks, but the bad guys are going after
another zero-day flaw in PowerPoint.

Still, you can mitigate the potential
damage from a breach. Catching ID theft
early can make a big difference in recov
ering from an attack, and services such
as Mint.com or Rudder (rudder.com) can
pull transactions from multiple check
ing, savings, and credit card accounts
into one place where you can look for
anomalies. Most online financial ac
counts will also let you receive e-mail or
even SMS alerts for various charges or
transactions. See find .pcworld.com/62879
for more on these alerts and services.

Microsoft lists the Excel fix as critical
for Office 2000; it's important for 2002,
2003, and 2007, as well as for Office 2004
and 2008 for Mac and the Office Excel
Viewer. Be sure to pick up the patch via
Automatic Updates. For full details, see

JULY 200 9

for WordPad on Windows XP, Windows
2000, and Server 2003 (find .pcworld.com/
62873). A malicious download or an e-mail
attachment could target the holes.

affecting all supported
versions of the pro
grams: Click on

al theft; individuals can do little to pro
tect their data before that point.

I PCWORLD . COM

Office 2000, and important for Office
2002 and the Office Converter Pack, and

against an as-yet unpatched
security vulnerability

Script. Adobe hasn't yet

Any Hope for Consumers?

the bulletin at find.pcworld.com/62871.
The Word patch is likewise critical for

BUGGED?
FOUND A HARDWARE or soft
ware bug? Send us an e-mail on it
to bugs@pcworld .com.

target the flaw. See find .
pcworld.com/62875.
One other must-have patch
affects Microsoft Windows HTTP Servic
es, which could be targeted by a mali
cious Web site. MS09-013 (find.pcworld.
com/62876) is critical for Windows 2000,
XP, Server 2003, Vista, and Server 2008.

' ...

IE, Firefox Fixes
A now-plugged vulnerability in IE 6 and
IE 7 could have been exploited if you
viewed a poisoned Web page. For IE 6,
the hole is critical on Windows XP and
important on Server 2003. For IE 7, it's
critical on XP and Vista, and important on
Server 2003 and Server 2008 (see find.
pcworld.com/62877 for details).
Meanwhile, Firefox received two up
dates (to versions 3.0.9 and 3.0.10) to fix
critical flaws that might let a miscreant
crash the browser and attack a victim
computer. Click Help•Check far Updates.

Successful websites start
with 1
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Security Alert
University of California Hit With Major Data Theft
THE UNNERSITY of California, Berke
ley, discovered in May a massive data
theft affecting 160,000 current and for
mer UC Berkeley students, parents of

have since been taken down and will
remain inaccessible until the university
has identified and fixed the vulnerabili
ty. UC Berkeley has contacted those
affected via e-mail and letters.

students, and spouses.
The theft involves records stolen from
the university's on-campus health clin
ics database. No treatment records

This is not the first time that the uni
versity has had data theft issues. In

were stolen, but the thieves made off
with important personal data including
names, birth dates, student identifica
tion numbers, Social Security numbers,

with their parents or spouses. Califor
nia state law requires that health re
cords be kept for at least seven years,
and the university's policy is to keep

and some data such as immunization
records. Anyone who has used the uni
versity's on-campus health services and

such records for ten years.
The data theft persisted for some six
months, from early October 2008 until

clinic since 1999 may be at risk, along

early April. The compromised databases

2005, a laptop containing personal
information for 98 ,000 graduate stu
dents went missing.
See page 33 for more on the growing
data-theft problem, and consider miti~
gating any damage by placing a fraud
alert or security freeze on your credit
reports (start at tind.pcworld.com/62904).

-Nick Mediaii

Can Facebook Be Private? If You Care, Follow These Tips
PRESERVING PRIVACY on a social network may seem like staying

L

relatives and friends. So here are some rules of thumb for using
the site without letting the entire world in on your business.
Know your terms of service: Facebook's new terms of service
(introduced after a major PR flap earlier
this year, and approved in a user vote) say

and deselect any check boxes on that page for info you don't want
shared. (These settings affect only the apps your friends install.)
Control what certain people can see: A little-known feature lets
you create lists of friends and restrict con
tent sharing to certain lists. For example,

that "you own all of the content and infor
mation you post on Facebook." The full
agreement is at find.pcworld.com/62867.
and a new nonbinding statement of princi
ples is at fi nd.pcworld.com/62868 .
Ditch data-snooping apps: Many privacy
advocates frown on Facebook applications.
The company requires that app creators
obey certain rules (for example, apps can't
save your data for more than 24 hours), but
it doesn 't vet apps. If you're concerned
about privacy, you might want to resist the
urge to install that 'Discover your Hippy [sic] name ' app. To see
apps you've currently authorized, go to Settings•Application Set
tings. Then choose Authorized from the 'Show' drop-down menu.
Limityourfriends'apps: If a friend installs an app, the program
will by default be able to see anything you 've shared with that
friend. To restrict the data available, go to Settings•Privacy Set
tings and click the Applications link. Click the Settings tab up top,

36

Worried about privacy on Facebook? Here's how
to keep your personal information safe.

dry outside during a thunderstorm. But sites such as Facebook are
also developing into major hubs for keeping in touch with far-flung
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you can put all business acquaintances on
one list and restrict their photo viewing.
Another list, consisting of your closest
friends, might get to see everything.
To create a list. click on the Friends link,
and under 'Lists' on the left, click Create.
To restrict sharing info in certain lists, go to
Settings•Privacy Settings and click Profile.
Open a Profile item's drop-down menu and
choose Customize. Select Some Friends in
the resulting pop-up, and then enter the
name of the friends list you want to choose.
Preview profiles: A helpful tool that shows what you 're sharing
with whom is Facebook's profile preview tool. Go to Settings•
Privacy Settings, then Profile. and type a friend 's name in the box
up top ..You 'll see your profile as that friend would view it, and you
can then adjust your privacy settings accordingly.
For additional helpful tips on Facebook privacy, check out a guide
from AllFacebook.com at find .pcworld.com/62869. •

Nero BackltUp & Burn ~
Simply back up, burn, and recover files fi t safe keeping
AJI the praetices, the games and now the thrill of victory! You ba e captured unforgettable moments.
Losing them to system crashes, vi~ ses, or hard driv.e failure is no ar.i option. With Nero BackltUp &
Bum, you can always relive those moments knowing that your digital photos and family videos are safe.
The NEW Nero BackltUp & Burn provides easy-to-use tools that let you back up files, restor~ lost data,
and burn music, videos, photos. and data to CDs, DVDs, and Blu-ray discs,
Special Introductory Discount! Promo Code: AM-PCW1-TL8N
Get it today! www.nero.com/enu/pcworld.html
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

Eliminate Phantom Loads and
Reduce Your Carbon Footprint

fco·friendly UPS systems save energy, lower costs and boost efficiency.
f you've ever experienced a power outage, brownout or elec
trical surge while working on your computer, you know
how devastating it can be. Important files such as word
processing documents, financial records and digital photos
can be lost. Even worse, a powerful surge could fry
your hardware beyond repair-not just costly computers, but
connected peripherals such as telephones, modems, fax ma
chines, routers and printers.

protect your desktop computer, high-efficiency wil l reduce your environ mental

The ideal solution to such problems is an uninlerruptible power supply
CUPS). The _
best UPS systems supply surge protec tion and reliable battery pow
er to keep compu ters running during shor ter blackouts, wh ile allowing enough

shut down unattended computers automatically during an extended blackout.
What's more, using such money-saving, high-performance systems allows
you to protec t more than just your computer gear-you also protect the en

time to shu t down safely during longer ones.

vironment. Tripp Lile is a leader in green initiatives, including early support
for the Restriction of Hazardous Substances <RoHSl directive, which strictly

Al l UPS systems are not alike, however. Pre ferred UPS systems feature
technology that protects your hardware and files in an eco-friendly way. Be
sides lowering your carbon footpri nt and protecting the earth, eco-friendly,
highly efficient UPS systems can lower your el ectri c bill enough so they end up
paying for themselves.

impact and fatten you r wallet.

Putting II All Together
You can find environmentally friendly features like these and more in more
advanced UPS systems such as the Tripp Lite ECO Series UPS Systems.
Besides eliminating phantom loads and operating at high efficiency, all ECO
Series UPS Systems have a USB port for use with the included USB cable and
Power Alert software (a free download). This enables you to save open files and

limits hazardous substances in elec tronics equipment.
And most Tripp Lile UPS systems incorporate
replaceabl e, recyclabl e batteries,
keeping lead-acid batteries
ou t of landfil ls.

llimlnating Phantom Loads
Eco-friendly UPS systems feature special outlet technology that cuts power
completely to your connected peripherals after you power down your computer.
TI1is eliminates U1e "phantom loads" drawn by idle peripherals that consume
electricity even when they appear to be turned off. The result? You save a consid
erable amount on your electric bill while reducing your carbon footprint.

High Efficiency saves You Money
The most advanced UPS systems are highly efficient- up to 99%-far more
so than run-of-the-mill models. Even if you 're using only a single UPSsystem to
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Want to learn more about "greener" UPS systems that protect your mes
and gear while saving you moneJ1 Visit www.tripplite.com/GoGreen.

ECO Series
Standby UPS Systems
Protect Your Equipment,
Your Budgetand Our Planet!

EC0750UPS

• Energy-saving "ECO" surge outlets
automatically turn off idle equipment

Three Models Available
350VA to 750VA

• 99% power efficiency reduces electrical
consumption, saving you money
• 100% RoHS compliance meets strict
environmental standards
• FREE PowerAlert software shuts down
unattended software
• $100,000 Connected Equipment Insurance
included

WIN A TRIPP LITE
ECO UPS SYSTEM!
tripplite.com/pcworld

TigerDirect.com.
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THE SMARTPARTS SPXBWF provides
great image quality and streaming.

KODAK'S EASYSHARE Wl020 Is our top
HP'S DF820A4 GIVES good Images,

pick for its features and ease of use.

but you can't change their order.

l

The Best Digital Photo Frames
TODAY'S DIGITAL picture

lilflll

frames make it easy
to keep loved ones
and memorable events close
by and visible. They come in
a multitude of shapes and
sizes, but are far from equal.
Keep these important
points in mind before you
buy a digital photo frame.
Resolution: The higher the
resolution, the better t he
frame will do in reproducing
your images. At a minimum,
we recommend a frame with
800-by-600-pixel reso lution.
Aspect ratio: Some frames
are 4:3, which more closely
matches the image size your
digital camera captures (how
c
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These days, digital photo frames do more than
showcase your memories. The best ones do
everything from playing music to streaming
I nternet content- while looking great anywhere.

closely depends partly on the
camera you use, and partly
on how the frame scales your
content, cropping an image
so that it fills the screen).
Displays with a widescreen
(16:9) aspect ratio are handy
if your digital camera captures 16:9 images , and they
are an attractive, nontraditional way to display photos .
Built-in connectivity: Integrated wireless has become
more common on digital
photo frames , and, in the

past year, more func tional,
too. Look for Wi-Fi capability if you want the frame to
access content that lives on
a PC or comes from the Intemet, but also check the
frame 's specs to see what
kind of access it supports.
Controls: Some frames have
buttons that are difficult to
reach while you're also trying to watch what's on the
screen. Others have more
convenient touchscreen
controls, usually around the

outskirts of the image.
For this roundup, we sur
veyed the landscape of digi
tal photo frames . We ran the
frames through a test script
packed with content of varying sources and resolutions,
and compared the frames '
performance and features
against one another. The ten
photo frames presented here
arc t he best models that
we've seen thus far.

Kodak EasyShare

Wl020
lhe 10-inch, wooden-framed,
glass-fronted Kodak Easy
Share W1020 ($160) takes
the top spot thanks to its
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46 CLOUD ENGINES

47 LENOVO L215P

48 MOTOROLA T305

64 NIKON 05000

Pogoplug

SONY'S S-FRAME DPF-080 looks

THE TRANSCEND PF720 Is the most

sleek, but it lacks Wi-Fi support.

versatile of the frames we've seen.

attractive but has no dongle for WI-Fl.

ease of use, with or without
Kodak's proprietary software.
The 800-by-480-pixel W1020
is Wi-Fi-enabled (setup is
easy) and can stream content
from your Kodak EasyShare
Gallery and Flickr accounts.
To start a slide show, just
plug in a media card.
We saw very good color
accuracy in our tests, and
images retained a commend
able amount of detail across
highlights, midtones, and
shadows when compared
with our original photo files.
One drawback: The W1020
doesn't handle nested file
MORE ONLINE

What would an ideal digital
photo frame look like? Vis it
find.pcworld.com/62345 to see
PC Wo rld 's mashup ideas.

fo lders on a card or a USB
flash drive; everything must
be in the same folder.

SmartParts SPXB WF
Sporting a \Vooden frame ,
the SmartParts SPX8WF
($160) showed images on its
800-by-600-pixel screen that
looked quite similar to the
originals on our test PC. The
SPXSWF is integrated with
Windows Live, through
which you can set up photo
streams and view news headlines . And if friends want to
share a photo with you, they
can e-mail it directly to your
frame-a pretty cool feature.
Its motion sensor means
you don't have to remember
to tum the frame on or off,
saving electricity and prolonging its life span. But its
menu may res pond slowly.

Hewlett-Packard
df820a4
With its wooden, doublematted, and glassed frame
(interchangeable mats are
included) , the $150 HP
df820a4 looks just like a tra
ditional analog frame . The
only giveaway is a dangling
AC power cord (if the frame
is hanging on a wall).
The unit's 7-inch, 800-by600-pixel display produced
excellent results in our tests,
providing natural-looking,
saturated, and nicely de
tailed pictures. The included
PictBridge software allows
you to print a photo without using a computer.
My biggest gripe: 1his
frame will present your pietures on!J' in the order in
which you originally loaded
them . In addition, only a

switch on the frame will
power it on; the remote
lacks this fun ction.

Sony S-Frame
DPF-0 80
The $130 Sony S-Frame
DPF-080 rocks Sony's sleek
design sense. This 8-inch
frame is shiny and black, the
screen is matte, and the but
ton labels and Sony logo are
backlit. I tested the black
8-inch version (the S-Frame
comes in 7-, 9-, and 10-inch
versions , and in white and
red as well) . I found the
menus easy to navigate, and
they nested logically. Colors
on the sharp 800-by-600
pixel screen popped well,
looked saturated, and had
no noticeable distortion.
The Sony's slide-show
»
mode offers the usual
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transition effects, and
lets you view images
linearly or shuilled in
~ random order. I
especially liked this
frame's ability to han
dle large image files
(up to 100MB). My
only quibble is that
the price seems high in view
of the frame 's lack of extras
such as support for video
and MP3 audio.

Pandigital
PAN1002W02T
Pandigital's $185, 10.4-inch
PAN1002Wf02T frame
blends in seamlessly with
your retro analog frames.
The 1024-by-768-pixel dis
play presented good detail
and very little color shift. If
you don't like the look of
your images, you can tweak
them by using the bright
ness, contrast, tint, and
color control-a feature un
common in digital frames .
, The PAN1002W02T is
advertised as Bluetooth- and
Wi-Fi-compatible, but you'll
need to buy a special dongle
from Pandigital to stream
content from photo-sharing
sites or RSS feeds . Also, the
remote lacks a power button.

Transcend PF720
The $95 Transcend PF720 is
not only a digital photo
frame , but also an FM radio,
a video player, and an MP3
player. Its built-in 2GB of
memory invites amassing a
big collection of files with
out using any cards or a PC
(but you can do that, too) .
The frame's 800-by-480
pixel screen looked crisp,
and photos had extremely
natural-looking color; I did
see a bit too much contrast.
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THE PRICEY D-LINK DSM-210
has some annoying limitations.
THE GllNll GN-812 Is Inexpen

The unit's remote handles
everything: You can add
photos to your Favorites;
adjust the frame 's volume;
and set different modes for
photo, video, music, radio,
calendar, and slide-show
functions. The Transcend
PF720 is a great device to
keep by your bed or sofa
because you can use it as a
personal media player for lis
tening to the radio or to
your MP3 collection as well
as for viewing slide shows
and videos. It can even func
tion as an alarm clock. At
slightly less than a hundred
bucks, the PF720 is a good
deal-even without Wi-Fi.

sive but short on memory.

coolcast. Also, the unit
can't handle nested folders
and can't run images from
multiple cards and internal
memory into a single show.
The 800-by-480-pixel
DSM-210 streams photos
(but not video) through
FrameChannel, an RSS utili
ty. Oddly, the default set
tings limit you to a meager
five photos. In addition, the
frame can't stream content
from more than one channel
at a time (meaning only Pica
sa, only Flickr, or whatever).
These limitations, together
with the sky-high price,
might put consumers off.

0 -Link DSM-210
Like the Sony S-Frame DPF
I pevo Kaleido R7
080, the $210 D-Link DSM
The $200 lpevo Kaleido R7
is beautifully designed-even
210 looks far techier than a
if it doesn't particularly re
traditional frame. But some
semble a picture frame. The
features will pose problems
7-inch, 800-by-480-pixel
for technophiles and tech
nophobes alike.
In our tests, images
transferred very slowly
to the frame's 1GB of
internal memory be
cause we had to copy
them one by one; the
only way to copy mul
tiple images is via a
downloadable Yahoo
widget. Once trans
ferred , the pictures
appeared slightly
audio and video support.
desaturated and had a

widescreen can rotate
on its solid, heavy
weight stand and ori
ents pictures accord
ingly. In my tests , the
Kaleido had very
good detail retention
in midtones, and well
exposed pictures
looked dynamite on
the matte screen-a good
thing since this frame offers
control only for brightness,
not color, tint, or contrast.
You can also view metadata
on screen alongside photos.
With its built-in 802.llb/g
wireless connection and its
EyeStage software, you can
stream photos from iPhoto
or RSS feeds . I liked the
Kaleido's intuitive menu,
and the Wicfi connection is
simple to set up. But I wish
this pricey device had audio
and video support.

InTouch I T7150
The 7-inch IT7150 ($195)
looks futuristic, but it feels
like today's plastic. Its re
sponsive touchscreen,
paired with an intuitive
menu screen, makes for an
attractive, albeit expensive,
package. With an 800-by
480-pixel display, Wi-Fi, and
content streaming through
FrameChannel, this unit has
THE INTOUCH IT7150 looks
nice but has poor audio.

enough features to be com
petitive. But its internal
memory (128MB) is puny.
Slide shows looked sharp,
though colors were cooler
and contrast was slightly
higher than in our original
photos. Alas, brightness is
all you can adjust. An annoy
ing limitation is that all pho
tos must come from one
source at a time. Setting up
Wi-Fi is also complicated
(other frames just let you
enter a network key) . Once
you've completed the Wi-Fi
setup, you can view RSS
feeds and listen to Internet
radio, but audio quality was
the worst in this roundup.

GiiNii GN-812
Up close, the $50 GiiNii
GN-812 looks lightweight
and feels like it's made of
inexpensive plastic. The unit
has an 800-by-600-pixel dis
play. One big weakness is a
weird semicircular array of
function buttons on its
back; they're impossible to
operate without scrutiny.
Luckily, the GiiNii's remote
works reasonably well.
The frame tended to crop
images heavily unless we
told it to fit (rather than fill)
the.screen. Color in our
photos was accurate-a little
on the cool side, but still
vivid. The GN-812 's menus
were sometimes a bit tricky
to navigate; but once I got
the hang of the remote, I
could easily adjust slide
show transitions and set the
photos in random or linear
order. The GN-812 's 128MB
of internal memory storage
is unimpressive. For $50,
however, such limitations
aren't too hard to live with.
-Kathleen Cullen

PC WORLD TOP 10 DIGITAL PHOTO FRAMES

E!il Kodak EasyShare W1020
. . $160
find .pcworld.com/62972

•Image quality: Superior
• Design: Very Good
•Specifications:Very Good

..
m

• 512MB Internal memory
•Plays MP3 files
•Wl·FI
• 10 Inches diagonal

BOTIOM LINE: The EasyShare W1020 earns our top nod for its combination of deep features and ease of use.

2

SmartParts SPXBWF
$160
find .pcworld.com/62975

•Image quality:Supenor
•Design: Very Good
•Specifications:Very Good

.
II

• 512MB Internal memory
•Plays MP3,WMA files
•Wi·FI
• 8 inches diagonal

BOTIOM LINE: This attractive, traditional-looking digital picture frame boasts excellent image quality.

3

HPdfB20a4
$150
find .pcworld.com/6297 4

•Image quality: Very Good
• Design: Superior
• Specifications:Very Good

m
m
m
m
m

• 512MB Internal memory
•Plays MP3, MPEG, MOV, end
AVlflles
• 7inches diagonal

BOTIOM LINE: HP's frame produced excellent results In our image tests, but you can't change the order of pictures.

4

Sony 5-Frame DPF-DBO
$130
find .pcworld.com/6297 7

•lmagequality:VeryGood
•Design: Superior

•Specifications:Good

• 200MB internal memory
•No audio/video support
• 8 inches diagonal

BOTIOM LINE: Images looked great on this nicely designed frame; but it is a bit pricey, considering it lacks WI-Fi support

5

Pandigital PAN1002W02T ·
$185
find .pcworld.com/62978

• Image quality: Very Good
• Design: Very Good
• Specifications:Very Good

• 512MB Internal memory
• Plays MP3 and AVI files
• Wl·Fi,but no dongle
• ]9.4 inches diagonal

BOTIOM LINE:This big, attractive frame supports Wi-FI, but it doesn't include the required dongle.

6

Transcend PF720
$95
find .pcworld.com/62979

•lmagequality:VeryGood
•Design: Good
• Specifications:Very Good

• 2GB internal memory
•Plays AVI, MOV,MPG, MP4 3GP,
and Motion JPEG files
• 7Inches diagonal

BOTIOM LINE:This frame Is versatile, but it may not appeal to people looking for a straightforward picture frame.

7

0-Link DSM-210
$210
fin d.pcworld.com/62980

•Image quality: Good
•Design:Very Good
• Specifications: Very Good

• 1GB internal memory
•No audio/video support
•W~Fi

• 10 inches diagonal

BOTIOM LINE: Some of this model's features will pose problems for technophiles as well as technophobes.

8

lpevo Kaleido R7
$200
find.pcworld.com /62981

•lmagequelity:VeryGood
•Design:Very Good
•Specifications: Superior

• 512MB Internal memory
•No audio/video support
•Wi·FI
• 7 inches diagonal

BOTIOM LINE: It's hard not to wish that this beautifully designed frame had audio and video support, given its sky-high price.

9

lnTouch IT7150
$195
find .pcworld.corn/62976

• Image quality: Good
• Design:Very Good

.
m

• Specificati~s: Superior

• 128MB internal memory
• Plays MP3 files
•Wi-FI
• 7 in~hes diagonal

BOTIOM LINE: Despite its appealing and Intuitive design, this frame had some of the worst audio quality we've heard.

GiiNii GN-812

10 S50

find .pcworld.com/62983

• Image quality:Very Good
•Design: Very Good
•Specifications: Good

• 128MB Internal memory
•Plays MP3, WAV, AVI, and Motion
JPEG files
• 8 inches diagonal

BOTIOM LINE: The GiiNii skimps on internal memory, and its menu structure isn't perfect. but It costs only $50.
CHART NOTE: Prices and ratings are as ol 5/5/09.For a slide show of all products on this chart, go to find.pcworld.com/62967.
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More Inkjet MFPs Use Wi-Fi to Cut the Cord
WI-Fl CONNECTIVITY is

liild

featured in nine ~f
- - - - the ten color mk1et
multifunction printers on
our chart, and on four of the
five new models we tested
this month. But wireless can
be as complicated as it is
cool. If the installation goes
awry, check both your net
work equipment and the
MFP for possible problems.
Canon MFPs dominate
our tightly bunched rank
ings, grabbing five of the top
seven slots. The fifth-place
Pixma MX860 offers tons of
features but meager speeds.
The number seven Pixma
MX330 has a low sticker

PC WORLD TOP 10 INKJET MULTIFUNCTION PRINTERS

llllil Canon Pi xma MX700

•Gra phics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed: 9.1 ppm text/
3,2 ppm graphics

. - s1eo

find.pcworld.com/59701

• 20 ppm graphics
• 4BOO·by·1200·dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Work- and play-oriented features blend harmoniously in this uni t. with just a few quality and design issues.

2

HP Photosmart C6380
All-In-One
$200
find .pcworld.com/61979

II
II
I

•Textquality:VeryGood
•Graphics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed:11 .3 ppm text/
3.2 ppm graphics

•33ppm text
• 31 ppm graphics
• 9600-by-2400-dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Well designed, with solid speed and print quality, the home-oriented C6380 All-in·One has what it takes.

3

Canon Pixma MX7600
$400
find.pcworld .com/60874

'

•Textquality:Superior
•Graphics quality:Superior
•Tested speed: 9.8 ppm text/
3.7 ppm graphics

•28ppmtext
• 23 ppm graphics
•4800·by-1200·dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: For those who can afford it. this fast, full-featured MFP will suit any small business or home office.

4

HP Photosmart C5280
$100
find.pcworld .com/58163

II
11
II

•Textquality:Good
•Graphics quality:Very Good
•Tested speed: 7.3 ppm ted/
2.4 ppm graphics

• 32 ppm text
• 24 ppm graphics
•4800·by-1200-dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTTOM LINE: This versatile unit handles photo and CO/DVD printing as easily as it does everyday copies and scans.

5

Canon Pixma MX860
$200 NEW
find .pcworld.com/62466

1

•Textquality:VeryGood
•Graphics quality:Good
•Tested speed: 8.4 ppm text/
2.2 ppm graphics

• 8.4 ppm text
• 5.6 ppm graphics
• 9800·by·2400·dpl maximum true
color resolution

BOTTOM LINE: You get a lot of features for a midrange price, but the Pixma MX860's performance is just average overall.

CANON'S PIXMA MX860 comes

6

Canon Pixma MP620
$150
find .pcworld.com/61884

with two 150-sheet Input trays.

1

•Textquallty:Superior
•Graphics quality:Good
•Tested speed: 7.6 ppm text/
2.2 ppm graphics

m

• 26 ppm text
• 17 ppm graphics
• 9600·by-2400·dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: For home or school, the Pixma MP620 offers impressive features and connectivity at a low price.

price but costly black ink.
HP's Photosmart Premium
Fax All-in-One, at number
ten, can print on specially
coated CD/DVD media.
Off the chart, HP' s Office
Jet Pro 8500 All-in-One is ex
pensive but well equipped,
with low-cost inks. Broth
er's MFC-6890CDW has tab
loid capabilities, but it's
both slow and expensive.
-Melissa Rio.ftio

7

Canon Pixma MX330
SllO NEW
find .pcworld.com/62467

•Textquality:VeryGood
•Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed: 7.7 ppm text/
2.2 ppm graphics

• 7.5 ppm text
• 4.5 ppm graphics
•4800·by-1200-dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTTOM LINE: The Pixma MX330 is a decent, basic MFP in most ways, but the high price to replace black ink is disappointing.

8

Epson WorkForce 600
$200
find .pcworld.com/61880

•

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality:Good
•Tested speed:18.2 ppm text/
5.0 ppm graphics

• 27 ppm text
• 19 ppm graphics
• 5760·by·1440·dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Upstaged by its own blazing speed, this machine pales in every other way-especially ink costs.

9

HP Photosmart C8180
All-in-One
$300
find .pcworld.com/59702

•

•Text quality: Good
•Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed: 7.0 ppm text/
2.7 ppm graphics

•34 ppm text
• 33 ppm graphics
•4800·by·1200·dpl maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: The high initial price buys you soup·to·nuts digital photo processing, including a LightScribe drive.

MOR E ONLI NE

10

Visit find.pcworld.com/62965
for in-depth reviews, fu ll test
resu lts, and detailed specs for
each inkjet MFP in ou r chart.
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HP Photosmart Premium Fax
All-in-One
S300 NEW
find .pcworld.com/62498

•

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality:Good
•Tested speed: 11 .3 ppm text/
3.1ppm graphics

•33 ppm text
• 32 ppm graphics
• 9600·by·2400·dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Well equipped for both photography and light office use. this MFP is capable- but quite expensive.
CHART NOTES: Prices are as of 5/7/09. ppm • pages per minute; dpi • dots per inch.
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Simple Access to Files on the Road
POGOPLUG, a compact box
from Cloud Engines, allows
you to share files from a local
USB hard drive via the Web,
without having to set up a
NAS server or router connec
tion, or to manually upload
the files. For backing up or
accessing your files while on
the road, you can 't beat it.
The Pogoplug plugs direct

•• i

I II

Pogoplug I Cloud Engines
Nifty gadget lets you access files
from a local USB drive via the Web.
Street: $99
find .pcworld.com/62984

ly into a power socket and
connects to your modem or
router via ethernet. It has a
single USB port for attaching the drive whose content
you want to share.
After plugging in and attaching the unit, you navi
gate to the Pogoplug site to
activate it. You simply click
' My Pogoplug', enter the
activation code located on
the bottom of the box (and
of the Pogoplug) , and then
click 'Next'. My Pogoplug
activation e-mail got stuck in
my spam filter; but with luck
yours won't, and you can
use the service at once.
Once everything is set up,
log on to Pogoplug.com to

access all the fi les
on the drive you
attached. You can
even upload files
remotely, which makes the
Pogoplug a perfect conduit
for backing up pictures or
documents accrued on the
road . The Pogoplug site even
has a convenient media player, so you can access your
media without having to
save it to your PC-though
you may, of course, download files if you wish. You
can share your files with others who have a Pogoplug
account, and you can permit
others to log on with your
user name and password, if
you dare. A stand-alone local

THE POGOPLUG lets you access
your files without a NAS server.

client eliminating the need
for a Web browser is available
for PCs, Macs , and iPhones .
Many online services permit you to share files , but
Pogoplug lets you·leave your
power-hungry PC and NAS
box off and still access files
while you're somewhere else.
-Jon L. Jacobi

Achieves Up To 4 Times*
Regular Page Yield!
..,,. For HP, Canon , Dell, Epson & others
..,,. Dramatically reduce cartridge waste
..,,. Ideal for Corporate, Business and Home Users!

Save Money On Everything You Print!
Prints as many
pages as

One (1 ) ECO HP 15
1 x $11 .99 = $11.99

~

G7 Productivity Syst;ems

877.872.1189
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Four (4) HP 15
4 x $29.99 =$119.96

Visit

0C04X.COm/pCW for details

Lenovo LCD Offers True
Widescreen Aspect Ratio
AT 21.5 INCHES diagonally,

ljjif tj Lenovo's L215p is

CC slightly more squat
than a normal 22-inch wide
screen LCD monitor. But it
has a true 16:9 aspect ratio,
and with its included HDMI
connection and its 1920 by
1080 native resolution, the

L215p I Lenovo
Reasonably priced widescreen LCD
monitor is primed for HD content.
Street: $254
find.pcworld.com/62948

L215p is optimized for dis
playing high-def content.
In our formal image quali
ty tests, the L215p showed
sharp text and accurate col
ors. It handled our motion
tests well, too, displaying
little noticeable jittering.
Multimedia features in
clude a Webcam, three USB
ports, headphone and micro
phone jacks, and a built-in
speaker bar that produces
adequate volume. To access
the on-screen controls, you
must run your finger along
the underside of the bezel.
Besides its HDMI connec
tion, the L215p has a VGA

port, but no DVI port. We
connected the monitor with
a DVI-to-HDMI cable; alter
natively you may use the
lower-quality VGA link. The
monitor can tilt and swivel
fairly easily, but it can 't
move up or down, or pivot.
Given its plethora of extra

features, fine image quality,
HD-oriented aspect ratio,
and HDMI connection, the
L215p should satisfy multi
media and movie fans who
want a dis play optimized for
the latest entertainment. At
$254, it's a good deal, too .
-Kalpana Em:mon

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT

•

o data: Two words no one wants to hear or say, knowing that for every minute, hour
or da~ your computer is being serviced by a professional data recovery service, that
means no data access for you.Time spent at a data recovery service translates into
added expenses and lost productivity for you and your company.

N

R-Tools, the leader in world-c lass data recovery solutions, puts professional data recovery tools into the hands of even

novices. For the ultimate in recovery, R-Tools provides R-Studio, a family of powerful and cost-effective undelete and data
recovery software for Windows and Vista, and R-Studio for the Mac. In addition, R-Linux 3.0 is a free file recovery utility for the
Ext2FS/Exl3 FS file system used in the Linux OS and several varieties of Unix.

POWERFUL DATA RECOVERY

FOR EXPERTS AND NOVICES

The upgraded R-Undelete is an inexpensive, easy-to-use and powerful file
undelete solution for FAT and NTFS fi le systems. R-Undelete Version 4.0 now
features file recovery from damaged and/or celeted disk partitions. An improved
wizard-style interface makes it easy for even inexperienced users to recover data.
For those who need the mission-critical capability to completely restore their

systems after a major crash, R-Drive Image allows users to quickly create a compressed disk image of a hard drive and easily
back up images in various removable media such as CD-R<W>, Iomega Zip or Jazz disks. R-Drive Image also saves time and

n-TOots omns
WORlD·ClASS RICOVIRY AND
PROUCTION SOlUTIONS TO
All USIRS, FROM THI MOST
INEKPERIENCID TO
PRDHSSIONAl SUPPORT STAFF

expense by al lowing you to set up one system manually, then create an image of that system
for deploying the identical system on multiple computers.
Ease of use is also a highlight of R-Crypto, the R-Tools data encryption system util
ity that protects a user's confidential information and personal data against unautho
rized access, whether on a desktop, notebook or removable data storage device. R-Crypto
encrypts and decrypts data in real time and is ful ly transparent to the user. R-Tools also offers

R-Wipe&Clean, which automatically keeps applications free and clear of harmful cl utter.
To learn more about R-Tools business continuity solutions, visit www.r-tt.c om.
JULY 2009 PCWORLO . COM
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Bluetooth Car Kits: Convenience, Not Quality
GOING HANDS-FREE with

liJl1D

y~u.r phone while
•-•-......~----""' smmg behind the
wheel of a moving vehicle is
a much smarter decision than
trying to negotiate traffic
with one hand and half your
normal level of attention.
One way to accomplish
this safety measure is to
wear a Bluetooth headset
whenever you go cruising
around in your car. But as
sensible as that approach
may be, we think that using
a Bluetooth speakerphone
designed for your car is an
even better idea.
We drove many miles to
test several consumer-ready
Bluetooth speakerphones.
Our findings? Though most

of these devices are a breeze
to install and have easy-to
locate controls, we were
only moderately impressed
with their audio quality.
Throughout our tests, the
speakerphones never came
close to achieving handset
grade sound. Most of your
conversation may be clear
enough, but your voice may
sound faint or your callers
may have to endure problems
ranging from interference to
choppiness to echoes.
Motorola's $70 Hands
Free Car Speakerphone
T30S earns the top spot on
our Top 5 speakerphone car
kits chart because it's com
pact, it's ultraportable, and
it remained securely affixed

THE MOTOROLA T305 Bluetooth
carspeakerphoneisinexpen
sive and easy to use.

to the visor where we
installed it. In addi
tion, the T305 's
ca ll quality was
consistent and
satisfactory,
its buttons
were intui
tive, and its
price is right.
We also liked the $100
LG Electronics Solar Car Kit
HFB-500. Its call quality
passed muster, but we were
more drawn to its environ
mentally oriented aspect:
Aside from the very first
charge (which you generate

by using a
wall socket),
the HFB-500 is designed to
obtain the electrical power it
needs from sunlight; you just
have to live in an area where
the sun shines regularly!
-Aoife M. McEuoy

PC WORLD TOP 5 BLUETOOTH SPEAKERPHONE CAR KITS
Features and specifications

ml
'llD

Motorola Hands-Free
Car Speakerphone T305

•Up to 14 hours talk time
• Up to 14 days standby time
• Easeof installation:Very Good
• Secure flt: Very Good

m
m
m

• Button placement: Good
• Call quality:Good

• 2.38 ounces
• 1.8 by 2.9by1.04 inches
•No Included AC charger
•No incl uded USB charger

$70
find .pcworld.com/62805
BOTIOMLINE: Motorola's affordable T305 is an intuitive, sensibly designed car speakerphone that delivers satisfactory call quality at a great price.

2

LG Electronics Solar
Car Kit HFB-500
$100
find .pcworld .com/62806

•Upto16hourstalktime
•Up to 1100 hours standby time '
•Ease of installation: Superior
•Secure fit: Superior

•Oesign:Good
•Button placement: Fair
•Call quality:Very Good

•2.54 ounces
• 3.7 by 2 by 0.5 Inches
•No included AC charger
•No included USB charger

BOTIOM LINE: LG's device delivers great-sounding calls most of the time. But to maximize the solar benefit, you must live in an area that's usually sunny.

3

Jabra SP700

SlOO
find .pcworld.com/

62807

•Up to 14 hours talk time
•Up to 255 hours standby time
•Ease of installation: Good
•Secure fit: Good

•Design:Fair
•Button placement: Good
•Call quality: Good

• 3 ounces
• 5 by 2.4 by 0.7 inches
•Included AC charger
•Included USB charger

BOTTOM LINE: Audio quality is fairly dependable (though not outstanding)-and the unit's music streaming and integration with the car stereo are a bonus.

4

Parrot Minikit Chic

SlOO

find.pcworld .com/S2BOB

•Up to 15 hours talk time
•Over 20 days standby time
•Ease of installation: Good
•Secu re fit: Fair

•Design: Good
•Button placement: Very Good
•Call quality: Good

• 2.93 ounces
• 4.33 by2.36by1.14 inches
•No included AC charger
•Included USB charger

BOTIOM LINE: Parrot's unit does a great job on calls, and its phone·book downloading works as advertised, but callers noted muffled or distant voice quality.

5

Iqua Vizor Sun
SlOO
find .pcworld.com/

62809

II

•Up to 20 hours talk time
•Up to 500 hours standby time'
•Ease of installation: Good
•Secure fit: Good

•Design: Very Good
•Button placement: Good
•Call quality: Fair

• 5.64 ounces
• 0.67 by 5.24 by 3.62 Inches
•No included AC charger
•Included USB charger

BOTIOM LINE: This solar·based unit can support endless hours of talk time, but the speakerphone's audio quality is nothing to write home about.
CHART NOTES:All prices and ratings are as of 4/17/09. FOOTNOTE: 'With regular exposure of the device to sunlight. talk hours and standby hours are effectively unlimited.

MORE ONLINE
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Visit find.pcworl cl.com/62970 for detailed reviews. t est resu lts . and specs for all speakerph one Blu etooth ca r kit s.
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Buying Guide: Today's Hard Drives Hold Tons of Data
YOUR PC'S HARD drive
the hub where your operat
ing system, program_s, and
data reside-is the most crit
ical component of your sys
tem after the CPU and RAM.
If you edit movies, take
lots of digita l photos,
play games, or listen to
music on yo ur PC, a
large, fast Serial ATA
hard drive can dramati
cally improve your over
all experience. If you
need even more storage
or a means to back up a
PC's internal drives, you
can add an external hard
drive. And if you want cen
tralized storage for the PCs
on your network, consider a
network-attached device.
Today, 2TB is the maxi
mum capacity for a 3.5-inch
drive (typically found in
desktop PCs), and 500GB is
the max for a 2.5-inch model
(usually seen in laptops) .

Internal or External
An internal drive goes inside
your PC and attaches to the
motherboard or interface
card. An external, direct
attached drive uses the same
basic mechanism but sits in
an enclosure that connects
to your PC via a cable.
With an internal drive, you
can eit her replace th e prima
ry C: drive outright or intro
duce additional drives to
your PC, depending on how
many drive bays it has free
(most desktops have at least
one spare internal drive bay) .
Typical , standard drives spin
at 7200 rotations per minute
and come in capacities of up
to 1TB; high-performance
units spin at 10,000 rpm and

come in sizes of up to 150GB.
Internal drives are primari
ly Serial ATA 300 models; the
designation refers to the data
t hroughput speed (300MB
per second). SATA, which

THE WIEBETECH RTX400-QR
offers RAID In a multldrlve,
direct-attached use enclosure.

replaced Para llel ATA, pro
vides benefits such as faster
t hroughput, no jumper con
figuration requirements, and
thin ca bles that promote air
flow inside the PC.
SATA internal drives now
make up nearly 100 percent
of the desktop and laptop
PC markets, but the external
connector is still catching
on among retail computers
(now at over 25 percent) .
You can use a SATA 300
drive with motherboards
that support SATA 150; the
performance will step down
a notch, but the connectors
are the same. The mother
board of any PC yo u buy in
the foreseeable future will
support SATA, whereas it
may not support PATA.
Direct-attached external
drives let you add storage to
a PC whose internal bays or
connections are maxed out.
You can share an external
drive among multiple PCs
and store it in a safe place

for backup, too. External
drives connect primarily via
USB 2.0, although many
models also connect by
eSATA (external SATA) , or
FireWire 400 or 800.
eSATA penetration on
motherboards is up to
60 percent. Meanwhile,
as of the second half of
2008, fully 85 percent
of new laptops support
ed eSATA , mostly in the
form of a cleverly de
signed two-in-one USB
2.0/eSATA port.
External models are most
commonly single-drive de
signs; some products offer
RAlD (Redundant Array of
Independent Disks) across
two drives for data mirror
ing or striping, and a few
manufacturers make
multidrive direct
attached boxes.

your PC and your television
set. You do so by using the
NAS with a digital media
adapter. (For more details,
see find.pcworld.com/ 62982.)

Space or Speed?
Our tests show that all of
today's hard drives perform
adequately when running
regular business apps. For
people who process large
files , images, and video,
though, capacious and
speedy drives are beneficial.
As you might expect, the
fastest units and the largest
capacity drives carry a price
premium. But you ' ll proba
bly be able to find today's
high-capacity model at a
lower price in the near future,

Network Storage
A network-attached stor
age (NAS) device connects
to your router via gigabit
ethemet. NAS devices
come in single-drive and
multidrive flavors. Many of
the multidrive, high-capacity
models offer perks such as
printer and Internet fi le
access; they also support
RAID and other software
based variations on data
redundancy. A NAS unit's
biggest drawback is that you
must transfer data to it via
ethernet, typically over the
TCP/IP protocol , which gen
erally makes NAS the slowest
option for moving data from
one location to another.
However, NAS is the most
elegant way to share aud io,
photos, and video between

SEAGATE'S BLACK ARMOR NAS
440 provides data-redundancy
options over a network.

whereas high-performance
drives tend to stay expensive
for a longer duration-that
is, until t he next capacity
increase comes along.
-Melirsa J. Pcrcnso11
MORE ONLINE

For hard-drive and NAS news.
reviews, and how-to articles,
see our Storage Product Cen ter
at find .pcworld.com/62973.
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The Best Smartphone Around Is Still a Pearl
THE APPLE IPHONE 3G

liifU
and T-Mobile's
! f Android-based Gl
are among the hottest smart
phones on the market, but
Research In Motion's vari
ous BlackBerry models con
tinue to dominate our Top
10 list. Altogether, Black
Berry smartphones captured
half of the available slots
including first place, which
goes to the handsome and
versatile Pearl 8120.
Still, competition is lively.
In second place this month
is the Motorola Motozine
ZN5, which comes equipped

PC WORLD TOP 10 CELL PHONES

[!!ii RIM BlackBerry
~ Pearl 8120 (T-Mobile)

•Battery life score: Superior
•Overall design: Superior

$200
find .pcworld.com/61681

•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 3.2 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixets

BOITOM LINE: BlackBerry's sleek Pearl lets consumers use Wi-Fi to boost call quality in locales where cell signals falter.

2

•Batterylife:lO:OO
•Battery life score:Superior
•Overall design: Very Good

Motorola Motozine ZN5
$200
find.pcwo rld.com/62100

•

I

•Carrier: T-Moblle
•Form factor:Candy bar
•Weight: 3.9 ounces
•Camera resolution: 5.0 megapixels

BOITOM LINE: Motorola's inexpensive phone has a high-quality camera. but its speed and design reflect compromises.

3

•Battery life: 10:00

Samsung Omnia
$200
find .pcworld.com/62028

•Battery Life score: Superior

•Overall design:Very Good

m
m

•Carrier. Verizon
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 4.3 ounces
•Camera resolution: 5.0 megapixels

BOITOM LINE: This versatile, stylish. and long-lived phone from Samsung is hindered by a sluggish interface.

4

RIM BlackBerry Curve 8320
$200
fi nd.pcworld.com/58957

•Battery life: IO:OO
•Battery life score:Superior
•Overall design: Very Good

•Carrier: T-Mobile
•Form factor:Candy bar
•Weight: 3.9 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 mega pixels

BOITOM LINE: The BlackBerry Curve B320's Voice-over-Wi-Fi feature makes an excellent phone even better.

5

T-Mobile G1
$180
fi nd.pcworld.com/6 1827

•Batterylife: 5:51
•Battery life score: Fair
•Overall design: Very Good

I

• Carrier:T-Moblle
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 5.6 ounces
•Camera resolution:3.0 megapixels

BOITOM LINE:The G1 delivers great call quality and does a good job of melding hardware with the Android operating system.

6
UNSTOPPABLE ANDROID: The

•Battery life score: Fair

•Overall design:Superior

m
m
m

•Carrier: AT&T
•Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 4.7 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixels

BOITOM LINE:With a lower price, 3G radio capability, and built-in GPS. this smartphone is in a class by itself.

very popular Gl from T-Mobile.

7
with one of the best cameras
we've ever seen on a mobile
phone. The Samsung Omnia
follows the ZN5 in third
place. 1hough the Omnia's
gorgeous 3.2-inch touch
screen and sophisticated
design impressed us , this
model is encumbered by a
slow user interface.
-Gim~y Mies

• Battery life: 5:38

Apple iPhone 3G
$200
find .pcworld.com/62034

RIM BlackBerry Bold
$400
find .pcworld.com/61894

•Batterylife:7:56
•Battery life score: Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good

I

•Carrier:AT&T
•Form factor:Candy bar
•Weight: 4.8 ounces
•Camera resolution:2.0 megapixels

BOTTOM LINE: The BlackBerry Bold sports a stunning design, but its mediocre call quality and camera hold it back.

8

T-Mobile Shadow
$200
fi nd. pcworld.com/62964

•Battery life:IO:OO
•Battery life score: Superior

•Overall design: Very Good

I

• Carrier:T-Mobile
•Form factor:Candy bar
•Weight: 5.3 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megaplxels

BOITOM LINE: The second-generation T-Mobile Shadow adds features and cosmetic tweaks, but is expensive for what it offers.

9

RIM BlackBerry Storm
$200
find .pcworld.com/62029

•Battery life:7:39
•Battery life score: Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good

I

•Carrier: Verizon

•Form factor:Candy bar
•Weight: 5.5 ounces
•Camera resolution: 3.2 megapixels

BOITOM LINE: Though the phone looks handsome, the Storm's touchscreen interface is awkward and disappointing.

MORE ONLINE

10

Visit find .pcworld.com/62966
for in-dep th reviews, full test
results. and detail ed specs for
each cel l phone In our chart.
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RIM BlackBerry Pearl
Flip 8220
$200
find.pcworld.com/61917

•Battery life: 8:12
•Battery life score: Very Good
•Overall design:Good

•Carrier: T·Moblle
•Form factor :Clamshell
•Weight: 3.6 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixels

BOITOM LINE:The first BlackBerry clamshell is stylish. but its keyboard and other features fall short.
CHART NOTE:Prices and ratings are as of 5/8/09. FOOTNOTE:' Battery life is expressed in hours:minutes. with a maximum test time of 10 hours.
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Solve Your Signal Problems at

zBoost
extending cell zones

www.Wi-Ex.com
and get 203 off zBoost Signal Boosters
with Promo Code: PCW709

4t • j>

By

W1 -Ex·

Discount off MSRP. Ends 7/31 /09

IF YOU PURCHASED A NEW TREO 600 SMARTPHONE BEFORE
OCTOBER 27, 2004 FOR USE ON THE SPRINT CELLULAR
TELEPHONE NETWORK, YOU COULD BE ENTITLED TO
BENEFITS UNDER A CLASS ACTION SETTLEMENT.

Reviews

A settlement of a class action lawsuit affects you if you purchased, in
the United States. a new Treo 600 smartphone before October 27. 2004,
for use on the Sprint cellular network and not for resale. The San
Francisco Superior Court authorized this notice. The Court will have a
hearing to consider whether to approve the settlement, so that the
benefits may be paid.
Under the terms of the proposed settlement, class members who are
current Sprint cellular telephone subscribers are eligible to receive a
credit of $20 toward their Sprint cellular telephone bill. Class members
who are not current Sprint cellular telephone subscribers are eligible for a
credit of $27.50 toward any purchase at Palm's online store
(http:/ /store.palm.com).
In order to receive either benefit. you must send in a claim form.
Please visit ~ pri nt1reo600settle ment.com for details. You can also
object to the settlement or exclude yourself. If you exclude yourself from
the settlement, you cannot obtain a credit.
WHO'S AFFECTE O?

You're a "Class Member" if you are a person or entity in the United
States who was t11e original purchaser of at least one new Treo 600
model cellu lar phone for use on the Sprint PCS cellular telephone network
at any time prior to October 27, 2004. You are not a "Class Member" if
you are a judicial officer assigned to the class action lawsuit or are a
state. local or federal government entity or purchased the Treo 600 for
distribution or resale.
WHAT' S THIS ABOUT?

On October 27, 2004, plaintiffs James Casaburi and Robert Werksman
filed a lawsuit against palmOne, Inc. (now Palm, Inc) and Sprint
Spectrum, LP. alleging that certain statements regarding the availability
of WiFi and Bluetooth expansion cards for Treo 600 smartphones were
false because no such cards had been developed that are compatible
with the Treo 600. Defendants have denied plaintiffs' allegations and
asserted several defenses in the litigation. After several years of litigation,
the parties each believe that settling these claims is in their best interest
and have agreed to the terms of the settlement described below. The
settlement is not an admission of wrongdoing or an indication that any
law was violated.
WHAT CAN YOU GET FROM THE SETTLEMENT?

Class members who are currant Sprint subscribers are eligible to
receive a $20 bill credit toward their Sprint cellular telephone bill. Class
members who are no longer Sprint subscribers are eligible to receive a
$27.50 credit that may be used for a single purchase at Palm's online
store (http:// store.palrn.com). The Palm store credit must be redeemed
within 180 days. Class Members must timely send in a valid claim form in
order to obtain either of these benefits.
How DO YOU GET A CREDIT?
The claim form conta ins everything you need.
Just go to
www.sorinttreo600settlement.com to fill out and submit the form online.
You can also print out a claim form from the website or call toll free at
1-866-459-3074 and request a claim form to be mailed to you. Claim
forms sent by mail must be mailed Sprint Treo 600 Settlement, c/o Gilardi
& Co., P.O. Box 808054 , Petaluma, CA 94975-8054. You will be required
to sign a declaration under penalty of perjury that you saw or heard a
representation made by Palm or Sprint regarding the availability of
Bluetooth or WiFi expansion cards that were compatible with the Treo
600 and that such representation was material to your decision to
purchase the Treo 600. The deadline to submit a claim is
September 15. 2009.
WHAT ARE YOUR OPTIONS?

If you don't want a credit, and you don't want to be legally bound by
the settlement, you must submit a request for exclusion to Plaintiffs'
Counsel, Robert C. Schubert, Schubert Jonckheer·Kolbe & Kralowec LLP,
Three Embarcadero Center, Suite 1650, San Francisco, CA 9411 1,
postmarked by July 16, 2009. If you do not request exclusion in the
manner set forth above, you will be bound by the Judgment of the
Court and you won't be able to sue, or continue to sue Palm and/or
Sprint about the legal claims in this case. If you exclude yourself, you
can't get a credit from this settlement.
If you stay In the Class, you may object to the set11ement. For
information
on
how
to
object
to
the
settlement,
visit
www.sprinttreo600settlemenlcom . The Court will hold a hearing in
this case (Casaburi v. palmOne, Inc., Case No. 04-435844) on
July 31 , 2009. at 1:30 p.m. to consider whether to approve the set tlement
and attorneys' fees totaling no more than $1 ,235,000 and expenses of no
more than $100,000, as well as incentive payments to each of the two
Class Representatives of $7,500. You may appear at the hearing, but you
don't have to . To obtain a full notice and claim form, and for more
·- ettlementcom, send an e-mail to
details, go to ~ari
lnfo@sprinttreo600settlement.com or write to Sprint Treo 600 Sett lement.
clo Gilardi & Co., P.O. Box 808054, Petaluma, CA 94975-8054.
IMPORTANT DEADLINES

Any objection to or request for exclusion from the settlement must be
postmarked on or before July 16, 2009. The deadline to submit a claim
form is September 15, 2009. Once that approval becomes final (i.e., after
any appeals are resolved) class members who submit1ed valid claims and
are eligible for the Sprint credit will have the credit applied to their Sprint
PCS bill within six1y (60) days of the Effective Date. All other class
members who submitted valid claims will receive a credit for the Palm
store within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date, which must be
redeemed within 180 days after the Effective Date.

THE CASIO EX-FClOO offers a burst mode and several video options.

Casio's EX-FClOO Takes
Pies, Video at High Speed
AS A POINT-AND-SHOOT,

l:I'@flll the·?-me~~pixel

.~.~
........m
.._.1!!11.. Cas10 Ex1hm
EX-FC100 is unexceptional,
with a SX optical zoom and
a stabilized sensor. It stands
apart for its ability to shoot
up to 30 full-resolution im
ages per second, and video at
up to 1000 frames per second.
The 2.7-inch LCD is bright
and clear with nice color and
good detail, but its images
appear a little soft. The stabi
lization works well. Auto
focus and metering are both
very good, and the camera
provides several focusing
and metering modes.
A dedicated button toggles
t11e high-speed burst. Obvi
ously, 30 full-res frames fill
up storage, so after the cam
era has taken the shots, it lets
you choose frames to save.

Exilim EX-FCIOO I Casio
Decent camera stands out thanks
to its high·speed shooti ng modes.
List: $350
find.pcworld .com /62894
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The rechargeable lithium
ion battery handles the
burst features well. In PC
World Test Center battery
evaluations, this Exilim shot
317 photos on a charge, for
a rating of Very Good.
111e EX-FC100 can shoot
video (standard- or high-def)
with sound. The video quali
ty is very good. A separate
high-speed mode lets you
shoot in three different video
frame sizes and rates to re
cord slow motion (the video
plays at a normal 30 fps).
In our tests, though, the
camera could not focus
accurately when zoomed in
all the way with the optical
zoom . And when shooting
HD zoomed in all the way, it
yielded a weird, shaky image.
The camera worked fine for
us when not zoomed fully.
In the PC World Test Cen
ter, the EX-FClOO received an
overall image-quality rating
of Good, with low levels of
distortion and accurate col
ors. At high ISOs it was very
good ; but above ISO 400,
as you might expect, images
become noticeably noisy.
-81:11Lo11g

NEW: 1&1 MyBusiness Site

et your business
online today'
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1&1 MyBusiness Site:
Customizable, professional
ready-made websites for over
100 different types of businesses.

Professional websites for
--

1&1 Internet is the world's largest web host, offering a
complete range of website products and services, with
state-of-the-art data centers and over 8 million customer
contracts worldwide. At 1&1, we believe that everyone has
the right to create a website, not just IT-professionals.

With 1&1 MyBusiness Site, we've developed an
easy-to-use, affordable product that gives small businesses
the chance to create their own websites and compete in
today's marketplace. You don't have to be a web
professional to create a website!

-"

Choose the category that best fits your business:
Accountant I
Tax Services

Bed & Breakfast

Computer Store

Electrical Services

Bookstore

Consulting Services

Advertising Agency

Bicycle Shop

Contractor I Home
Repairs

Electronics I Electrical
Appliances

Amusement I Recreation Building I Contractor
Antiques Store
Cafe I Bar
Architectural Firm
Carpentry
Artist I Designer
Casual Dining
Auto I Car Body Repair
Catering Services
Shop
Childcare I Nursery
Auto I Car Dealership
Chiropractor
Bakery I Pastry Shop
Civil Engineering
Barber I Hair Stylist
Cleaning Services
Beauty & Nail Salons
Clubs I Associations

General
Manufacturing
Glass and Glazing

Engineering
Consu ltants

Goods Transporting &
Hauling

Event Planning

Grocer I Grocery

Faith-based
Organizations
Fashion I Clothing

Gym I Fitness I
Recreational Sports
Centers

Florist I Flower Shop

Hardware Store

Doctor

Funeral Services

Driving School

Furniture Store

Heating, Ventilation
& Air Conditioning
(HVAC) Services

Educational Services

Gardening I
Landscaping

Cosmetics I Beauty
Supplies
Courier Services
Dentist
Developer I
Construction Company

1-877-MY-1AND1

Home Decor I Accessories

types:

ALL busin
With templates designed specifically for your business
and pre-filled text that you can customize and change
at any time, 1&1 MyBusiness Site makes it easy to get
your professional business website online.

...

~-

0

0
Home Improvement

Nightclub

Hotel
Insurance Services

Non-profit
Organizations

Interior Design

Optician

Investment Adviser

Painter I
IT-Consulting I Services Paperhanger
Personal services
Jeweler I Jewelry

Printing I
Duplication Services

Sports I Outdoor
Eq uipment

... and more!

PR/ Marketing Services

Stationery I
Office Su pply

Visit our website
for a full list of
categories,

Real Estate
Restaurant
Retail I Shops
Retirement Homes

Laundry I Dry
Cleaning Services

Pet Care

Roofing

Pharmacy

School

Law office I Notary

Photography Studio

Shoe Store

Locksmith

Physiotherapy I Massage Spa I Beauty Salon

Motorcycle Shop

Plumber I Plumbing
Contractors

Moving Services

Sports Clubs I
Associations

www.1and1.com

Tailoring/ Alteration
Services
Taxi Services
Tiling Services
Toy Store
Transportation
Travel Agency
Vacation Rentals
Veterinarians

A few clicks, and your b
website will be online!
Take a few minutes to invest in the future of your business.
It's as easy as 1-2-3. Choose your business category and color scheme, complete your business contact information, and insert
your hours of operation. Your website is ready!

Business category.

I

Auto I
Auto I Car Body Rep.a ir
Auto I Car Dealership
Bakery

Hour$:

Monday-Friday
9-11:30am 1-Spm

Last Name:

Brent

First Name:

Steve
Steve's Garage
701 Lee Road
Ches t erbrook, PA

Company Name:

Street

oiy,.sjOie:

I

us1ness

Anyone
can do it!

No prog ramming skil ls required ...
1&1 MyBusiness Sit e automatically inserts your business information on your website pages.
Pre-filled content is included, and you can add, change or delete it at any time. If you have any
questions, our FREE 24/7 customer support team is there to help.

Steve's Garage
701 Lee Road
Chesterbrook, PA 19087
Telephone 877- 461-2631
Fax 610-560-lSll

'°"

any make and modtl
\li'hethtr vciur u r nttds a MoT,
il

wrvk:e

Jl'p.iio

0t

just s.ome ml.not

Siew's C.tr<aQCI c.in htlC).

We h.tvt '(t.IJS of t)lptr1tnee In

ur mt<Nnk.s and OUT hlghty

Hours of operation:
Monday-Friday

wl'lide In pu.k condition. At

9- ll:30am 1-Spm

Stevt's G.ir.age we are commlutd

skllltd !tam 'Mii help kttp your

....

Do I look like a website designer?
Believe it or not, I created a website for my auto repair business completely on my own. I never realized how
easy it is to do. Many of my customers had been asking me about a website, and I decided it was time to get
my busines~ up-to-speed, but I didn't have a lot of budget for a website. Designed specifically
for non-technical users, 1&1 MyBusiness Site made it easy to create a professional
looking website. At just $9.99/month, it was definitely an investment that I could
affor~ Try it for yourself and see! What do you have to lose?

'\

Easily cu tomize your we
Changes are made directly online.
Completely customizable
Your website, your way! Choose your template, add or delete sections, add your own content, images, and morel
No special tools or software needed - your website is online instantly.

Upload your own
pictures
Uploading your own images is easy. Click
on the picture that you'd like to change.
Choose the name of the image you'd like
to upload, then save. Your new image will
upload instantly.
Changeyour images as often as you'd
like - for seasonal marketing promotions,
new products, special offers and more!

Edit content
Your website template comes pre-filled
with text that you can add to, or change
at anytime, directly on your website.
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Steve' s Garage
701 Lee Road
Ches terbrook , PA 19087
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Fax 610- S60-l 511

repairs Steve's Ca

We have years of
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You can even work in HTML mode if you want!

Choose your layout
1&1 MyBusiness Site gives you a whole
library of templates to choose from - there
is something to suit every business and
every taste. Try different templates and see
which one you like. You can change your
template at any time.

Hours of operation:
Monday- Friday
9- 11:30am 1- Spm
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Make changes whenever you want
1&1 MyBusiness Site grows with your business! You can make changes to your website at any time. Your changes appear

live with the click of a mouse. As your business grows and you want to make your website more robust, you can insert your own
HTML, add Flash movies, include links to YouTube®, update meta data and more!

Add or delete
graphics
Each template comes with a
gallery of graphic options,
especially for your industry.
You can also upload your
own images to your website.
Change the titles and headers
to fit your business.

Display special
offers
Promoting offers on your web
site is easy. Create a "Special
Offers" section on your website
and include pictures, product
information and prices.
Al

Help your customers
find you
Your business website wil l only be successful
if people can find it. 1&1 MyBusiness Site
automatically submits your website to
Google~ and other search engines so that
potential customers can easily f nd your
website.

Maps and driving
directions
Integrate maps and driving
directions on your website with just
a few clicks.

-

-

t your bu

website online today'
II Choose from website templates for over 100 business types,

with pre-filled content which can be changed at anytime
II Completely customizable
II No software downloads or programming knowledge required,
if you can turn on a computer, you can use 1&1 MyBusiness Site
II Unlimited number of website pages, web space, and traffic
II Website address included

(Choose from .com, .net, .biz, or .info)
II E-mail addresses included
II 2417 Customer support

Everything for just

Questions?

all

-1
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Painter 11 Offers Realistic
Hard-Media Tools
COREL PAINTER MAY owe
its name to oils and water
colors, but in version 11, art
media other than paint and
brushes enjoy the spotlight.
The 30 new Real Hard Media
tools give the Windows/OS X
program its most uncanny
re-creations yet of pencils,

Painter 11 1Corel
A solid upgrade: the nonpaint tools
work great with Wacom tablets.
List: S399; $199 upgrade
find.pcworld.co rn/62901

pens , pastels, chalk, and
other drawing implements .
If you have a Wacom Intuos
or Cintiq graphics tablet, the
tools react to the angle at
which you hold the pen-so
you can draw with the point
of a 28 pencil , say, and then
scribble with its edge. Paint
er's markers let you build up
color by layering strokes.
New Photoshop-like fea
tures include support for
PNG files, a polygonal selec
tion tool, and improved ways
to rotate, scale, and skew
elements. This version also
has better support for shut
tling images between Painter

PAINTER 11 LETS you resize its color wheel and paint-mixing palette.

and Photoshop with colors
and layers intact. In general,
colors remain accurate as
you save images in different
formats and print them out
on various media.
If you want to do realistic
traditional art on a comput
er, you need Painter. And if
you are a Painter user who is

as likely to grab a pen or
pencil as you are a brush,
you need this upgrade.
Note: Some Windows XP
users have reported crashes
with 11; I did not encounter
any myself. Corel says that
it's aware of the issue and is
working on an update .
-Harry McCrackm
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Attractive Netbooks From Asus, Samsung
AMONG THE MOVE RS and

???ffi' shakers in th~ net

.~-.;!rn!!'.
....i.i!:l"l.;i._.~. book world nght
now is Asus. With the new
HE model, the company fur
t her refines its EeePC 1000
series. Streamlined and a
good performer, the lOOOHE
tops our chart this month.
Samsung made some smart
nips and tucks with its $470
Nl 10, which ranks second.
Only a few months ago, the
company unveiled its first
netbook, the NClO. That
machine performed admira
bly in most cases (earning an
average score of 35 in World
Bench 6), but it had design

PC WORLD TOP 10 NETBOOKS

llI!il Asus EeePC lOOOHE
. : D $399
fin d.pcworld.com/62536

•WorldBench 6 score: 35 Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 7:09

• l.06·GHz Intel Atom N260
• 10-inch wide screen

• 3.2 pounds

BOTIOMLINE: Asus delivers a more refined take on its Eee PC-a nd manages to do so fo r less than S400.

2

Samsung NllO
S470 NEW
find .pcworld.com/62937

• WorldBench 6 score:

36 Very Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 6:23

• l.O·GHz Intel Atom N270
• 10.1-lnch wide screen
• 2.7 pounds

BOTIOM LINE: Take everything we liked on the Samsung NC10 and fix the mouse buttons. and that's what the N110 is all about.

3

Acer Aspire One AODISO
$349
find .pcworld .com/62938

• WortdBench 6 score: 35 Good
•Overall design:Good
•Tested battery life: 6:36

• 1.6·GHz Intel Atom N270
• lO·lnch wide screen
• 2.9 pounds

BOTIOM LINE:This bigger Aspire One improves on the original, most notably with a larger screen and a longer battery life.

4

Lenovo ldeaPad S10

$449
find.pcwor ld.com/62'•06

• WorldBench 6 score:41 Superior
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 2:35

• 1.6·GHz Intel Atom N270
• I0.2·inch wide screen
• 2.7 pounds

BOTIOM LINE: Faster than its netbook brethren, the 510 offers enough perks to make it a top pick for serious mobility.

5

Samsung NClO

$440
find .pcworld .com/62939

• WorldBench 6 score: 35 Good
•Overall design:Good
•Tested battery life: 6:54

• 1.6·GHz Intel Atom N270
• 10.Hnch wide screen
• 2.9 pounds

BOTIOM LINE: This boxy Sams ung netbook Is a good first try, but a few design flaws in the mouse buttons might annoy you.

THE SAMSUNG NllO fixes the

6

Acer Aspire One
$349
find .pcworld.com/61821

• WorldBench 6 score: 34 Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 2:16

• l.6·GHz Intel Atom N270
• 8.9·1nch wide screen
• 2.3 pounds.

few quirks we saw In the NClO.
BOTIOM LINE: Considering its bargain price, the Aspire One is a steal-that is, until you realize you need the six·cell battery.

quirks-namely, a frustrating
touchpad with hard-to-press
buttons. The Nl 10, howev
er, slims down the lines a lit
tle and makes the mouse
buttons work well. Add to
that a meaty batte1y that
lasts 8 hours, 23 minutes
and a fairly sweet software
suite (for a regular laptop,
let alone a netbook), and the
Nl 10 is a rea l road-ready PC.
-Dmrc11 Gladsto11c

7

HP Mini2140
$529
find .pcworld.com/62407

• WorldBench 6 score: 26 Poor
•Overall design: Very Good
• Tested battery life: 6:50

• 1.6·GHz Intel Atom N270
• 10.Hnch wide screen
• 26pounds

BOTIOM LINE:The HP Mini 2140 improves on the earlier Mini 2133 but retains the awkwardly positioned mouse buttons.

8

Asus NlOJc
$849
find .pcworld.com/62408

• WorldBench 6 score:
36 Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 5:03

• 1.6·GHz Intel Atom N270
• I0.2·1nch wide screen
• 3.5 pounds

BOTIOM LINE: As a mobile business machine, the NlOJc Is a fantastic choice. As a netbook. however, It's a little pricey.

9

HP Pavilion dv2
$749
find .pcworld.com/62831

• WorldBench 6score: 45 Superior
• Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 2:58

• l.6·GHz Athlon Neo MV·40
• 12.Hnch wide screen
• 3.8 pounds

BOTIOM LINE: The dv2 carves out a solid niche between netbook and laptop. delivering good performance at a fa ir price.
MORE ONLINE

HP Mini 1000

10 $540
Vis it find.pcworld.com/62944 to
see in-depth reviews, fu ll test
resu l ts , and detailed specs for
each netbook In our cha r t.
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find .pcworld.com/62940

• WorldBench 6 score: 30 Fair
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 2:47

• 1.6·GHz Intel Atom N270
• 10.2-inch wide screen

• 2.25 pounds

BOTIOM LINE: HP's consume r netbook features sleek lines, but some problems still hold the Mini 1000 back.
CHART NOTE: Prices and rallngs are as of 4/21/09. Bauery life Is expressedin ho urs:minutes.

MONEU/\L™

Introducing
The Moneual Nettop Solution
Moneual Mi new Nettops, with their vibrant colors, sleek outlines, and super small form factors,
are designed not only as a means of personal expression, but as quiet, space saving, energy efficient
mini-PCs for users of all ages. Easily enjoy Web browsing, online gaming, word processing, and
multimedia playback at 70% less power consumption than the standard desktop PC.
Minew 510

MONEUAL 972

The Mor:ieual Lab Elite Fleet

Each powerful, hand-crafted Moneual Home Theater PC not only inc;;ludes a. Bfu-ray
read/wr-ite drive for storing discs,TV rnner cards for TV recording, and high speed Internet connectivity for downlo;ids and online
gaming, bm also up to 2TB of stoi·age space to accommodate a massive collection of movies, music, photos. games. and more.

moneual.com

1.877.450.01 o.s
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Reviews&Rankings
Compact Nikon SLR
Packs a Swivel Screen
THE NIKON 05000 ($850

lliild with
an 18mm-to
55mm f3 .5-5.6G
_....:..._c;_ _

VR lens) deviates from the
nomenclature or its closest
siblings, the 060 and the
090, but no matter: It com
bines many of the best as
pects of both while adding
its own extras to the mix.
The D5000's most distinc
tive feature is its 2. 7-inch,
230,000-dot, tilt-and-swivel
LCD screen-a first ainong
Nikon cameras. The display
provides surprising clarity
given its image depth. It
doesn't articulate and swing
out; but it does flip out and
down, and it can tum around
and inward for protection.
The camera's compact size

and light weight also enable
users to make the most of
unusual camera angles.
This sub-$1000 model
brings many of the features
found in the $1150 090 to
people who want a smaller,
lighter, and less costly SLR.
The 05000 isn't as rugged
as the 090, and it's slightly
larger and heavier than the
060. The camera has a pleas
ing balance to it, though,
with lqgical button place
ment. I especially liked the
five-way directional pad and
the Live View button just
above it. The 05000 has an
11-point autofocus system,
same as the 090.
However, initially I was
puzzled by the presence of

Eye-Fi SD Cards Enable
Video Uploads, Too
LIKE OTHER EYE-FI cards,
the newest versions can send
photos to the Web-but now
they can send video as well.
At 4GB, the $100 Eye-Fi
Explore Video
(which inserts
geotagging in
formation) and
the $80 Eye-Fi
Share Video
have double
their predecessors' capacity.
I found the Explore easy
to use, and its geotagging
worked well in metro areas.
But the Eye-Fi Manager soft
ware wouldn't display prop
erly on my MS! Wind U100
netbook's small screen. And I
didn't like how uploads start
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instantly by default: Images
not meant for public viewing
could end up on the Web.
I appreciated the software's
upload options (including
SMS text alerts for upload
progress), as well as the abil
ity to copy to the PC and to
the Web si~1mltaneously.
-Melissa]. Perenson

Explore Video/Share Video
Eye-Fi
SD Cards make sending images and
video to the Web simple and quick.
List: $100 (Explore), S80 (Share)

find .pcworld.com/62971

THE SUB-$1000 NIKON 05000 Is an appealing entry-level SLR.

two similarly labeled infor
mation buttons; I had to
read the manual to tell them
apart (one invokes the
detailed on-screen settings
and status display while the
other changes the options
within the status display). At
least the manual is clearly
presented and written.
Like the 060, this model
lacks an integrated auto
focus motor; that means you
can use only AF-S mount
lenses. Its battery is rated
for about 500 shots, and
that's about what I achieved
in real-world use.
In the PC World Test Cen
ter's evaluation of image
quality,, photos looked a bit
dark and muddied at auto
matic settings, but improved
at manual settings. In my
casual shooting outdoors ,
the manual settings were
· more consistent, but the
Program mode setting often
overexposed my images .
Live View worked well, but
only after I set it to single
point focus. At the default
focus , the camera frequently
caught a blurry image.
The 12.3-megapixel 05000

uses an APS-C (DX)-size
sensor. It has 19 automatic
exposure scene modes, and
a maximum burst mode of 4
frames per second. It can take
5 minutes or 2GB of Motion
JPEG video at 24 fps and up
to 720p resolution, but re
grettably it can't autofocus
while shooting video.
Overall, the 05000 is well
positioned to stand up to
competitors. Its price should
appeal to digital-SLR_novices,
and it offers a large enough
boost in features over the
040 and 060 to entice users
of those models who wish to
improve on what they own
now but still want to have a
compact digital SLR. Just be
aware that to maximize your
results, you'll have to learn
your way around the settings.
-Melissa]. Perenson

05000 1Nikon
Feature-laden entry-level SLR takes
better pictures at manual settings.
Street: $850

find.pcworld.com/62963

SmartSheddi ng·
Technology
AOth·..s the master outet to
ser..se w'hen your comp:.:Hr
ettt?t?r bean turned of
or has gone ln!O steep moda

h:t!

so It C'1n shut o:! poi.•.er 10
peripherals ~ugged 111to 1te

controlled oullc-!S-sovrng
you powes and money

Your data should last forever.
And so should our planet.
Save $40* ayear on your electric bill with the most efficient battery backup yet
Let's protect what's important
What's in your computer? Photos,
music, personal files, financial data,
broadband access, videos, and more.
Your computer has never been more
important, and yet it has never been at
higher risk for damaging power surges
and other disturbances.
So like most people, you need to protect
your assets. But like most people, you'd
also like to protect the environment.
Wi th our new energy-<:onscious products,
you can do both. Energy efficient by
design, our new smart products protect
the power going in your computer. at
a cost that is quickly offset by big
energy savings. How? Not only do the
new Back-UPS" ES and SurgeArrest•
use power wisely, they also boast a
master/controlled outlets feature, that
automatically powers down idle devices
to conserve energy.

APC power protectioo prodocts are available at

~·

-----

PC Connection

"The price tag on the new UPS is $99. While
I'm not in the habit of endorsing products
in this blog, if you're in the market for a
workstation-class UPS. why not opt
for the greener option?"
- Hearher Clancy,
ZONetcom

In fact. while protecting your power
supply, we're up to 5 times more energy
efficient than any other solution . By
saving you $40 a year in energy costs,
our Back-UPS ES pays for itself in 2
short years. The high frequency, low
copper design has a smaller transformer
and environmen tal footprint. Even the
packaging has been carefully selected
and manufactured to maximize use of
recycled materials and minimize waste.
In this w orld. every decision you make
counts. So protect your power with a
battery backup that works to protect
the environment. It conserves power,
pays for itself, and is backed by APC's
20-plus years of Legendary Reliability".
For more information on this
or our other great products.
or for information about
environmentally responsible
disposal of your old battery,
visit www.epc.com.

Energy-efficient solutions for
every level of protection:
Surge

Protecti~
~

Starting ats34

IUU

Guaranteed protection
from surges, spikes
and lightning.

~I"

7 outlets. phone/fax/modem
protection. ma ster/controlled outlets

Sta rting at

s99

Our most energy
etticient backup for
home computers.
10 oUll ets, DSLand coax
protection. ma ster/controlled
outlets, high frequency design.
70 minutes of runtime '
APC can help with your other fl01Y8r·protection needs.
Visitape.com to see our complete line ofinnovative products.

Enter to Win aBack-UPS®ES 7506! !A S99 value)

Also. enter key code to view other special offers and discounts. 
Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Code j236w or Call 888.289.APCC x4014 or Fax 401.788.2797

Legendary Reliability•

02009 American ~ Conw1SM>n Cor'poraoon Al tt~kS Me owned by ScModOt Ek!ctne lndusmes SAS~ .Amef1ean FV.wr Corr..1!1"°" CCtOOraoon Of thew at'iti&ted companies
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WebConnect
Stick Offers
Good Mobile
Broadband
THE WEBCONNECT USB
Laptop Stick is the first data
device forT-Mobile's nascent
3G HSDPA network. The
unit is slim and light-and
with 8GB of storage space,
it can transport data, too.
My experience with the
software was mixed. Often I
had to manually select the
Broadband setting to over
ride the Wi-Fi default, and I
frequently saw a delay before
it would connect to the 3G

DOWNLOAD THIS
Keep Safe While You Pursue Adventure
AT HOME AND on the road, you can be adven

Tom Tom devices, nor with the GPS receivers

turous and still stay safe. One no-cost utility

embedded in many popular cell phones.

we found encrypts your data on USS drives, so

EasyGPS did fine with the Garmin Nuvi 200

the data remains secure wherever you go. A

stand-alone GPS I used for testing ; I success

free GPS program helps you plan your exploits

fully entered the model into the program and

on your PC, allowing you to focus on the direc

then simply plugged it into a USS port. Hikers

tions and the scenery during your trip. Finally,

and other on-foot travelers will love planning

in a hilarious game demo, you can aim a gar

out their routes with EasyGPS, but it's also use

dening arsenal at invading zombies.

ful (a nd free) for anyone who uses GPS to drive
from place to place. fin d.pcwo rld.com/62950

SafeHouse Explorer

-StclJc Horton

The great thing about today's nearly universal
connectivity is how easily you can share infor

Pla nts vs. Zombies

mation, pictures, and other material with your

The walking dead are coming for you-by way

family, business associates, and friends. The

of your lawn . In Plants vs. Zombies, you defend

bad thing about it is how easily strangers can

your suburban homestead (and your delicious

gain access to your data. That's especially true

brains) by planting Peashooters, Potato Mines,

when you carry a lot on your USB flash drives,

Fume-Shrooms. and more. A cross between

DVDs, laptops, and other
portable media and devices.
· · · ·>lohtl• ·

The free SafeHouse Explor
er can secure your data on

T-MOBILE'S USB STICK promises

all media, protecting it from

wireless access everywhere.

uninvited, prying eyes.

network. And when I wan
dered from a major metro
politan area, it failed to con
nect to either 3G or EDGE.
In San Francisco, I enjoyed
decent speeds of roughly
550 kilobits per second with
downloads and 330 kbps on
uploads. I also liked how the
software resumed the broad
band connection I last used.
-Melissa]. Perenson

own Explorer on any drive

SafeHouse installs its
or media you indicate. The
SafeHouse Explorer uses
Windows Explorer's familiar
branching tree structure and
drag-and-drop functionality;
the difference is that the
folders (aka volumes) you
create in SafeHouse Explor-

DEFEND AGAINST THE undead In the kooky Plants vs. Zombies.

er are password- protected
and use 256-bit Twofish encryption. (For stron

Resident Evil and Alice Greenfingers, this glee

ger 448-bit encryption, purchase the $60 Pro

fully goofy game combines horticulture with

fessional Edition.) fi nd.pcworld.com/62949

pop culture- and gives you a healthy dose of

-Sally Wiener Grona a11d Daniel Groua

humor with your zombie-shooting action.
Plants vs. Zombies starts you out with a strip
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EasyGPS

of turf that you man with Peashooters. As the

Ah, trip planning. If you'd like to set your itiner

zombies advance into the ballistic vegetation,

WebConnect USB Lapt op Stick

ary (including points of interest, landmarks.

they fall apart amusingly. Should one penetrate

T-Mobile

and destinations) on your PC rather than strug

your lines of defense, a lawnmower will mow it

Slim wireless device travels easily,

gling with your GPS device's touchscreen dur

down, but even in the suburbs, the supply of

but its software is a mixed bag.

ing the journey.•consider EasyGPS-a friendly,

lawnmowers is limited-and if the zombies

List: SSO with two-year contract;

free program. It works with numerous Eagle,

ever reach your front door, you become an off.

$60 monthly service

Garmin, Lowrance, and Magellan GPS receiver

screen brain buffet. find ,pcworld.com/62951

find.pcworld.co m/62942

models; unfortunately, it doesn't work with
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-Laura Blackwell •

The Bose®QuietComfort®2 Acoustic Noise Cancelling®Headphones.
Think of them as a peaceful getaway from the world
around you. Whether it's the engine roar inside an airplane
cabin, the bustle of the city or the distrac
tions in the office, Bose QuietComfo rt 2
headphon es help them fade softl y into the
background with the flick of a switch. You
can savor delicate musical
nuances without dis
turbing others. And
when you're not listening to music ,
yo u can slip in to a tranquil haven
- where you can relax and
enj oy peace and so litude.
C lea rl y, these are n o
ordinary headphones. It's
no exaggeratio n to say
t h ey' re on e o f those
things you h ave to
experience to believe.

"The QuietComfort 2 lives up to its
name, enveloping you in blissful
sound in the utmost comfort.
It's easy to forget they are on
your head." That's what respected
columnist Rich Warren reports. To enjoy peace and tranquility,
simply turn them on. To add Bose quality
sound, attach the included audio cord and
connect them to a laptop computer,
portabl e CD/ DV D/MP3 p laye r,
in-flight audio system or home
stereo. They also offer a fo ld
fl at design fo r easy storage in
the slim carrying case.

Use them as a
concert hall - or a
sanctuary.

"It's as if someone behind
your back reached out,
found the volume control
for the world, and turned
it way, way, down," reports
TeclmologyReview.com. Bose QC'Z
headphones incorporate patented
techn ology that electronica lly
identifies and dramatically reduces noise,
while faithfull y preserving the music, mov ie dialogue or tran
quility you desire. We designed these headphones primarily fo r
airplane travelers. But owners soon started telling us how much
they enjoy using them in other places to reduce distractions
around them. Th ey're excellent for listening to music whether
you're on the go, at home or in the office.
"Forget 'concertlike' comparisons; you'll think you're
onstage with the band." That's what Travel + Leisure Golf
sa id when these h eadphones were fi rst
introduced . You' ll re lish the so und
of a bass guitar. Or a flute. Or the
delicate inflections of a singing voice.
The audio is so clear yo u may find your
self discovering new subtleties in even
your fa vorite music.

Try the QC2 headphones
for yourself, risk free.
You really must experience
them to believe it. Call toll
free to try these headphones
fo r 30 days. Use them on
your next tri p, in your home
or at the office - satisfaction
guaranteed. If yo u aren't
delighted, simply return chem
fo r a full refund .

Call 1-800-901-0256, ext. Q7234
today. The Q CZ headphones are ava ilable
directly from Bose - the most respected
name in sound . When you call , ask
FREE
about making 12 easy payments, with
shipping
no interes t charges from Bose.* And
with your
discover a very different kind of head
order.
phone - Qu!etComfo rt 2 Acoustic Noise
Cancelling headphones.

To

order or learn more:

1-800-901-0256, ext. Q7234
www.Bose.com/QC

811SE ®

Better sound through research®

' Boso payment plan a1•ailable on ordelS of S299·S l 500 paid by major credit card. Separate financing offe15 may be available for select products. See website for details. Down payment is 1/12 the product price plus applicable tax
and shipping charges. charged when your order is shipped. Then, your credit card wi ll be billed for 11 equal monthly installments beginning approximately one month from the date your order is shipped, with 0% APR and no interest
charges from Bose. Credit card rules and interest may apply. U.S. residents only. Limit one active financing program per customer.. :moos Bo se Corporation. Patent rights issued and/or pending. The distinctive design of the he ad·
phone oval ring is a trademark of Bose Corporation. Financing and free shipping offers not to be combined with other offers or applied to previous purchases. and subject to change without notice. Risk !roe refers to 30·day trial only
and does not include return shipping. Delivery is subject to product availability. Quotes reprinted with permission: Simson Garfinkel. TechnologyReview.com. 7/9/03: Travel+ l eisure Go/( 7/03; Rich Warr en. News·Ga1ene. 5/19/03.

((( BY ADAM PASH • ILLUSTRATIONS BY GREG CLARKE )))

38 sanity-saving ways
to improve how you work and play
and to make your whole life better. ·
Inside >>.
Travel Smart ........... 71
Save Money .............. 72
Live Online ................... 74
Get Organized ....... 75

Tame Your PC ... . . .76
Manage Media ......78
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ECHNOLOGY was sup
posed to make our lives
easier-so why does it

seem to do the opposite? If living in

a perpetual state of tech overload has

Key to Tranquility
How profoundly w ill our tips simplify your Life? Look
for t hese ico ns t hroughout this guide to choose your
calmness Level, from 'relaxed' .to 'tra nscendent.'

you frazzled, we have some solutions
for you. These enlightening tips will
show you how to travel smarter,
save money on the things you need,
conserve time and effort, eliminate
PC headaches, clean up your work
space, secure your PC and your data,
and manage your media. The path to
the ultimate state of 21st-century

Relaxed
Make your worries

Serene
Free yourself from

Transcendent
Achieve a higher

melt away so you

distracting drudgery

level of tranquility,

can focus clearly on

and gain a sense of

well on your way to

important things.

abiding inner calm.

modern nirvana.

Zen starts right here, right now.

Find the Best Seat on Any Plane
Effort: Minimal • Cost:Free

Even for seasoned travelers, Long plane trips are a bear. The simple key to toug hing one out
is t o get a good seat. SeatGuru (www.seat guru.corn) is a free service that provides you with a
detailed, color-coded Layout of virtually any plane to help you find the seat with the best Legroom and
rnost conven ient nearby power outlets while avoiding nonreclining seats stuck right next to the john.
*Bonus tip: Not that we 're advocating messing with your airline seat (or with other passengers) , but
if you' re desperate to prevent the person in front from reclining into your precious space, try wedging
a water bottle between your open tray and the seat in front of you .
./

I
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Get Out of a Cell Phone Agreement
Effort: Moderate • Cost: Free

Not getting what you want from your current cell phone but re lu c
tant to fork over the cash for the cancellation fee? Point your Web
browser to Cellswapper (www. cellswapper.com), a site where you ca n pass
your cell phone co ntract along to someone who wants It. Say, for example,
t hat you get terrib le service in your neck of the woods, but you have five
mont hs left on your contract. With Cellswapper, you can list your plan and
reach som eone who enjoys great service from that provider and would be
happy to assume your contract for the 1·ema in ing time. You get your free
dom back, and the other person gets a good deal w ith no activation fees .

Travel Smart
Endure a Long Flight
Effort: Moderate
Cost: Free
All you want to do is sit back
and watch a couple of movies on your
6-hour cross-country flight-but playing
a DVD will drain your laptop battery
before the second flick's final car chase
even starts. The solution? Copy the mov
ies to your hard drive to play them with
less drain on your battery. Download
HandBrake (find .pcwo rld.com/62914), use
it to rip the DVD to the hard drive of
your other computer, and then transfer
that file to your portable for a little cin
ema on the go. If you have no interest
in tweaking the file settings of your
DVD rips, give bitRipper (www.bitripper.
com) a try for simple, one-click rips.

Lighten Your Travel Bag
Effort: Moderate
Cost: Free
As if the long wait at baggage
claim weren't reason enough to reduce
your luggage to carry-on only, the extra
fees for checking large bags ($25 or so
each) have most travelers strategically
planning their necessities. If you struggle
to achieve single-suitcase bliss, let One
Bag (www.onebag.com) give you a hand.
This site offers lots of useful packing
tips, including suggestions for what to
bring, tips on what you should pack it
in, and methods for folding, rolling, and
arranging your stuff so everything fits.

Stay Connected Everywhere
Effort: Moderate
Cost $29 (free tria.l available)
·-· Sometimes getting work (or
play) done when you're away from
home hinges entirely on whether you
can find a Wi-Fi hotspot. Fortunately
you have a lot of options for finding
Wi-Fi quickly. First, if you're sufficient
ly foresighted to check before you find
yourself without a connection, JiWire's
Wi-Fi Finder (find .pcworld.com/62920) in
dexes both free and for-a-fee hotspots
all over the globe. If you're in more of a
pinch, turn to your Wi-Fi-equipped
smartphone and scout the neighbor
hood for a promising hotspot.
The best choice, though, may be to
let your smartphone make the connec
tion. PdaNet (www.junefabrics.com) is a
$29 app that works with Android, Black
Berry, iPhone, Palm OS, and Windows
Mobile handsets to get your laptop
online through either a USB or Blue
tooth connection. Just make sure you
have a high-usage data plan to avoid
overage charges from your carrier.

Collaborate With a Group
Effort: Moderate
Cost: Free
Collaborating with colleagues
can make your life simpler, but the set
up and coordination involved can add
complexity to your workflow. A few
no-cost, online tools have stress-free
collaboration options built right in, so
you can get down to business. Google
Apps (find.pcworld.com/62921) provides

tools for centralized e-mail (6mai ),
calendar (Google Calendar), and d9cu
ment (Google Docs) collaboration !with
minimal setup. If you're looking fo~
J
something that's .a little more meetiing
1
centric, check out Vyew (vyew.com/ ite),
a free service (with upgrade optionr)
that provides live online Web confer
encing, whiteboards, file sharing, ah d
more, inside its virtual meeting ro ms.

Access Your Data
From the Road
Effort: Moderate
Cost: Free
On trips, you might hav' a
laptop with you at all times, but if r ou
forget an important file or if you need
to access anything else on your des top
computer while you're traveling, g·ve
the tried-and-true favorite LogMeln
(find.pcworld.com/62922) a try. With ajfree
account, you can control your home
computer remotely, from the comfort
of any Web browser. With a LogMeln
Pro account, you get drag-and-drop file
transfer for retrieving important items,
file sync for ensuring unfettered acfess
to critical data in the future, and a ton
of other practical features .

Find a Good Restaurant
on the Road
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Free
You already check the Yelp
Web site when you're looking for i,ood
grub in your hometown. Get the saiµe
benefits on the road with the free
»
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Yelp application for the iPhone or iPod
Touch (tind.pcworld.com/62923). It will
determine your current location and
automatically tailor your results based
on what's nearest to you. If you don't
have access to the Internet, whip out
your phone and text Coffee to Google
(466453), including your location if
necessary. You'll receive fewer options,
but it's better than nothing.

Easy Ways to
Save a Buck
Buy Event Tickets
on t he Cheap
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Varies by event
llcketmaster may be the
king of event tickets, but when llcket
master can't deliver the results you want,
you still have plenty of options. Apart
from the usual suspects like Craigslist
and eBay, you would do well to check
out Seat Karma (www.seatkarma.com),

a search site that scours all the popular
ticket sellers and helps you find the
best seats for the price at any venue for
sporting events, concerts, and other
shows, complete with seat maps.

Reduce Recurring Bills
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Free
If this bearish economy has
you worried about your finances, it
may ease your mind to remember one
thing: The companies that provide your
cable, Internet, and other monthly ser
vices are just as concerned as you are.
That's good news for you.
The easiest way to reduce your month
ly bills? Just ask. Give your cable com
pany a call, explain that the service is
too expensive for you right now, and
listen as the reps fall all over themselves
to keep your business. Do your home
work, too: If a competing company has
a better deal, tell your current provider
so. Don't worry if you have no luck the
first time. Try again later, and the next
person you talk to may be more ready

to compromise. And if your current
provider still won't play ball, you may
be better off going with that other
company's promotional offer after all.
While you're at it, try the same ap
proach with your credit card debt. Just
as telecom service providers are strug
gling to retain their customers, credit
card companies are bending over back
ward to keep their debtors from going
into bankruptcy. If excessive credit
card balances have your back up against
a wall, phone your creditors and tell
them so. In the end, you could walk
away with as much as 70 percent for
giveness on your debt, for the low, low
price of leveling with the credit card
company about your financial situation.

Find Out If a Company
Is in Financial Trouble
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Free
Whether you're already heav
ily invested in the market or you're in
terested in riding undervalued stocks
up from the bottom, these are volatile

Consolidate Your Online Identities
Effort: Moderate • Cost: Free
rs
Between your blog . Facebook,
Twitter. and-if you 're really
popular-your Wikipedi a page, you
Robert's Blog
probab ly find it tough
to give someone a
twitter !ifl digg
0 blog
single URL that says
"Here's me." Web site
UnHub (unhub.corn ) helps to solve that
problem . The service allows you to
Yoleaci:. \"oo.rHf{
create a very simple home page witl1 a
Al•bloV d~i•'1'
persistent profile bar that links to every
site t hat defines you on t he Web . No
May ::009
matter which of your pages your bud
dies visit. your UnHub profile bar stays
on top so that your visitors can easily
v:cw "T
r ao1:1.t
move on to your next online hangout.
Best of all, you don't have to update
eacl1 of your sites every tim e you add a
THROUGH THE CONVENIENT UnHub bar, onllne friends and visitors can easily
new social network to your list.
jump from one to another of your Web site profiles and social network pages.
A S Ot:t Wl

ca~ r t.1.-: t
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times, and hardly any company is out
of trouble yet. Before investing, use the
power of the Internet to get a sense of
which companies are near collapse. Set
up a Google Alert (google.com/alerts) for
any company you're interested in, and
you will receive automatic notifications
whenever Google spots a news story or
blog post about that company. That
way you'll never be the last to know
when your stock values are in trouble.
In addition, you might keep your eye
on advocacy biogs like The Consumer
ist (consumerist.com) to get a sense of
how customers feel about the company.

Save Money With
Online Banking
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Nominal fee
(depends on bank)
If you haven't done so already, set up
automatic bill payment through your
bank online-and while you're there, be
sure to take advantage of any rewards
programs or money-saving tools that
your bank makes available, such as Bank
of America' s Keep the Change savings
program (lind.pcworld.com/62918).
Some of the businesses you deal with
might not support online payments
through your bank, but most banks
offer the option of automatically mail
ing a check to anyone on a recurring
schedule. So even small monthly pay
ments for local services can become a
stress-free, automated affair.

Find Free Drinks
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Free
(plus the cost of drinks)
Shelling out S10 for a cocktail in any
major urban center makes a night out
more hassle than it's worth. But you
can find good, cheap drinks without
scouring every dive in town: MyOpen
Bar (myopenbar.com) rounds up free
drink promotions in major cities across
the United States. It even gives reviews
of the watering hole in question and
what drinks it offers, so you can tailor
your visits to your libation of choice. »

Safeguard Your Children
Parents need all the peace of mind they ca n get. Here
are two simple ways to banish some of the worries you
might have about your computer-add ict ed kids.
Protect Your Children Online
Effort: Moderate • Cost: Free
You can't spend your days and nights staring over your son's or
daughter's shoulders, so let some simple software do the job for
you. The Internet is loaded with search engines designed to provide a child
friendly interface along with-more important-child-friendly search results.
Search site KidRex (www.kidrex.org), for example. employs both Google
SafeSearch and its own database of inappropriate content and keywords to
keep things clean. Free Web browser KidZui (find.pcworld.com/62919), in
contrast, is a complete kid-oriented browser, engaging children with a fun
interface and protecting them with all sorts of built-in safeguards.

THE KIDZUI BROWSER offers a friendly Interface and child-safe searches.

Limit Your Kids' Game Time
Effort: Moderate • Cost: $40
Protecting your kids from the dark corners of the Internet may
seem like a breeze compared with the daunting task of limiting
their time racking up achievement after achievement on their Xbox 360. To
that end, we suggest looking for a little assistance
from Time Machine (find.pcworld.com/62917), a
handy gadget that serves as a vigilant sentry over
your children's time in front of the television. Time
Machine transforms the video game console Into
an arcade-style machine, requiring tokens that
allow kids to play for a predefined lE!ngth of time.
When the allotment runs
WANT TO PLAY
out, Time Machine shuts
more? Insert one
off the game. How's that
token, please.
for effective?
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Unify Your Phone Numbers
Effort: Minimal • Cost: Free (at press time)

Remember the simple days when Land lines reigned supreme, and anyone who wanted to get
.. ahold of you had just one number to dial? Today you likely have a personal cell phone. your
work cell. and an additional Landline at each location. Suddenly, getting in touch has become much
more complicated. With Google's latest offering , Goog le Voice (www.goog le.com/voice), that's about
to change. The service eliminates the multiple-phone problem by creating one central number that
rings all of your phones-and that's just the tip of the iceberg. Google Voice also supports advanced
call-routing rules, transcribes your voicemail, and even forwards a copy of 1t to your e-mail lnbox.
We've been using Google Voice for more than a year (since it was known as Grand Central) , but it's
currently in closed beta. If you don't want to wait for the Google Voice beta to open, you can signifi
cantly boost your voicemail prowess in the meantime with YouMail (www.youma il.com).

Simplify Your
Online Life
Reduce Your Online Profile
to Safeguard Your Privacy
Effort: Moderate
Cost Free
The Internet is an amazing
venue for sharing your life with family
and friends, but if you don't pay atten
tion to what you' re sharing, it can turn
into a privacy nightmare. You can do a
lot to protect yourself. If you 're on
Facebook, for example, get to know the
privacy settings. You can determine
what you broadcast to the world; and
when used wisely, the settings provide
serious control over what details the
site exposes. One great setting to tweak
is the Search setting, which lets you
restrict how much information people
can see about you before you add them
as friends. (For more on Facebook set
74 I PCWORLD.COM
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tings, see Privacy Watch, page 36.)
If you've tried your hand at a lot of
social networks over the years, it's a
good idea to go back and delete old,
neglected accounts that still show up in
your Google results but don' t satisfac
torily portray the professional demean
or you've worked so hard to cultivate.
Finally, set up a simple nameplate site
to take an active role in determining
what people see when they dig for dirt
on you . One worthy option is a Google
Profile (google.com/profiles), which can
give you a leg up in shaping how others
perceive you on the Web (though in
our tests, it didn't rank as highly in our
search results a9 we had hoped) .

Update Your Blog
Effort: Minimal
Cost Free
It's rare to find a piece of
Microsoft software that outperforms
the competition where the Internet is

involved, but if you love to blog, you
can't find a better companion than
Windows Live Writer (find.pcworld .com/
62925). The handy application plugs
into popular blogging platforms such
as Blogger and WordPress, streamlining
your writing process with a built-in
spelling checker, image editing tools,
post previews , and more. It also boasts
plug-in support for integrating with
your Flickr account, with Twitter, and
with the popular social news site Digg.

Secure Your Passwords
Effort: Moderate
Cost: Free
If you use a different pass
word for every online account you own
(as well you should), your head is prob
ably about to explode. More likely,
though, you use the same one or two
passwords for all those sites, which is
a security horror story waiting to hap
pen. To calm your mind and to main

tain security, use a password manager.
KeePass Password Safe (find.pcworld.
· com/62926) is a free, open-source pass
word manager that tracks all your Web
site passwords, credit card numbers, ID
numbers, software registration codes,
and other details. It can autofill your user
name and password through your brows
er whenever you visit a site where you
have an account. Perhaps best of all,
the tool can autogenerate highly secure
random passwords for new accounts,
and then remember them for you. All
you need to recall is the one password
that unlocks KeePass's power.

Make Twitter More
Manageable
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Free
Everyone is talking about
Twitter these days, but despite the ser
vice's insane popularity, its chaotic de
fault Web interface doesn't do much to
simplify working with it. If you'd like
to manage your Twitter experience bet
ter, try the free Twitter client TweetDeck
(tind.pcworld.com/62924). It.displays your
friends ' tweets, corrals your mentions,
tracks searches, and has tools for short
ening links, posting pictures, and more.
If you want to keep an eye on what the
Twittosphere has to say but you don't
want to check it constantly, consider
signing up with TweetBeep (tweetbeep.

alerts but you don't want them clutter
ing your inbox, check out NutshellMail
(nutshellmail.com), a free service that
sends you a digest of your Face book
activity on a schedule you determine.

Make an Announcement
to a Group

THE FREE BELVEDERE utility sorts files Into
folders by their extension, automatically.

com), a service that sends you a daily di
gest of Twitter posts matching any num
ber of search criteria you select. It's all
the tweets without all the distraction.

Quiet Facebook's Alerts
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Free
Apart from recent redesign
complaints, Facebook is more popular
than ever, boasting over 100 million
users active at the site every day. That's
great news for Facebook, but it also
means that the social networking site is
more of a productivity sink than ever. If
your in box is full of tagged photo noti
fications , friend requests , and status re
plies, head over to Facebook's Notifica
tions settings to set a more manageable
flow. If you still want to receive all the

Effort: Minimal
Cost: Free
E-mail, Facebook, and Twitter
work wonders when you simply need
to send out a quick announcement to
your friends, but for instantly getting
the message out to other groups, they're
not always the best. The free service
Tatango (tatango.com) is a great alterna
tive that enables you to send mass SMS
or voice messages for instant group
communication where you know your
contacts will get it-on their phones .

Get Organized
Clean Up Windows
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Free
Admit it: You really have to
get serious about organizing your PC.
Let's start with your browser's down
load folder. For Firefox users, the Auto
matic Save Folder extension (tind.pcworld.
com/62931) is a free add-on that auto- »

Take Ter'rific Pies, Easily
Effort: Moderate • Cost: Free

You don 't need a $1000 camera to get killer results.
With a few tried -and-true tricks up your sleeve, you'll
notice a dramatic improvement in the quality of you r pictures.
For starters, if you like snapping photos of your friends, try
taking candids tor a more natural outcome rather than posing
your subjects. While you 're at it. consider applying the ru le of
thirds when composing your photographs. Imagine drawing two
lines horizontally and vertically over you r photograph so that you
have nine equal boxes, and then try placing your subject or focal point at an
intersection of those lines. You're not limited to this rule, of course, and the great thing
about digital cameras is that all your experimentation cost s you nothing , so go nuts!
J UL Y 2 00 9 PCWORLD.COM
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Unclutter Your Home Office
Effort: Initially high, minimal over time • Cost: S350 (at press time)

Your home office is a haven for all your pet projects and personal finances. but it's useless
-~ if you can 't find anything under a giant stack of papers. To remedy that. take a two -step

approach : Toss out all the j un k, and then scan and file or shred th e rest.
An intelligent sheet-fed scanner such as the Fuj itsu ScanSnap Sl500 can handle large stacks of
pape r in a range of sizes and turn any text on a page into a searcha ble PDF file on your PC . Just
gather up all the papers that are mu ltiplying on your desk, toss them into the scanner, and press
the scan button . The next time you need to fi nd a pa rticular rece ipt or invoice, for instance. simply
search your computer (see "Find Any File on Your PC," below) . You get the surface of your desk
back. and you may never have to rummage through a creaky file cab inet agai n.

matically saves downloads into user
specified folders based on file extension
or on the site the file came from. To ob
tain similar functionality for your entire
Windows PC, try Belvedere (lifeilacker.
com/341950), a free app that I personally
created to bring the same automatic file
sorting to any folder. And since you're
cleaning, here's one more tip: You can
dramatically speed your PC's boot time
by removing any unneeded startup apps.

Find Any File on Your PC
Effort: Moderate
Cost: Free
Even if you have organized
every last file on your PC, you're still
bound to lose something in the digital
haystack every now and again. You
could go the obvious desktop-search
route with Google Desktop (desktop.
google.com), or if you're running Vista
you can just use the built-in Instant
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Search functionality. But we're going
to stray from the beaten path a little and
suggest Everything (find.pcworld.com/
62932), a free , no-nonsense desktop
search app that finds files on your desk
top as you type, with lightning speed.

Untangle Your Cables
Effort: Moderate
Cost: SlO
Have you followed the tip
above to clear away paper clutter? Great.
Your desk would look perfect now if
not for the ugly cables running from
every gadget you own to its respective
power supply. IKEA sells an inexpen
sive cord basket that's ideal for hiding
your cables (find.pcworld.com/62929). Just
screw it in, unplug your gear, and put
everything back together one cord at a
time, tucking each cable into the basket.
Similarly, you can se t up a charging
station for your cell phone, MP3 player,

and other gadgets , either by using your
own ingenuity or by purchasing a dedi
cated product like the Kingston Charg
ing Valet (find .pcworld.com/62930).

Simplify and
Secure Your
Technology
Manage All Your E-Mail From
One Interface
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Free
Most folks have accumulated
a handful of e-mail addresses that they
are not prepared to stop checking alto
gether. If you' re a Gmail user, Google's
e-mail app is particularly adept at con
solidating several e-mail addresses so
that you don't have to log in to five »

GoToMyPC:
It's this easy.

GoToMyPC lets you instantly access your home or office computer from any
Internet connection. It sets up automatically, is as secure as online banking
and comes with free U.S.-based customer service available 24/7. There's no
hardware needed, so just click and take your office with you wherever you go.

FREE 30-Day Trial
gotomypc.com I promo code: pc

GoToMyPC®

.

by CiTRIX'

utility that securely wipes any hard drive
using any one of several tried-and-true
methods. Once DBAN is done with your
disk, you can be sure the data is gone.

Control Your
Entertainment
Digitize All Your Analog Media
THE FREE BUT powerful Audacity program can help convert your analog audio into digital files.

different accounts every day. You can
either set up your other accounts to for
ward all incoming mail to your Gmail
account or use Gmail's "Get mail from
other accounts " feature to automatical
ly import every message you receive to
your centralized inbox. Gmail even per
mits you to use it to send e-mail on be
half of your other, non-Gmail addresses.
If you prefer to do things the Micro
soft way, Microsoft Windows Live Hot
mail offers much of the same function
ality as Gmail, but in an interface that's
the spitting image of Outlook.

Sync Multipl e PCs and Phones
Effort: Moderate
Cost Free
'· If you have a smartphone, a
desktop PC, and a laptop or netbook,
that amounts to at least three different
places where you might want to add an
appointment to your calendar, edit
your contacts, or access an important
file without worrying about keeping all
your data in sync. Google to the rescue
again! If you' re managing your days in
Google Calendar and keeping track of
your contacts in Google's Contacts
application, Google Mobile Sync (find.
pcworld.com/62927) provides two-way,
wireless synchronization of your calen
dar and contacts . Microsoft Outlook
users should check out Google Calen
dar Sync (find.pcworld.com/62928) for the
same two-way calendar sync. Finally, if
syncing up a folder's worth of files is
important to you, look at Dropbox
(www.getdropbox.com), a free service that
78 I PCWORLO . COM
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syncs up to 2GB of data between any
number of computers , the Internet,
and even your iPhone or iPod Touch.

Wipe an Old Hard Drive
Effort: Moderate
Cost: Free
Nothing can complicate your
life quite as thoroughly as identity theft.
So before you sell your old PC or return
a bum hard drive, keep one important
fact in mind: Deleting files doesn't guar
antee they're gone for good. To erase
your hard drive properly, you can't just
toss the files into the Recycle Bin and
empty it-you need to overwrite the
data on the disks as well. We could get
all technical at this point, but instead
we'll just point you to Darik's Boot and
Nuke (www.dban.org), a free boot-disk

Effort: High
Cost: Free to S60
·· We understand that you have
all sorts of nostalgia for your collection
of analog media, but if you want to free
up space by ditching your old turntables
and tape players, or if you need to cre
ate a digital archive for posterity, we've
got you covered. First, you can convert
your old vinyl records or cassettes on
the cheap by plugging their respective
players into your PC's audio-in port
and capturing the sound with the free,
cross-platform Audacity (find .pcworld.
com/62933). If VHS digitization is the
capability you seek, you' ll have to make
a purchase: Either you can buy a DVD
recorder and use your old VCR as an
input, or you can buy and install a video
capture card (such as the Hauppage
WinTV HVR-1800 MCE) for your com
puter, and then connect your VCR to it.
For more details on converting
»
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POD TO PC, true to its name, transfers music from your I Pod or IPhone to your computer.

NEW
GoodSync
Version 7!
Now with FTPI

Synchronize
Your Life!

Automatic backup and synchronization made easy...
Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
and back up your emails, precious family photos,
contacts, MP3s, financial documents, and other
important files locally - between desktops, laptops,
servers, and external drives, as well as through FTP.
GoodSync Version 7 will:
../ Automatically synchronize and backup all your data.
../ Prevent file deletion and data loss, remove duplicates.

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
of the pack. Excellent reviews by industry experts
and customers alike solidify GoodSync as a
leader in file backup and synchronization.

PC World Readers
Download GoodSync Today

It's FREE!

../ Organize/transfer files between multiple devices .
../ Sync and back up files locally or through FTP.
../ Help you achieve complete peace of mind!

--

-----

www.GoodSync.com/PCW

your old, analog media to digital files,
consult Jackson West' s complete how
to guide at fin d.pcworld.com/62935.

Eliminate ORM Hassles
Effort: Minimal
Cost:S40
The entertainment industry
is desperate to control how you use
your digital media, but you just want to
enjoy what you've paid for, wherever
you happen to be. In many cases, remov
ing ORM from media is a breeze. If you
have a lot of music to convert, ORM
Dumpster (find.pcworld.com/62934) auto
mates the process by using a rewritable
CD. Alternatively, check out Tunebite
(www.tunebite.com), another commercial
app that strips ORM from virtually any
piece of media you throw its way. Don't
want to pay? Try the oldest trick in the
book: Burn the ORM-protected file to a
CD and then rerip it as an MP3 .

Clean Up Your Music's
Metadata
Effort Minimal
Cost Free
Because of its close ties with
the iPod and iPhone, iTunes remains
one of the most popular media players
around. Even so, it could be a lot better.
To that end, give TuneUp Companion
(find .pcworld.com/62936) a try. This free

download automatically scans, identifies,
and updates your music's metadata with
appropriate album art, plus song, artist,
and album info-making it easier for
you to find and build playlists and enjoy
some high-quality album-art eye candy.

Sync iTunes Across Multiple PCs
Effort: Moderate
Cost:S29
You would like your iTunes
library to follow you wherever you go,
but iTunes isn' t all that obliging. In
fact, you might say that Apple's player
is downright hostile to the idea. That' s
where SuperSync (supersync.com) comes
in. This commercial app automatically
syncs your iTunes library across multi
ple computers-even over the Internet.
It even syncs videos , playlists, play
counts, and pretty much anything else.

Get Tunes Off Your iPod
Effort: Minimal
Cost: Free
With the largest-capacity
iPod today weighing in at a whopping
120GB, Apple is proud to point out
that you can fit up to 30,000 songs on
the device. Unfortunately the Apple
folks have no interest in helping you
get any of the songs pff your iPod . Sim
ply put, Apple wants to discourage any
method of sharing music that doesn't

Use Your Netbook as a Media Center
Effort: Moderate • Cost: Free

Your netbook is tiny enough that you can take it along
wherever you go, but with that small foot print comes
simi larly small capacity- meaning that the machine does n't
have a ton of room for you to store all your media. But there's
a silver Lining . Assuming that you generally have I nternet
access (it is a netbook, after all), you can stream any
med ia from your more capacious home PC to
your netbook with Orb (www.orb.com ), a
free application that broadcasts any
media on your computer to virtually
any ot her device- including your Wii,
your iPhone, and , yes, your netbook.
80
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involve your taking a trip to the iTunes
Music Store. But you have plenty of
legitimate reasons to move music from
your iPod to your PC-which is why
we're happy to point you toward Pod
to PC (podtopc.com) and Pod to Mac
(podtomac.com), free tools that quickly
and easily transfer music from any iPod
or iPhone to any computer.

Share Videos and Pictures
From the Road
Effort: Moderate
Cost: Free (apps); $50 to $100
(Eye-Fi)
If you're a fan of the photo-sharing site
Flickr, grab the Flickr Uploadr (www.
flickr.com/too ls), a free app that makes
uploading, tagging, and sharing any
picture or video via Flickr a breeze. If
instead you're partial to Google's desk
top image-management tool, Picasa,
that program sports simple tools for
sharing your photos via your Gmail
account or online with Picasa Web
Albums (picasaweb.google.com). Ready to
kick your photo sharing up another
notch? Consider Eye-Fi (www.eye.fi}: It
looks like any other SD memory card,
but after you've walked through its
simple configuration wizard, your Eye
Fi card wirelessly uploads any picture
or video from _your camera to your PC,
to Flickr, or even to YouTube. •
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ACERe ASPIRE 0 5535
• AMO Athlon'" X2 Dual-Core Processor
• Genuine Windows Vistae Home Premium
• 2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 250GB' hard drive
• Integrated Super-Multi drive
• 5-in-1 card reader
• Acer CineCrystal 15.6" WXGA
(1366 x 768) TFT display
• ATI Radeon'" HD 3200 graphics
• 802.11 b/g WLAN, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem, webcam
• One-year limited warranty2

ACER ASPIRE 5535-5050

$489
AMD Athlon ™ X2 Dual-Core Processor OL-64
Genuine Windows Vistal!D Home Premium
(l..XAUAOX.344)

VERITON SERVICE UPGRADES

$173
Next-business-day limited on-site service5 for years
2 and 3ofVeriton L410G or M421G ownership
(146.AB769.003)

ACER® VERITCN(') M421G
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMD Athlon'" X2 Dual-Core Processor
Genuine Windows Vista® Business
CD with Windows® XP ProfessionaP
Microsoft"' Office Professional 2007
(60-day trial)'
2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
160GB' SATA hard drive
Super- Multi drive with Labelflash '"
ATI Radeon '" HD 3200 graphics
Gigabit LAN
PS/2®-style keyboard and optical mouse
One-year limited warranty2
with limited on-site services

ACER VERITON M421 G·E05000C

$439
AMO Athlon'" X2 Dual-Core Processor 5000B
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
(PS.V890Z.003)

ACER® VERITON® L41 CG
•
•
•
•

AMD Athlon'" X2 Dual-Core Processor
Genuine Windows Vista® Business
CD with Windows" XP ProfessionaP
Microsoft" Office Professional 2007
(60-day trial)'
• 2GB DDR2 667 SODIMM
• 160G81 SATA hard drive
•Super-Multi drive with Labelflash'"
• ATI Radeon'" X1250 graphics
• 802.11 bi g WLAN, gigabit LAN
• USS keyboard and optical mouse
• One-year limited warranty2
with limited on-site services

ACER VERITON L41 OG·E05400C

$499
AMO Athlon'" X2 Dual-Core Processor 54008
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
(PS.V940Z.001)

$68
Mail-in/carry-indepot repair coverage for years
2and 3ofVeriton L410G or M421G ownership
(146.AB769.004)

ACER®TRAVELMATE®5530
•AMO Athlon '" X2 Dual-Core Processor
• Genuine Windows Vista® Business
• CD with Windows®XP ProfessionaP
• Microsoft® Office Professional 2007
(60-day trial)4
• 2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 160GB' hard drive
• Integrated Super-Multi drive
• 5-in-1 card reader
• 15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
• ATI Radeon'" HD 3200 graphics
• 802.11 b/g/Draft-N WLAN, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem, webcam
• Fingerprint reader
• One-year limited warranty2

ACER TRAVELMATE 5530-5634

$619
AMO Athlon'" X2 Dual-Core Processor OL-64
Genuine Windows Vista®Business
(LX.T090Z.482)

Protect Your Investment with an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade
Quality is built into every notebook PC Acer makes. The standard limited warranty' includes hardware technical support via toll -free phone plus a concurrent International Traveler's Warranty for travel
outside the U.S. and Canada. For extra protection - and peace of mind - consider a warranty extension or, even better, the Total Protection Upgrade. This plan covers the cost of a replacement unit
if, as determined by Acer, your covered notebook cannot be repaired.
2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty (146.AB820.EX2) for Notebooks with 1- Year Limited Warranty - $99
2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty+ 3- YearTotat Protection Upgrade {146.AD077.002) for Notebooks with 1-Year Limited Warranty
(Total Protection Upgrade runs concurrently with limited warranty and limited warranty extension) - $199
Each of these upgrades prepays freight from the Acer repair depot and excludes extension of the International Traveler's Warranty.

' When referring to storage capacity, GB stands for one billion bytes and MB stands for one million bytes. Some utilities may indicate varying storage capacities. Total user-accessible capacity may vary

depending on operating environments.
' For a free copy of the standard limited warranty end-users should see a rese ller where Acer products are sold or write to Acer America Corporation. Warranty Department, P.O. Box 6 137, Temple,
1X 76503.
J Genuine Windows'~ XP Professional can be Installed in place of. not in addition to. Genuine Windows Vista!: Business.
" The 60-day trial of Microso Office Ready is available with Genuine Windows Vista~ Business only. not with Genuine Wi ndows~ XP Professional.
I'> For next-business-day response customer call must be received by 4:00 p.m. Central Time. Next-business-day response does not apply to service calls missed for reasons outside the control of Acer,
such as airport closures or parts shortages. Next-business-day response and on-site service applies to the continental U.S. and Canada only and may not be available in all locations. ln those areas where
on-srte service is provided, a technician will be dispatched. ii necessary, following efforts to resolve the problem by telephone support.

Cl 2009 Ac.et America Corporation. lnfoonalJOn nnd prices are subject lo change without notice. Pricing is effective from June 1, 2009 through July 3 1. 2009. Product images are representations of some of the rrodels available and may vary from
the ~ you purchase. Acer. the Aax logo. Aspire, Extensa. Trave!Mate Md Verltor are registered tradomar1'.s of Acer Inc. MICtOSOft. W1ndov;s. the Windows logo. and Windows Vista arc either registered tradcmaO<s or trademal1<.s of MICtOSOft
Corpomticn in the United Slates ar.d/or other countnos. AMO, the AMO arrow logo, AMO Athlon, AMD Turion, AMO Phenom. AMO Opteron. AMO Sempron arid combinations thereof, ATI. the ATI logo, ATI R<ldoon and combinations thereof aro
trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices Inc. Dolby. Dolby Home Theater and the double- 0 syrnbol are trademarks ol Dolby Lllboratories. Other names and brands may be claimed a.s the ploperty of others. AUrights reserved.
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BY PAUL JASPER, BEN LONG, AND TIM MOYNIHAN
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROBERT CARDIN

What matters most to you in a camera:
Picture quality? Battery Life? Great design?
Whatever your priorities may be, we can match
you up with a near-$200 camera you'll Love. »
JUL Y 2009
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you get what you pay for, and $200 certainly isn't
peanuts. When it comes to new point-and-shoot
digital cameras, however, that price represents a
line in the sand: Below that mark are generally
bare-bones entry-level models, while hovering
around $200 are a growing number of feature-rich
cameras that offer great bang for the buck.

You can now find a few models in this price
range with wide-angle lenses; some have
big, 3-inch LCD screens; and others come
with handy features such as the ability to
use AA batteries for power. We looked at
ten new cameras selling in the $200 range
and rated them in several categories, in
cluding best image quality, best battery
life, best features , and best overall value.
Although we tried to test all the notable

lens. fun features. a huge LCD screen, and
long battery life for the price.

1
,·:'.

'' ' Nikon Coolpix L2ci

0

, 2 . s13o

,'·.~~.d . pcworld.com/62990

3

Pen tax Optio P70
$180

find .pcworld.com/62991

.4

Canon PowerShot
•' A1100 IS .

s2oo
find .pcworld.com/62992

5
6

Sony Cyber-shot
DSC-W230
$200
find .pcworld.com/62993

' Panasonic Lumix
DMC-LS85
$120

fiod.pcworld.com/62994

7

8

Olympus FE-5010
$190
fin d.pcworld.com/62995

Pentax Optio ~70
$120

find.pc:,world.com/.62996

9

Canon PowerShot A480
$130
find.pcworld.com/62997

Fuji(iJm Finepix Z30

··10 $180
·

find.pcworld.corn/62998

CHART NOTE. Prices and ratings are as of 5/19/09.
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•.1illage quality:veiy !iciod
:o:..~rall d~ slgn: Very Go~d.
•Batterylife:Good
"·
• N~~be; of'shots!.230. ·

2009

•Iii.scene modes
'. • 2.4 by 3~8by1.2 inches

For value. ease of use, looks, and iniag~
quality. the Coolpix L20 is one of the best
bargain point·and; shQot~ we've seen.

•image quality: Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Battery life:Good
•Number of shots: 217

• 12 megapixels
•4Xoptical zoom (27.5-llOmm)
• 22 scene modes
• 3.Bby 2.1 by O.Binches

The Optio P70 lacks a few frills, but its

•Image quality: Very Good
•Overall desigmGood
•.Battery life'. Fair
•Number of shots: 146

• 12.1megaplxels
0 ·4'x optic~l zo'om (35-140inm)
•JS scene modes
• 3.Bby,2 .~ by 1.2 jnches

A very good value for the price,with better

•Image quality: Good
•Overall design: Good
•Battery life: Very Good
•Number of shots: 310

• 12.1 megapixels
• 4X optical zoom (30-120mm)
• 13 scene modes
• 3.7 by2.3 by 0.8 inches

.• ea megapixelS

wide·angl e l ens and HO video mode are grea t

features for a thin. stylish point-and-shoot.

Image quality than that of many more- ,
expensive cameras and a nice feature set.

The slick Cyber-shot DSC-W230 has a great
LCD and neat In-camera features , but image
quality and stabilization could be better.

For a bargain-bin model. t~e Lumlx DMC·LSBS
offers nice stabilization, good images, a
Lelca !en~, a nd u~eful sc~ii'e modes:

•Image qualityiGood
•Overall design: Good
~ l)attery llf~:.Good
•Number.of sh~ts: 280

•4X optj~al ·zoom (33-132mm)
. •·21 scene modes' ·
• 2.5 _by 3.9 by1.2 incties

• Image quality: Good
•Overall design: Good
•Battery life:Good
• Number of shots: 217

• 12 megapixels
• 5X optical zoom (36-lBOmm)
• 14 scene modes
• 3.8 by 2.2 by 0.8 inches

The FE-5010 takes good pictures and is easy
to use. If that's all you're looking for in a
camera, you'll likely be satisfied.

•Image quality: Good •
•Overall design: Good
•Battery life: Good
•Number of shots: 285.

.;• 10 me.g~plxe,ls
• 3X optical zoom (35-105mm)
• 19'scene modes
• 3.8 by 2.4'by 0.9 Inches

This.solid entry·level camera has ~asy
con trots and nice picture modes, but weak
spots in sharpness and portraitabllitles.

•Image quality: Very Good
•Overa ll design:Fair
•Battery life:Good
•Number of shots: 279

• 10 megapixels
• 3.3X optical zoom (37-122mm)
• 12 scene modes
• 3.6 by 2.4by1.2 inches

The super-entry-level PowerShot A480
offers good Image quality, but the lack of
any stabilization is a major drawback.

•image quality: Very Good
•Overall design:Fair
• Battery life:Good
•Number o'f shot:s: 283.

• 10 megapixels
• 3X op\ical zoom (~5-105mm)
• 13 scene modes
• 3.6 by 2,3by1.0 Inches

The fashion-first Fineplx.Z30 backs up Its
looks with,sharcp images; but ltsdesig,n and ~,
rubber buttons won't please everyon'e.

new bargain cameras for this roundup, two
exciting models weren't available in time:
The $200 Kodak EasyShare Z915 packs a
10X optical zoom, and the $200 Samsung
SL620 looks sharp, with an appealing range
of features. As for the cameras that we were
able to test, here's a close look at our over
all top four picks, plus our choices in vari
ous key categories of our testing.

* BEST OVERALL
0
0
0
0

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS25
Nikon Coolpix L20
Pentax Optio P70

This Panasonic model
provides the best blend
of features in the group.

Canon PowerShotA1100 IS

For overall bang for the buck, Panasonic's
Lumix DMC-FS25 shines due to great bat
tery life (320 shots on a single charge of its
lithium ion battery), a 29mm film equiva
lent on the wide-angle end of its 5X-optical
zoom lens, optical image stabilization, and
the third-best picture quality here. It fin
ished in the top three of most categories
(image quality, widest-angle lens, battery
life, and LCD size) , making it our number
one pick for the best overall performer.
It does cost a tad more: Its suggested
retail price is $250, though we were able to
find it online for about $200. If the extra
$50 breaks your budget, the Nikon Coolpix
L20, which is just $130, earned the best
overall image-quality score in this roundup.
Rounding out our overall picks among
bargain-bin point-and-shoots are the Pentax
Optio P70 and the 12.1-megapixel Canon
PowerShot Al 100 IS. The $180 Pentax has
an amazing feature set for a camera in this
price range: a 720p HD video mode, the
widest-angle lens of the lot (a 27 .5mm film
equivalent on the wide end), and a com
pact design that makes it look fancier than
most $200 cameras we've seen. The Canon
boasts excellent image quality as well as
optical image stabilization and AA-battery
friendliness for the $200 asking price.

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS25

llJl2I
'9

Panasonic
DMC-FS25

Offering a wide-angle Leica lens,
very good image quality, a big LCD,
and excellent battery life, the Panasonic
Lumix DMC-FS25 is a great, well-rounded

PLUS: A huge, 3-inch
LCD dominates the back
of the DMC-FS25.

Nikon
Coolpix L20
It's hard to find an easier
camera to use than
Nikon's point-and-shoot.
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PLUS: A roomy, 3-lnch LCD
complements this model's
stellar Image quality.

pocket camera. It costs a shade more than
the competition ($250 list), but we've seen
it available on the Web for closer to $200.
A few distinguishing characteristics make
it a phenomenal buy at $200, as well as a
great value for $250. One of them is Pana
sonic's Intelligent Auto mode, six features
optical image stabilization, ISO optimiza
tion, automatic scene selection, backlight
correction, red-eye correction, and face
detection-that work in tandem.
Intelligent Auto did a good job of select
ing the right settings in our informal tests.
The optical image stabilization kept images
crisp both when zoomed in to the max and
when we shook the camera dramatically.
Another key draw is its wide-angle chops,
thanks to its 5X-optical-zoom Leica lens
that reaches from 29mm to 145mm.
A great feature, especially for a camera in
this price range, is the AF Tracking mode,
which lets you lock in on a moving subject
and keep it in focus as the subject (or the
photographer) moves around-very helpful
for those who want to shoot sports scenes .
Another nice touch: It offers some unusu
al selections among its 21 scene modes,
such as Pinhole (which mimics the effects
of a pinhole camera), Film Grain (which
applies a gritty black-and-white filter), and
Photo Frame (which puts teen-centric,
party-time borders around your shots).
Other features include a burst mode that
shoots about two images per second, man
ual and preset white balance selections,
and seven "color" modes that apply effects
such as sepia tone and vivid colors.
In PC World Test Center jury evaluations,
the Lumix DMC-FS25 earned one of the
best image-quality scores in our group of
about a dozen $200-range cameras. Color
accuracy, exposure quality with the flash
turned on, and image sharpness were all
notable strong suits, earning it an overall
image-quality score of Very Good.
The Lumix DMC-FS25 also netted 320
shots on a single charge of its lithium ion
battery, for a battery life score of Very
Good. Most other $200 cameras top out at
about 250 shots per charge.
The camera comes with a combination of
buttons, switches, and a four-way naviga
tional mini-joystick. The arrangement
»
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makes most functions easy to find, but the
mini-joystick (which doubles as one-touch
access to exposure compensation, the
flash, the self-timer, and the macro mode) is
small and finicky for big hands to use.
Besides the joystick, four buttons adjoin
the big, bright 3-inch-diagonal LCD: one
for camera modes, one for adjusting the
viewfinder, one for the menus, and one for
deleting. One toggle switch lets you jump
between capture and playback modes.
Another powers the camera on and off.
· To avoid shutter lag, the Lumix DMC
FS25 will capture shots instantly if you
autofocus before snapping. Otherwise, if
you just press the shutter button, you'll
get about a second's lag.
The DMC-FS25 also records standard
definition video, but as with many point
and-shoots, you can't zoom in and out
while filming. It can capture video at three
different settings as .mov files , all at 30
frames per second: 848-by-480 clips in
WVGA, 640-by-480 clips in VGA, and 320
by-240 clips in QVGA mode.
It's best to try the Panasonic Lumix
DMC-FS25 before you buy it, mostly to
assess the love-it-or-hate-it joystick-the
only main drawback of this camera. If you
can find this model for around $200, you'll
see that it provides excellent value.

Pentax
OptioP10
The P70 has the widest
angle lens of any camera
here, at 27.Smm.

PLUS: Measuring only 0.8
Inch, it's also very slim and
stylish for the price.

Nikon Coolpix L20
Nikon's Coolpix L20 is one of the best
models we've seen in a growing category of
cameras: very affordable, easy-to-use point
and-shoots with surprisingly stellar image
quality and a bit of fashion sense. It costs
just $130, but its image quality surpassed
that of some much more expensive cameras
in the PC World Test Center's jury evalua
tions. In fact, it netted the best image
quality score of any point-and-shoot cam
era we've seen so far this year.
Although the 10.34-megapixel L20's
image-stabilization system is software
based, it did a great job of capturing clear,
unblurred images-even when we shook it
around vigorously while taking a photo or
zoomed in to the maximum capacity of its
3.6X-optical-zoom (38mm to 136mm) lens.
Images were surprisingly clear and sharp.
The deep-red Coolpix L20 we tested had
88 j PCWORLO . COM
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Canon

AllOOIS
We loved the optical sta
bilization and image qual
ity of this PowerShot.

MINUS: Its 2.5-inch LCD Is
on the small side.

a lacquered plastic finish that feels nice in
the hand. Even though it looks slick (in
both the literal and aesthetic senses of the
word), we could operate the camera with
wet hands without its getting slippery.
A huge, 3-inch-diagonal LCD screen dom
inates the back. On top are several buttons:
on/off, shutter, playback, and a fourth that
switches among movie and still !"flOdes and
access to the 16 scene modes .
Instead of a ring around the shutter, the
Coolpix 1.,20 uses a wide/tight zoom bar on
the back of the camera where your right
thumb would normally rest. It's easy to
operate and comfortable to use thanks to a
grooved indentation for the thumb-but
some people will prefer a ring-around-the
shutter-button approach to zooming.
A nice extra that's rare in point-and
shoots of any price is an ability to zoom in
and out in movie mode. The L20 captures
640-by-480 AV! clips at 30 frames per sec
ond (you can knock the resolution down to
320-by-240 at either 30 or 15 fps).
In our jury evaluations, the Cool pix L20
outshone all other cameras in the $200
price range for overall image quality, de
spite demerits for image distortion.
Battery life is a bit weak, but not terrible:
The Coolpix L20 completed 230 shots be
fore its AA batteries needed to be replaced,
significantly short of the 300-plus shots
that many competitors offer.
You don't get either full manual controls
or manual ISO controls. The ISO automati
cally boosts in low-light settings when you
have the flash turned off, but you can' t
select specific ISO sensitivity levels . This
camera is definitely an entry-level model
with an emphasis on ease of use .
The Coolpix L20 has a "Blink Warning"
feature that alerts you if someone in the
shot blinked. Also nice is a panorama-assist
mode, which guides you through the process
of shooting panoramic images by keeping
the ghosted edge of the last photo visible
as you take subsequent shots. The bundled
ArcSoft Panorama Maker 4 application
(part of the camera's photo-management
software suite) does a great job of stitching
things together from there.
One item in the CD-ROM-installed suite
is worth mentioning: The Nikon Transfer

app lets you transfer and manage photos
from the camera, edit embedded photo
info, and upload photos to Nikon's My
Picturetown sharing service.
The Coolpix L20 is a very affordable
camera that performed quite well in
our image tests. For value, ease of use,
and eye-catching looks, it's one of the
best bargain point-and-shoots we've
seen so far, and it's a great option for
beginners and casual snapshooters.

Pentax Optio P70
If your budget for a new camera tops
out at $200, you could do a lot worse
than the $180 Pentax Optio P70. This
12-megapixel model is easy to use and
takes decent snaps . It squeezes in sev
eral neat features , including HD video
capture; but for Pentax, achieving the
low price meant a few compromises.
The silvery aluminum body of the ver
sion we reviewed appears a little cheap,
but the white and red models are quite
attractive-and alluringly slim. Despite
being only 0.8 inch thick, the Optio P70
carries a 4X zoom lens with a 27 .Smm
wide-angle extreme-great for panora
mas. But the camera's shake-reduction
mode uses software instead of shifting
the lens or sensor mechanically.
Like many other recent point-and
shoot cameras, the P70 recognizes
faces to set the focus and exposure
automatically. In addition, this model
has a Smile Capture mode that releases
the shutter only when your subjects
smile and beeps if anyone blinks.
When we accidentally left that mode
turned on, the camera shot pictures
sluggishly and stored images slowly;
but it was much faster once we learned
to use the mode correctly. The other
controls are sensibly uncomplicated.
Most cameras around $200 let you
shoot standard-definition video that
works fine for short sequences but pro
duces black bars on the sides of your
wide-screen 1V. lhe P70 captures high
def video that looks much better but
still lags behind what you'd get from a
pricier camera. It records at 720p reso
lution at just 15 frames per second, and

Sony
DSC-W230
The lens of this Sony
Cyber-shot offers 30mm
on the wide-angle end.

PLUS: The eye-catching
W230 has a slim frame
and a great Interface.

you can't zoom while shooting video.
The P70 also lacks an HDMI port for
connecting directly to your HD1V, so
to play movies easily you'll need a 1V
with either an SD Card slot or a link to
your PC. The camera has an HD mode
for shooting 16:9-aspect-ratio still pho
tos, too. That mode may be appropriate
for displaying slide shows on your
HD1V or digital photo frame, but the ·
2.1-megapixel images it captures won't
look so great for printing or editing.
The Optio P70 has a unique Vertical
Snap mode to take one-handed por
traits like a camera phone. Ultimately,
though, we'd rather see phones be
come more like cameras than vice versa.
Our most optimistic low-light and
macro test shots came out poorly; but
for general take-anywhere use, the P70
did a good job. It received an image
quality score of Fair from our PC World
Test Center judges, performing at a
consistent level in every test.
Despite a few trade-offs, the Pentax
Optio P70 offers good value as a small,
light camera you can carry anywhere.
Considering its 12-megapixel sensor, the
camera delivers lackluster image quality,
but it's certainly adequate for the price.

Canon PowerShot AllOO IS

Panasonic
DMC-LS85
Though this Lumlx model
costs just $120, It's an
excellent performer.

MINUS:
However, its
plastic build
doesn't feel
durable.

Offering a nice feature set, a little bit of
style, very good image quality, and a
street price of around $200, Canon's
PowerShot Al 100 IS is a great starter
point-and-shoot for people who want
better image quality than most similarly
priced point-and-shoots can provide.
The Al 100 has a well-made plastic
body; the right side bulges a bit to cre
ate a hand grip. At 3.8 by 2.5 by 1.2
inches, the camera may feel bulky in
some pockets; and because it uses two
AA batteries, it's heavier than cameras
that work with a proprietary recharge
able battery. Nevertheless, the Al 100 is
still small enough to slip easily into a
coat pocket or bag. It comes in four
colors: blue, green, gray, and pink.
In PC World Test Center testing, this
PowerShot took 146 shots before the
batteries needed replacing-a sur»
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prisingly low number for a point-and-shoot
camera with a small LCD screen.
The 2.5-inch LCD and some controls are
on the back. On top are the power button,
the mode dial, and the shutter/zoom con
trol. The Al 100 provides an assortment of
automated features . You can choose among
Auto, Program, Movie, and various scene
modes. In Auto mode, the camera makes
every critical exposure and setting choice
for you; in Program mode, it lets you man
ually toggle flash use and adjust ISO, white
balance, and other settings. The camera
lacks true aperture priority and manual
modes, but it does allow you to adjust
exposure compensation.
The unit's scene modes are your best
option for getting good results in tricky sit
uations. From its Mode dial, you can select
from five scene modes-or choose SCN,
which enables you to consider additional
scene modes listed in an on-screen menu.
The A1100 comes with three light meters,
but it eschews complex features such as
focusing modes. Its automatic focus works
very well. Pressing the Face Detection but
ton causes the camera to focus automati
cally on faces in your scene; this works well
in good light, but less so in lower light.
The 4X zoom lens captures images across
a range from fairly wide to telephoto, and
the lens has good optical stabilization. The
A1100's exceptional macro mode lets you
get within 1.2 inches of your subject, and it
even works with the camera's video mode
(640-by-480 resolution, with sound) .
The LCD screen looked slightly washed
out, making fine details in brightly lit areas
harder to see. You can use the optical view
finder instead, though it shows only about
85 percent of the final image.
When you're reviewing an image, half
pressing the shutter button pops you back
into shooting mode immediately-no wor
ries about missed shots.
In our lab tests, the A1100 had an excel
lent overall image-quality score for a $200
range camera, though image sharpness was
so-so. We saw no discernible distortion,
vignetting, or chromatic aberration. And
the Al 100 has low noise. Shooting at up to
ISO 400 yields surprisingly clean results ;
even at ISO 800 or 1600 in low light, the
90 I PCWORLD.COM
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resulting shots remained very usable.
For $200, the PowerShot Al 100 IS pro
vides strong performance. If you're looking
for a good-quality entry-level camera, you
should definitely consider this model.

* BEST
IMAGE QUALITY
Olympus
FE-5010
Available In three hues, the
two-toned FE-5010 Is a sub
tle head-turner.

MINUS:
But we
weren't very
Impressed
by its Image
quality.

Pentax
Optio E70

0
0
0

Nikon Coolpix l20
Canon PowerShot A1100 IS
Panasonic Lu mix DMC-FS25

If you care about image quality more than
anything, we have good news: The best
overall imaging score in PC World Test
Center jury evaluations went to one of the
most affordable cameras we tested, Nikon's
10.34-megapixel, $130 Coolpix L20. Its
big, 3-inch-diagonal LCD screen takes a toll
on battery life, however-the camera took
230 shots before we had to change the AA
batteries (other cameras took more than 300
shots) . Also, the L20 is best used on a tri
pod, as il lacks uplkal image slabilizaliun.
If you're seeking optical image stabiliza
tion or a wider-angle lens , two other cam
eras with top-scoring image quality may be
a better fit. The AA-powered, $200 Canon
PowerShot Al 100 IS placed second in our
imaging tests-including the best score
overall for undistorted images-and has
optical image stabilization. Also boasting
hardware-based image stabilization, as well
as a 29mm wide-angle lens, is Panasonic's
Lumix DMC-FS25, which matched the color
accuracy performance of both the Nikon
Coolpix L20 and the Canon PowerShot
A1100 JS; it also fared better than those
cameras when the flash was turned on.

In our tests, this Optlo had
great battery life for an
AA-powered camera.

* WIDEST
ANGLELENS

PLUS: At $120, It

0

Pentax Optio P70

also won't drain

0
0

Sony Cyber-shot DSC-W230

your bank

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS25

account.

Never underestimate the power of a wide
angle lens. Three of the bargain cameras in
our roundup have some nice wide-angle »

Look for:
Intel
IAside®

chops, beginning with the slender (but
feature-packed) Pentax Optio P70. The
12-megapixel P70's 4X-optical-zoom lens
reaches from 27.5mm on the wide-angle
end to 110mm on the telephoto end. Plus,
it shoots 720p high-definition video,
though with some limitations (no HDMl
out, you can't use the zoom while you're
shooting video clips, and its 720p video
mode maxes out at 15 frames per second).
Still, for wide-angle reach and overall fea
ture set, it's a top-notch buy for $180.
Yet again, the 12.1-megapixel Panasonic
Lumix DMC-FS25 is also among the top
three picks in this category, offering a
wide-angle lens as part of its 5X-optical
zoom Leica lens (29mm to 145mm). Other
than the extra reach on the telephoto end,
the Lumix DMC-FS25 has another advan
tage over the Pentax Optio P70: namely,
mechanical image stabilization as opposed
to the P70's software-based stabilization.
Another wide-angle camera is the Sony
Cyber-shot DSC-W230, a 12.1-megapixel,
4X-optical-zoom (30mm to 120mm) point
and-shoot with a big, 3-inch LCD screen
and terrific battery life (310 shots on a sin
gle charge of its lithium ion battery) . This
$200 Sony unit does have a few limitations:
Overall image quality was at the lower end
of the cameras we tested, with noticeable
shortcomings in flash exposures .
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Canon
PowerShot A480
Canon's A480 Is a bare-bones
point-and-shoot camera with
great image quality.

MINUS: But it
has no Image

0
0

Fujifilm Finepix Z30

at all.

0

Pentax Optio P70

Panasonic Lumix DMC-FS25
Sony Cyber-shot DSC-W230
Pentax Optio E70

Sometimes, you just want a camera you
can take with you on a trip without having
to pack a battery charger, too. Cameras
using AA batteries (the Canon PowerShot
A1100 IS, the Canon PowerShot A480, the
Panasonic Lumix DMC-LS85 , and the Pen
tax Optio E70) help, but buying all those
batteries can add up over time.
One of the best picks among budget
cameras for long battery life is-you
guessed it-the Panasonic Lumix DMC
FS25 , which has a rechargeable lithium ion
92
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Fujifilm
FinepixZ30
With unusual curves and
vivid color, there's nothing
subtle about the bold design.

PLUS: The Z30
also shoots
surprisingly
sharp photos.

* MOST
FASHIONABLE

stabilization

* BEST
BATTERY LIFE
0
0
0

battery that lasted 320 shots in our tests
before needing to be juiced up again.
Also performing well in our battery-life
tests were the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-W230
(310 shots) and the Pentax Optio E70 (285
shots)-the latter was the best AA-powered
performer. The Panasonic Lumix DMC
LS85 (280 shots) and the Canon Power
Shot A480 (279 shots) also fared well in
this category for AA-powered models.
The biggest offenders in battery-life drain
were the Canon PowerShot Al 100 IS Oust
146 shots), the Olympus FE-5010 (217),
and the Pentax Optio P70 (also 217) .

Olympus FE-5010

Now more than ever, technology has be
come a fashion accessory, and camera
makers are definitely taking notice. It goes
beyond having a few color options for each
model, too. The 12-megapixel, 5X-optical
zoom (36mm to 180mm), Mondrian-styled,
duo-tone $190 Olympus FE-5010 comes
available in navy blue, black, and a pinkish
hue that Olympus calls "plum. "
If the FE-5010's subdued style is way too
subtle for you, consider the Fujifilm Fine
pix Z30. This small, faux-bejeweled point
and-shoot may look like a toy, but it actual
ly performed very well in our image-quality
tests . In fact, it had the best sharpness rat
ing of any camera we tested, as well as very
low levels of image distortion. The Finepix
Z30's feature set isn't as fancy as its looks,
though: It lacks a powerful zoom (3X opti
cal, from 35mm to 105mm), and it has only
software-based image stabilization.
If skinny is what you' re after (without
sacrificing much in the way of featu res),
the Pentax Optio P70's slim frame some
how packs in its wide-angle 4X-optical
zoom lens, HD video capabilities, 22 scene
modes, and a 2.7-inch-diagonal LCD
screen. Our reviewer thought the P70's sil
ver version was a bit plain, but the red and
white versions are eye-catching. •
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You Suspect It'sHappening. Now Get the Proof You Need
and Put aStop to Huge Productivity Losses Once and for All
Spector 360 is the world's first monitoring soluti on that ma kes it easy
to detect inappropriate employee behavior. At the touch of a button,
you will see ALL PC & Internet activity for your entire company and
find out which employees are working, playing, doing their job
efficiently or putting your business at risk by engaging in illicit or
illegal behavior.

Spector 360 Records ALL Your Employees'

... and much more!

THINGS YOU .
WILL DISCOVER

0

Which employees spend the most
time working and which spend the
most time goofing off.

@

Which employees spend the most
time surfing web sites and see
EXACTLY what they do on them.

@ What employees search for on
Google, MSN,Yahoo and more.

Tom
Pa t
Sarah
Brian

James

rt:~
Viaor

0

Which employees are posting
resumes on Monster.

0

Who is leaking company
confidential information via chat,
web mail or removable media.

_____

Ca rol

.....___

.

~

Web Sites Visited
Chat s & Instant Messages
Keystrokes Typed
Network Traffic
Google Searches
Files Saved to Removable Media
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PLUS:
Our Powerfu l Screen Snapshot Recorder
(a video surveillance-like recording tool
with easy-to-use VCR-style playback)
shows you in exact visual detail what an
employee does every step of the way.
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PC Magazine
Editors' Choice

Morethan 50 charts and reportsallow you to
quickly and easily identify your top achievers,
productivity wasters, and anyone engaging in
inappropria te or potentially damaging conduct.
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Spector 360

"Spector 360 is the most
mature surveillance
offering for business use:'
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Ama~ingly

fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:

-----

---./ Remembers your usernames and passwords.

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNET's
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

-./ Logs you into all your favorite websites.
-./ Reduces your many passwords to just one.
-./ Increases security and helps protect your identity.
-./ Fills long forms and so much more!
We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

PC World Readers
Download RoboForm
for FREE!
-~----.....

www.RoboForm.com/P-CW
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By combining a Wi-Fi router and powerline equipment,
you pair the convenience and mobility of wireless with a
dependable way to stream video or save files to a network
>>
drive. Our tests reveal the best of both kinds of gear.
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Wireless networks today

I
BELKIN'S N+ WIRELESS Router F508235-4 snagged our Best
Buy award on the strength of its design, setup, and extras.

are faster, more secure, and more reli
able than their predecessors. But
to some extent Wi-Fi is a victim of
its own success: Search for a Wi-Fi
hotspot these days, and you may
find a dozen networks competing
for the same 2.4GHz bandwidth
so nobody gets a good signal.
Meanwhile, apps such as network backup,
high-def video streaming, and VoIP can choke
the fastest Wi-Fi. At best, a draft-2.0 802 . l ln
router offers a little over 100 megabits per sec
ond in real-world throughput. If multiple Wi-Fi
clients claim a share, performance can plummet.
The convenience and ubiquity of 2.4GHz Wi-Fi make it the
technology of choice for the router at your network's heart,
so we evaluated six workhorse routers that support draft-2.0
802 .11 n Wi-Fi and gigabit ethernet: the Belkin N+, the D-Link
DIR-655, the Linksys WRT320N, the Netgear WNR3500, the
SMC Barricade N ProMax, and the TrendNet TEW-633GR.
We also looked at powerline networking kits from Action
tec, Belkin, D-Link, Linksys , Netgear, and ZyXel. Each kit lets
you use your home's electrical circuits to hard-wire essential
devices, each did at least as well as draft 802.1 ln Wi-Fi on our
throughput test, and each delivered rock-solid high-definition
video streaming from a Sling Media Slingbox Pro.
For many people, a hybrid network that incorporates both
technologies is ideal ; fortunately, that isn' t difficult to set up
(see "Adding Powerline to Your Network ls Easy," page 98).
Unlike in the past, all of the draft-2 .0 802.1 ln Wi-Fi routers
we tested this time rated at least Good overall ; several earned
marks of Very Good . The Belkin N+ and the D-Link DIR-655
scored highest thanks to very good performance and setup
tools, along with valuable features such as support for USB
drive sharing and a security-conscious guest access mode.
Among powerline kits , the D-Link DHP-303 is our top pick.
Its throughput was more than 30 percent higher than the
competition's, and it carries a lower price tag. But, again, all
six powerline kits we tested delivered rock-solid HD video
streaming. The chart on page 102 provides a summary of our
findings for powerline kits. To see a full review of each power
li.ne kit, use the related Find-It URL listed on the chart.
A hybrid Wi-Fi/powerline network solves many problems:
By using powerline wiring to connect bandwidth-intensive
devices that you rare ly move a.round (network-attached
storage drives , printers, game consoles , home entertainment
center components) , you improve their performance and that
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of mobile Wi-Fi gear, by reducing the overall
network demand on the wireless bandwidth.
One surprise from our performance tests is
our discovery that some routers equipped
with 2x3 arrays (two transmitting and three re
ceiving antennas) outperformed some 3x3 con
figurations, even at long range. So a 3x3 router
is not necessarily better than a 2x3 one.
On the other hand, a laptop equipped with a
3x3 Intel Ultimate N WiFi Link 5300 client card
consistently outperformed one equipped with
a 2x3 Intel WiFi Link 5100 client adapter. The
improvement was dramatic, too, ranging from
28 to 62 percent overall , so paying the $40
or so extra for the higher-end client in a
new laptop may be a good investment.
A few vendors offer simultaneous dual-band
802 .lln routers , which support 2.4GHz and 5GHz networks
at the same time. 5GHz networks support legacy 802.1 la cli
ents and are more robust than 2.4GHz ne tworks because
their doze n nonoverlapping 22MHz channels are less prone
to interference than the three 2.4GHz channels. Even so, we
decided not to review such routers, for several reasons: They're
still rather uncommon; they're very ex pensive; and powerline
generally offers better performance for the streaming video
applications for which a 5GHz network is frequently used.

Belkin N+ Wireless Router F508235-4
Pros: Easy setup; guest Wi-Fi access; USB drive sharing.
Cons: Poor short-range performance; no WPA-Enterpri se
or RADIUS server su pport; vertical mount only.

Belkin's attractive N+ router stands out from the pack in
design, features , usability, and long-range wireless through
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THE 0-LINK DIR-655 Xtreme N Gigabit Router excels at short-range
throughput, and supports both drive sharing and printer sharing.

I

'
THE LINKSYS DUAL-BAND Wireless-N
Glgabit Router WRT320N combines
cool design with snappy performance.

put. Though its 2x3 antenna design
lagged in short-range testing, the N+
Wireless Router FSD8235-4's throug
put performance improved by a drama
62 percent-more than any other router
when we tested it along with the higher-end
3x3 Intel 5300 adapter. So if you buy this rout
er, try to pair it with a 3x3 antenna card.
The setup assistant is excellent, guiding users
through such tasks as establishing connections, enabling
wireless security, and choosing a Wi-Fi SSID (that is, a net
work name). The router manages more-advanced settings
through a standard Web utility. I especially appreciated being
able to set up a special Wi-Fi guest network with its own
passphrase, obviating the need to give out a private password
to visitors. The router also keeps guests isolated from other
devices on the network. On the downside, the N+ was one of
only two routers we examined that lacked WPA-Enterprise
encryption and RADIUS server support-omissions that will
convince many businesses to rule it out.

The Belkin must be positioned
vertically. It has a (not very func
tional) download-speed indica
tor bar. More useful are the
wireless security and Internet
connection lights.
The FSD8235-4 was also
one of only two routers we
reviewed for this roundup to
support USB drive sharing. To
use this feature, you plug in a USB flash
or hard drive in FAT32 or NTFS format; instantly
it is accessible through a special Storage Manager application,
or directly via the router's IP address. You can access the
drive with either a PC or Mac. As often happens with shared
USB drives, though, performance was poor. It's mainly useful
for light file sharing, rather than for everyday net\vork back
up . You'll get far better throughput from a gigabit NAS drive.

D-Link DIR-655 Xtreme N Gigabit Router
Pros: Very good periormance; USB drive and printer sharing ; Wi-Fi
guest zone access; comprehensive routing features.
Cons: Only one computer can access a shared drive or printer at a
time; no Mac support for drive or printer sharing.

»

extras. Cross-platform households
should note that use drives can't
be accessed from Macs. however.
Speedy pertomiance, excellent ·
utiUty software, and optional
strong Pt!rental controls make tills
a gr.ea_! choice for fal)!illes.

4

5
6

Trend Net TEW-633GR 300Mbps
Wireless N Gigabit Router
$100
find.pcworld.com/62890

Very Good

Good

features we expect at this price.
Thifw.~irkhorse route~ w11,s qti)te

Netgear Rang~Max Ne~t WI~ !ess-N
Gigaliit Router WNR3500
$120
f111d .pcworld'.com/6Z88S
SMC Barricade N ProMax Draft lln
Gigabit Broadband Router
SMCWGBR14-N; $120
find.pcworld.com/62889

This capable router delivers very
good performance and routing
options. but it lacks the extra

fast al'long range, bul it.has11n
Inflexible design and too inany
missing features fOf'the price.
Good

Fair

On paper, it has great specs, but its
subpar setup and performance.
and high price tag, make the
Barricade hard to recommend.

cHARl.NOTE: Prices are as of 4/20/09. FOOTNOTE:' WPA 8, WPA2 Enterprise suppo'1,,and RADIUS AUtheritication Sefyers~Pl!Ort.
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D-Link's DIR-655 was one of the first gigabit draft-2.0 rout
ers, and it's still one of the best. D-Link has added a number
of valuable features via firmware updates, such as USB drive
and printer sharing, and a special Wi-Fi guest zone. Factor in
a low price tag plus comprehensive routing and firewall fea
tures, and it's no wonder the DIR-655 is one of our top picks.
The D-Link's throughput was very good overall, though
certainly better at short range. This 3x3 antenna router also
performed well with both the 2x3 and the 3x3 Intel cards.
Housed in a drab matte-white box, the DIR-655 Xtreme N
Gigabit Router won't win any design awards, but it can be
mounted horizontally, vertically, or on a wall. You set up the
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DIR-655 through its Web utility; thanks to the utility's
straightforward wizards, I had no problem getting connect
ed. The single USB port on the rear supports flash or hard
drives and printers (including multifunction devices).
Drive sharing is easy, but limited by the fact that only one
Windows computer (Macs aren't supported at all) can access
the drive at a time through a special system tray application.
If someone is using a drive and forgets to log out, other users
on the network won't be able to access it at all.
The D-Link's drive-sharing throughput was somewhat fast
er than that of the Belkin N+ when we used the router in
combination with our Western Digital MyBook drive, but »

Look for
Intel,

Inside®

o - - -;; ;I_.
it was still much slower than with a typical gigabit NAS .
Printer sharing works in much the same way, with each user
claiming an available printer from the system tray utility, and
essentially owning that printer.
The Wi-Fi guest zone has its own SSID and encryption pass
word to keep your primary password private, and is com
pletely locked out of your wired network by default.

TRENDNET'S TEW-633GR 300Mbps
Wireless N Glgabit Router performed
best at short range in our tests.

Linksys Dual-Band Wireless-N Gigabit
Router WRT320N
Pros: Very good performance and design; versatile software utility;
select abl e dual-band radio; optional parental controls.

Cons: Works in only one band at a time; doesn't include a USS port.

The Linksys WRT320N is the sole router in this review that
can operate on either the 2.4GHz or the 5GHz Wi-Fi band.
Though I didn't test the WRT320N's 5GHz performance, the
router exhibited very good throughput overall on the 2.4GHz
band, at both short and long range.
If you' re surrounded by neighboring Wi-Fi networks, and if
all of your devices can operate over 5GHz (most newer lap
tops with bui.lt-in 802.1ln adapters support both bands) ,
switching to 5GHz could be the answer to your interference
problems. Be forewarned, though: 5GHz 802.lln does not
have quite as good range as the 2.4GHz band.
The WRT320N has a sleek spaceship-style design and very
good features . It also has an excellent software utility called
LELA that goes beyond standard setup tasks to include fea
tures like network maps and device information, making it
useful for ongoing network monitoring.
What makes the Linksys interesting for families is its em
bedded Home Network Defender software from Trend Micro
and Cisco. A $60 yearly subscription is required, but a 30-day
trial is included. Home Network Defender provides flexible
but strong parental controls, Web surfing
protection against phishing sites and mal
ware, and full Trend Micro Antivirus +Anti
spyware software·for up to four PCs.
Centralizing parental controls for the
entire network on the router yields far easi
er and stronger protection than putting
them on individual PCs , where attackers
have many ways to circumvent them.

Trend Net TEW-633GR 300Mbps
Wireless N Gigabit Router
Pros: Very good short-range throughput; com
prehensive Web-based configuration utility;
clea r quick-start guide.

Cons: Subpar long-range performance; no USS

better and costs less. Even though it lacks a USB printer port
and the SMC model has one, it's still a superior choice.
The TEW-633GR's performance was similar to that of the
D-Link DIR-655, whose chipset it shares, with very good
throughput overall, especially at short range.
Like the SMC's chassis, the TrendNet's case can be mount
ed horizontally, vertically, or on a wall, so you have flexibility
in positioning it for best reception.
Though the TrendNet is certainly a capable router, it lacks
some useful extra features (such as a USB port and guest ac
cess mode), and because of that its price seems relatively high.

Netgear RangeMax Next Wireless-N Gigabit
Router WNR3500
Pros: Top performance, especially at long range; very good setup
and Web utilities; strong routing and firewall features.

Cons: No WPA-Enterprise encryption or RADIUS server support;
no USS port; can be oriented only vertically.

The Netgear RangeMax Next Wireless-N Gigabit Router
WNR3500 is a workhorse device that aced our through
put tests, especially at long range. For a 2><3
antenna router, it did impressively well with
the 2x3 and 3x3 Intel adapter card. It also
provides very good routing and firewall
options, from Web content filtering (for
parental control) to dynamic DNS.
In view of this unit's relatively high price
tag, I was disappointed not to see more
extras, such as USB drive or printer sharing,
a guest access mode, and strong parental
controls. It also lacks WPA-Enterprise or
RADIUS server support, which some small
businesses will see as critical omissions.
That said, the WNR3500 has a very well
designed setup utility, and what may be »

port for drive or printer sharing.

The TEW-633GR 300Mbps Wireless N
Gigabit Router closely resembles the SMC
router I tested, but it performed much
100 I PCWORLO.COM
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NETGEAR'S RANGEMAX NEXT Wlreless-N Glga
bit Router WNR3SOO turned In Its strongest per
formance numbers In long-range testing .
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acwor dSuperguides
Digital Music & Video

Superguide

Mobile Mac

Superguide

Mac Security

Superguide

MAC BASICS
SUPERGUIDE

Macworld

Staying true to our goal to offer
you the most comprehensive
coverage of the most
innovative and exciting new
products, we introduce the
Macworld Superguide series.
These books are produced by
the Macworld staff and are
packed with practical how-to's,
in-depth features, tips and
tricks, and more.

Macworld Superguides are available in 3 convenient formats: 1) Downloadable PDFs: Get immediate access. 2) Printed Book: Order a
handy, full-color printed book on high-quality paper. 3) PDF on CD-ROM: Don't want to download the PDF, get it on CD-ROM.

the best context-sensitive help service I've ever seen in a
router Web interface. The Web configuration utility can look
for updated firmware every time you log in-a feature that I
wish all routers would emulate. After all, keeping your firm
ware up-to-date is the first rule of router maintenance.
Though the Netgear is quite good-looking, it (like the Bel
kin router) can be used only in an upright position and has
no wall-mount holes. The antennas are internal.

SMC'S BARRICADE N ProMax Draft
lln Gigabit Broadband Router
SMCWGBR14-N looks like a silvery
twin of the black-clad TrendNet
router, but its test results were
not as good.

SMC Barricade N ProMax Draft lln Gigabit
Broadband Router SMCWGBR14-N
Pros: USB printer port; good routing features and Web utility.
Cons: Below-average performance, especially at Long range; clunky
multifunction scanner sharing; high price.

The SMC and TrendNet routers that I reviewed for this
story look practically like clones. They' re based on the same
U-Media design, though packaged in different-colored plastic
cases. Even the user manuals look almost alike. Nevertheless,
there are still some major differences between them.
The Barricade stumbled in our long-range throughput tests
compared with the TrendNet, offering only fair performance.
Since both routers have 3x3 antenna arrays, I expected more.
On the plus side, the Barricade has a USB port for printer
sharing, though not the useful drive sharing that the Belkin

and D-Link routers offer. The company says you can use the
scanning capabiliry on multifunction printers connected to
the router, but the Web-based scanning tool is so basic that
you' re probably better off just walking over to your scanner.
The Barricade's routing features and Web utility are well
conceived, too, and come with handy setup wizards . The Bar
ricade looks good, albeit somewhat utilitarian. It has three
external antennas and can be mounted horizontally, vertically,
or on a wall, so you can easily find the best placement. •

• The 0-Unk DHP·303's UPA technology offers far faster, :
· throughplit !Han competing HomeP\ug AV kits; the~·- ~" f
drawtiac~ rs tfiat the two standards aren't interopera_liie."

2

Very Good

Belkin Powerline AV+ Starter Kit
F50407
$180

Multiple ethernet ports. a convenient desk-mount option,
and solid performance earn this HomePlug AV kit a spot
near the top of the powerline networking class.

find .pcworld.com/62907

Netgear XAVBIOl Powerline.A.V
Ethernet Adapter Kit
$130
find. pcworld. ~o~j6~Bl3

4

ZyXel PLA-401 and PLA-470
HomePlug AV.adapters

ZyXel powerline adapters performed creditably when we
put them to work as a one-two combination.

$180

find .pcworld .com/62908

5

·!Actlontec1MegaPlug AV Powerllne
""Gaming Kit AP£20DAV

Very Good'

Ttilsklt froro Actlontec delivers good performance tor
hlghde.flnltlon video streaming and ganilng, bull! doesn;t
stand.~~t:from the pack In ~ny specialway.
. ~

Very Good

Llnksys's decision not to provide a connection-quality
indicator and a wall -mount option prevent this otherwise
very capable powerllne kit from ranking higher.

$125

find,pcworld.com/62905

6

Linksys PLK300 Powerline AV
Ethernet Adapter Kit
$160

find.pcworld.com/62909
C,t1ARTNOTE:Pricesareasof4/20/09.
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~ERDEEN
SERVERS

Performance tuned storage.
Up to 50TB in a single storage server.

AND

STORAGE

EFFICIENCY

Easily expand storage to well beyond
400TB via XDAS and JBOD units.

l

Reduce operating costs.
Best TB/$ ratio.

ABERDEEN STIRLING SCALABLE STORAGE SERVERS
• 2x Quad-Core Intel" Xeon' Processor SSOO
•
•
•
•
•
•

Series featuring Intel' Microarchitecture.
codenamed Nehalem
Up to 96GB t333MHz DDR3 Memory
Supports both SAS & SATA Storage Drives
RAID 0, t' S. 6, t 0, 50, 60 Capable
Redundant Power Supply
SAS & iSCSI Expansion Ports
Windows & Linux NAS Available

• 5-Year Warranty

s4,495
... ....... ...s7,595
.............$9 ,995
.....s13,495
........ $18,595

3U BTB Starting at ...... .... ..
4U 16TB Starting at
SU 24TB Starting at
6U 32TB Starting at
BU SOTS Starting at

EXPAND CAPACITY TO OVER 400TB
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• Daisy-Chain DAS Uni ts and JBOD Expansion
Boxes
• 2U, 3U , 4U Enclosures Available
• RAID 0, 1. 5, 6, t 0. 50, 60 Capable
• SATA & SAS Drive Support

• 5-Year Warranty

s5,995
sa,995
.. ....... ....$12,495

16TB JBOD Expansion ..........
16TB DAS .. ..... ....... ........... ....
24TB DAS

Intel. Intel Logo, Intel Inside , In tel Inside Logo , Pentium. Xeon. and Xeon Inside are trademarks or re gistered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries
in the United States and other countries. For terms and conditions. please see www.aberd eenl nc.com/abpoly/ablerm s.htm. pcw02

800-500-5623
www.aberdeeninc.com/pcw02
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ere's
Master Software Updating to Protect Your PC
Running t he latest
versions of programs
helps to keep your
computer secure
from malicious soft
ware. Here's how t o
ma nage the process.
BY ROBERT VAMOSI
BEYOND HAVING security
software installed, the best
way to keep malware off
your computer is to main
tain a fully patched Win
dows system. That includes
patching desktop applica
tions that may not come
from Microsoft. Sometimes,
however, default update set
tings can leave your PC hob
bled by bad drivers, software
glitches, or unwelcome new
features such as Windows
Genuine Advantage. Here's
a look at several key applica
tions (including Windows)

and their update processes,
including some details about
what you should know and
expect from each vendor.

Update Windows
Microsoft issues security
updates for Windows, Of
fice, and Internet Explorer
every second Tuesday of
each month, commonly
known as Patch Tuesday.
Occasionally the company
issues emergency out-of
cycle patches as well. The
best way to receive these is
to set your Windows system
(XP, Vista, or, soon, 7) to
download and install them
automatically upon release.
But Microsoft offers several
other options to consider.
First, check the current
status of your Automatic
Updates in Windows:
1. Click Start, and then
click Control Panel.
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Download updates for me, but let me choose when to Install them.
Notify me but don't automatically download or install them.
Turn off Automatic Updates.

IF YOU'D RATHER not let Microsoft install updates without your per
mission, you can opt to have it provide only notifications of updates.
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. Automatic Updates

r '~·
~

Help prott:ct your PC

Windows can reQUlarly check for Important updates and lnstaR them for you.
(Tur
soft
Automatic (recommended)

F.iQ.,;j

0

Automatically download recommended updates for my
computer and install them:
jEvery day

0

v

I at js:oo AM

Download updates for me, but let me choose when to install them.

0 Notify~ but don't automaticaly download or install them.

0

Turn off Automatic Updates.

~
~

Your computer will be more vulnerable unless you Install
updates req<Aarfy .
Install updates from the Windows Uodat e Web sit e.

.___OK_~il

I

Cancel

FOR MOST USERS, It's best to let Windows install operating-system
updates automatically-though you do have other options.

2. Depending on which
Control Panel view (Classic
or Category) you use, do
one of the following:
• In Classic view, click
Aur.omatic Updates or System•
Automatic Updates.
• In Category view, click
Peifonnance a11d Maintenance•
System•Automatic Updates.
Microsoft advises you to
let Windows automatically
download and install recom
mended updates. Here are
your other choices.

Tweak Automatic
Updates
In some cases you may not
want a Windows Update to
occur automatically. Occa

sionally, for example, chang
es to Internet Explorer or
TCP have broken third-party
firewall connections to the
Internet. If you prefer to wait
a day or so to make sure
that no such surprises lurk
in the latest patch cycle,
select the second Automatic
Update option to download
updates but install them later.
If you adopt this approach, a
yellow shield icon bearing an
exclamation point will appear
in the system tray whenever
your PC downloads a new
update; the shield icon will
remain there until you take
appropriate action.
The updates will sit on
your computer until you

p

click the yellow shield
your machine-but if you
icon or until the next
know what you're look
time you reboot your
ing for, you should be
Program
e.,; -.ut•J
machine. At that point
able to find it in the list.
MktOUlltOffi« Pr- Micniwft
!] SKuntylJpdJ«cfor1JtJ7~0fface- ~tem(K8.~ Mi<rosoftOtfk rPrMicniwft
you should see a dialog
iJStturity Up&tt lot fAiclowft Offiu &al Xl11 (KBSIS_ Mic1of.Oh Offk i: PrMiuosoft
ii)Sewnty UpcUte fer fAic:rcl$oh Off PCJWtrllotnt 2CIOJ,.. Ml<rOMrit Off>et PY
MicrCKCi1
box that asks you to
Avoid Trouble
i!] Sa:wilyllpdlt.ltcrM<nKot'l:Cffic: e. ~2CX11(- Micrmofl:OfflctPrMicfosoft
i!] SttutityUpd«e f0tMlcnn.cftOffiu tyUetnJJXJ7(K9. ~ MKrOKlfl:Offlcc Pr_
>.&.n::ioft
choose between an Ex
If you learn that a new
~ Many Updm fot Microd Office. JYStem 1!111 (1(8_ MKrosdt Off Pr_
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ing without installing or
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for an installation method,
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Internet Explorer at the
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ever new patches are avail
Microsoft Update page.
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URL.) When viewed in IE,
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security update for
cent date) and uninstall
iTunes , Quicklime, or
ing it should do the trick.
both. When it does,
Once the update is
you'll
see a dialog box
gone, Windows will try
popping
up to explain
to reinstall the missing
Keep
your
computer
up
to
date
what
the
update includes.
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To prevent that, change
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your Automatic Update
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profile (see above) either
updates, regardless of
to notify you of the latest THE MICROSOFT UPDATE site finds and installs updates for Office and other
whether you already have
Microsoft products that are on your PC, in addition to Windows itself.
updates or to download
the applications. If you
but not install them.
don' t want the extra
users commonly had to find
Even if you arrange to de
does the installation. If you
programs, simply uncheck
lay installing all patches, not
think something hasn't been
third-party security updates
their boxes in the dialog box
every update will go swim
on their own. More recently,
installed, click Help•Checkfar
before installing the update.
Updates. But full-version up
Flash and Adobe Reader:
mingly. For example, Service
however, as criminal hackers
Pack 1 for .Net Framework
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dates (an upgrade from Fire
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mon desktop applications,
fox 2 to Firefox 3, for exam
1.1 does not install correctly
out security updates as they
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dia apps in particular) have
what steps they take. The
installation from Mozilla.
Alternatively, you can re
solution, according to Micro
iTunes and Quicklime:
become better at pushing
quest an update check by
soft, is to remove a particu
out their security patches.
Whenever you launch an
clicking Help•Chcckfar Up
lar Registry key, after which
Here's a look at the update
dates. In general you can
Apple application within
the service pack should in
process for some common
Windows , Apple does a
expect legitimate requests
stall correctly; unfortunate
types of desktop software.
brief check and then notifies
from Adobe for permission
ly, uncovering such informa
Firefox: Mozilla silently and
you of the latest release for
to install new updates to
tion can sometimes be quite
automatically downloads its
iTunes or QuickTime (if you
appear shortly after you've
difficult. Start by typing the
browser security updates in
aren't already running it) .
booted into Windows ; you
exact error message into
the background; when you
You can also request an
should then install them.
Google or another search
next launch the browser,
update by clicking Help•
Java: Sun recently ran
engine; the results page
Firefox notifies you, waits
CheckfarUpdaw. Once in a
afoul of security researchers,
should include at least one
for your go-ahead, and then
while, Apple will push out
who discovered that unsafe
Knowledge Base article
older versions ofJava
. , ' . . ~~;- • ,•.·
~-------~~ __3__!
on the Microsoft Techremained on the Win
--- - -- - Net or Support site.
dows machine on which
~ Automaticaly check for Adobe updab!s:
In other instances you
the researchers had
[Every Wl!ek
I
may simply want a newer
installed newer, more
@ Oowrioad al updates aulomaticaly and notify""' when they are ready to be instaled.
version of, say, Internet
secure versions of Java.
('.) Ask me before downloadng any updates and then noUfy me when they are
ready lo be ilslllllcd.
Explorer. Visit MiCrosoft
With JRE6 Update 10,
Choose the applications to updatl!:
Update, the Microsoft
Sun now removes older
Adobe Aaobat 9 Standard
Download Center, or the
versions of Java from a
Internet Explorer site.
PC, but it doesn't remove
Ale Location
any pre-Update 10 ver
Oowr-load ... updab!s tD tHs folder:
Update Third-Party
sions; you'll have to un
C:ljJsers'fslrohmeyer\App[lalll\l.~'AdobeljJpdater61J,,."~
!lf~ ... 1
Applicatio ns
install those yourself.
Your operating system
(Note: Don't worry if
OK
isn't the only software
your system is Java-less;
that you need to keep
YOU CAN CUSTOMIZE how often Adobe Updater does its thing, or you can
not all users have Java in
patched. In the old days,
uncheck the check box to disable the Updater altogether.
stalled on their desktop.)
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Here's How
Create Your Own Interactive YouTube Videos
Have you ever want
ed to let your audi
ence step through
your media their way?
We'll show you how
easy it is to turn your
ord inary YouTube vid
eos into interacti ve
experiences.
BY DAVID MURPHY

INTERACTING WITH You
Tube? That's easy: Type a
brief description of what
you want to watch into the
site's search box, pick from
one of hundreds of selec
tions, and sit back to enjoy
yet another brief glimpse
into the musical life of Tay
Zonday-or whatever suits
your online video fancy. But
watching a YouTube video
has always been just that,
watching. Until now.
YouTube has bundled a
new set of tools into its vid
eo authoring system that
enables you to hack a small
degree of interactivity into
your videos. These additions
won't be interactive in the
style of a traditional Flash
game or application, where
you can do whatever you 'd
like within a single content
window, but they will give
you the power to do more
with YouTube than you ever
thought possible. In our case,
it helped us make a choose
your-own-adventure guide
for building a PC (find .pcworld.
com/62895)-a project we've
used here as an example.

The Setup
You'll want to come into
your YouTube interactive
video experience with a
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game plan. Resist the urge
to film your movie off-the
cuff as you would with other
YouTube videos; treat the
project too casually, and
you'll be creating extra work
for yourself in the long run.
Your interactive video can
take many forms, but our di
rections assume you'll be
creating a "click here to do
something" kind of movie.
Setting up an outline for
your project is the surest
way to avoid unnecessary
work. Think of the plan for
your film as a giant flow
chart: Clip A can lead to any
number of outcomes-B, C,
or D, for example. Regard
less of how you decide to
organize your video, make
sure that you've given your
self the ability to reuse as
many clips as possible in
your interactive chain.
Here's a small example,
based on how we split our
build-a-PC video:
• Introduction [AJ links to
Full Video [HJ, Case Over
view [BJ, Motherboard Com
ponents [CJ , and Wiring [F].
• Case Overview [BJ links
to Motherboard Compo
nents [CJ and Hard Drive &
Optical Drive [EJ .
• Motherboard Compo
nents [CJ links to Power
Supply [D] and Hard Drive
& Optical Drive [E].
Although our video is
interactive in that it allows
users to select their path
through the overall narra
tive, we're still guiding the
way, using a single batch of
videos. The power ofYou
Tube's annotation function
is that it allows you to create
various pathways through
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START BY CLICKING on the Annotations button, then select a 'Spot
light' annotation-a square or rectangle with only the corners filled in.
My Account , I Annot1tlon1
Info& Settings
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YOU CAN SHUFFLE and size the optional text that can pop up when a
user runs the mouse over the annotation area in the main video.
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YOU CAN FINE·TUNE your annotations' entry points and on-screen
durations, as well as the optional text, In the Properties window.

the same batch of videos
bas ically reusing what
you 've shot in a bunch of
different combinations .

The Shoot
The actual process of filming
your YouTube video is no
different from how you
would normally shoot a

piece of footage for the site.
If you 're aiming for high
quality videos, you' ll want
to make sure that your cam
era of choice can shoot at a
resolution of at least 1280
by 720 pixels. And if you
want to avoid unpleasant
resizing farther down the
line, shoot your videos in

You(mttl w~ ··~:;."

either 16:9 or 4:3 native for
mat. The former will fill You
Tube' s widescreen video
player perfectly; the latter
will force YouTube to intro
duce black letterbox bars to
the sides of your videos.
Finally, be sure that you've
thought out where to place
the annotations that you' ll
be adding later to your vid
eos. Shoot in such a way
that the clickable rectangu
lar annotations can appear
without overlapping key
video elements .
Annotations stay in one
place, so don 't expect to be
able to use them to overlay a
critical prop such as a mov
ing car or bouncing ball.
Also, annotations can't
exist past the length of a
YouTube movie. This means
that if you want to slap them
at the end of your film to
give users a choice of new
clips to watch, let the cam
era roll long enough after

1
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UNLESS A USER mouses over the specified area, a Spotlight annota
tion will look like a large, transparent rectangle on the frame.

the scene has ended so that
viewers will have enough
time to select their option.

Adding Annotations
Annotations button: You'll
start your trip down annota
tion lane by clicking on the
Annotations button. Then
you'll want to select a "Spot
light" annotation-it looks
like a square where only the
corners are filled in.
Once you've uploaded all

your videos to YouTube, go
into your 'My Videos ' page
and click on the Annotations
button for the video that will
serve as the main element
(and likely the introduction)
for your project. This video
should contain all the neces
sary YouTube-searchable
elements-a title, a summary
description, tags, and so on.
The clips you 'll be linking to
should be named something
different and should feature

EDITOR'S PICKS

The Top Interactive YouTube Videos
•YouTube Street Fighter: Re-create this
arcade classic in the comfort of your browser
window! find.pcwor ld.com/62896
•Interactive Fortune Teller: Remember the
movie Big? The Interactive
The Time Machine: An Interactive Adventurel
Fortune Teller is YouTube's
answer to Zoltar Speaks. find .
pcworld.com/62897
•Interactive Card Trick: Try
out YouTube's first. and most
famous, interactive card trick.
find .pcworld.com/62898
c:hance~
•The Time Machine: This
full-length adventure is a
great example of how high
quality filmmaking and inter
***** 2,025ratlngo
activity can combine to make
INTERACTIVE VOUTUBE VIDEOS can be useful, like ours on buildfor a gripping YouTube experi
Ing a PC, or purely entertaining, like this interactive adventure.
ence. find .pcworld .com/62899
WANT TO CHECK out more interactive videos?
In no particular order, here's a list of the finest
interactive YouTube videos to date. Use them
as inspiration for your own multivideo creations.

l\lot a

~

no tags of any kind. You
want your YouTube visitors
to find one main video in
their searches, after al l.
Spotlight annotation: This
little see-through box is
resizable and movable. You
can also shuffie and size the
optional text that can pop
up when a user runs the
mouse over the annotation
area in the main video.
Wait for your video to load
fully once you've reached the
annotation screen. To make
your video interactive, slide
the timeline bar to the part
of the video where you want
your viewers to select how
they wish the story to un
fold . Pause the video and
click on the icon in the
lower-left corner that looks
like a page with a plus sign.
Select the annotation that
looks like a rectangle with
just the corners outlined.
Position the box where you
want users to be able to
click to make their selection .
Properties box: You can fine
tune your annotations' entry
points and on-screen dura
tions , as well as the optional
text, in this window. Don' t
forget to set links to your
other YouTube videos .
If you want, a link can have
a name that will pop up
when users hover over the
area. You can also fine-tune
t he moment the box appears
and how long it stays on
screen, using the time con
trols to the right of the vid
eo window. Once you ' re sat
isfied, click on the chain-link
icon to the left of the time
to add the URL to the next
YouTube video you want
viewers to see. Repeat this
step for all of the "choices"
you need to create.
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Here's How
Protect Your Privacy When Uploading Photos
nothing more than
lhe shutter speed
~ ~as0911) Trties _:~
l~Jl
·-•=""
Windows itselr, if
and aperture setting
Genenl ,JSecuty I Detals I Pm1ous Venions.I
you have Vista. Just
of your camera? No
'
go back to the De
big deal. But what if
Property
Val.Je
Verticoll?SOUiOn
144apl
you use a GPS de
i tails tab of the Prop
Bl depth
24
' erties dialog box
vice to geolocate
~lion
Resol..lionunit
2
discussed earlier. At
your photos? That
Color repiesertalion
sRGB
the bottom of the
can be handy, but
~edbWpixel
window,
you should
you might not want
Camera
Camera
maker
OLYMPUS
OPTICALCO..
L...
see
a
link
that says
to upload the GPS
E-10
Camera model
Removc Propcnies and
location of your own
F-stop
112.2
Personal Information.
backyard to the Web.
Elcpo'1.l'O tine
1/4 •ec.
ISO speed
150-80
Click it, and Win
Keywords and tags
Eicpo...... bias
·htep
dows will strip all
can also be tricky, at
Focalie1¢
17nvn
Max aperture
2.06
the metadata away
least potentially. In
Metering mode
Ponem
from the photo. You
my blog, I've long
Subject distance
can even select sev- ·
been recommending
LJ Remove Pronerties and Personal lnformalionl ;:>l •
era! images and do
that you tag your
',p;..,.,,.
' . .,....,.,.
Re~
I
this to all of them at
photos instead of
the same time.
organizing them by
[ OK 11 ~ I' Cf>ply__J
folder. And that's
If you don't have
IN VISTA, CLICK 'Remove Properties and Personal
Vista, or you want an
fine , unless you hap
Information' in the Properties•Details tab to
pen to use embar
even easier metadata
remove all of the metadata from the photo.
rassing keywords. If
removal method, try
you tagged photos
a program like JPEG
of a relative, friend , or
How You Can Protect
& PNG Stripper (find .pcworld.
I nside Your Photo's
coworker with a snarky nick
Your Private I nfo
com/62884). This free utility
Meta data
Concerned? If you have meta
name, for example, don't
does exactly what it promis
Quite a lot of information is
data you might not want to
forget that if you upload the
es: To use it, just drag your
lu rking around inside your
picture to a photo-sharing
share with the world, fear
photo files to the Stripper
photos-more than you
window, and the app instant
Web site, the tag usually
not. It's easy to strip person
might know. You can uncov
al information out of your
ly erases the metadata.
uploads with it, too. So any
er all that metadata either in
If you use either of these
one who looks at your pic
image files before you up
Windows itself or through a
load them to the Internet .
methods to delete metadata,
ture of the boss will be able
photo organizer. If you have
to see that you tagged him
You can remove all ofa
it will be gone forever, so
as "clumsy." Oops .
photo's metadata using
Windows Vista, for example,
you'll probably wish to re
right-click a photo and
move the metadata only
choose Propenies. Then
from the copy of the
click the Derails tab, and
photo that you plan to
E) Prnlf'Ve flt d.ite ...t bW!S
you should see much of
upload or share. Don't
i'.J •!>"'• ReodOriy•
the metadata that is
do it to the copy you 're
(stert)
(•conning "G:\U1ers\01ve\Dosktop\vogu09 (I l.JPG'1
packed into your photo.
keeping on your comput
G : \ U st; ui \l h1 vc\O tu k 1 up\ve g nsO~ jl).J PO lwfu 11lnt1: 11 01 nu 9flQO lrn rt9t , lt1 rt " , 0 t<.81
G~U sere\Davc\Desktop\vegao09 (1 ).JPG (read tile ok end s hrunk by 16 KB)
Photo organizers often
er
unless you are sure
(•canning "G~U 1ors\Qave\Deektop\veg1109 12).JPG"1
G:\Vac n\1Jflvc\0euktop\veg asU9 i ZJ..JPG lwtu nlny: n tll 'fth sAGB lmt1ye. It 1 ". 0 KOJ
arrange the same infor
you'll never want to
G~U1ero\Dave\Oe1ktop\veg1109 )21.JPG (read tile ok and s hrunk by 16 KBj
(•canning ''G~U10,.\0ave\Oe1k1op\veg1109 (J).JPG"1
mation in a more attrac
search for it by its tags or
G:\U e c. rS \0aVc.\0c s k1 op\v egw ~ 0 9 ll !..JPG (w11u nlf1g: not irn s n GB lm 119c, Is n ", 0 KB)
GW1e ro\Deve\Oe1ktop\veg1109 (Jj.JPG (road flle ok ind shrunk by 16 KB)
tive way. (The online ver
look up the exposure in
(scanning ''GW1ers\Oave\Oesktop\veges09 (4).JPG'1
G;\Us: r t \O avc\Oe a llup\vo u u09 1 ~1 . J PG (wninl11g: not 0 11 srlGB lmogc, Is • '', 0 KUI
sion of this article- at
formation
ever again.
G~U1ero\Deve\Oe1ktop\vegu09 (4).JPG (road tile ok ind sh runk by 16 KBj
(s ca nned • Image flies, total 3 ~B. shrunk: 4 flies, saved 65 KB. avg 16 KB, errors O. warnings .Cl
find.pcworld.com/62883
Note: You can see all
includes an example.)
my Digital Focus biogs at
Most of that informa
THE FREE JPEG & PNG Stripper utility can remove private information from
find.pcworld.com/62172.
tion is pretty innocuous.
photos in Windows XP before you upload them to a photo-sharing site.
-DaveJohnson

YOUR DIGITAL PHOTO
files hold all sorts of inter
esting information. You no
doubt know that you can
find the date and time taken,
date modified, and exposure
information in your photo's
metadata. You might also
know that your photo can
tell you what make and mod
el of camera you used, and
even details about the lens
and flash. But you might
also be storing your name,
your home address (see
"Photos That Know Where
They Were Taken" at find.
pcworld.com/62882), and other
private or potentially embar
rassing information in those
files as well-all of which
other people can see if you
post the photos online. Let's
make sure you know how to
protect that personal data.
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Give an Old PC New Life
With Fast Presto Linux
WANT TO RESURRECT an
old PC that's collecting dust?
Wish you could almost in
stantly boot your laptop or
netbook for a quick peek at
your e-mail or a Web page?
Presto (prestomypc.com)
promises exactly that kind
of convenience.
It's a compact, fast-loading
Linux operating system that
installs in Windows (nopes
ky boot CDs to burn) and
runs alongside it (the install
er adds a dual-boot menu to
your system, so you can pick
which OS to run at startup).
In other words , Presto
gives you the fruits of Linux
without the usual hassles.
I've been test-driving the OS

for several weeks, and I'm
seriously impressed. It has
its limitations, but it defi
nitely succeeds in delivering
the most accessible version
of Linux ever.
And perhaps the speediest.
I installed it on a two-year
old Acer laptop that takes a
good 2 minutes to boot
Vista. Time to boot Presto:
under 20 seconds. The OS
comes preloaded with some
basic applications-Firefox,
OpenOffice, Skype, and IM
client Pidgin-but you can
add loads more via the Pres
to Application Store site.
So, what's not to like? The
price. Granted, Presto 's $20
license fee won't break any-

ANSWER LINE

t;l

f-1

PRESTO BOOTS IN seconds and delivers a full-featured but stream
lined version of the open-source Linux operating system.

one's bank, but it still feels a
bit sacrilegious to be paying
for Linux-especially con
sidering how many free vari
ants are out there.
Still, I highly recommend
taking Presto for a spin (it
has a seven-day free trial
period). It's incredibly sim-

pie to install. Just download
the installer file from the
site, double-click that file,
and follow the wizard. And
Presto is totally noninvasive,
in that uninstalling this OS
is as easy as uninstalling any
Windows program.

-Rick Broida

ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS . PCWORLD . COM

My laptop screen broke. What
should I do?
- James. via e-mail

FIRST. YOU NEED to determine whether anything else is broken.
Try booting the laptop. If the screen can still create a legible image.
you should have no trouble seeing if everything else works. (On the
other hand, if you hear a loud scraping noise, turn the system off,
immediately. That could be your hard drive destroying data.)
If you can't get any image on your screen, try plugging the
machine into an external monitor. If that works (the notebook's
display is all that's damaged), and if you 're tight on cash, you may
have to accept that your laptop is now a small desktop.
You can also seek a repair, but be forewarned: Replacing a lap
top's screen professionally can cost as much as buying a new por
table, and almost certainly more than buying a monitorless desk
top of equivalent power. Contact your laptop's manufacturer.
though, and get a price before you make that decision.
Should you consider replacing the screen yourself? Most likely
not. First of all, it's still expensive. I checked with ScreenTek (a
company that sells replacement laptop screens) and discovered
that a replacement for my Lenovo X60 tablet screen (which fortu
nately isn't broken) would cost about $435- not including labor.
And that labor is the main reason why you probably shouldn't try
replacing your own screen. Unlike desktops, laptops aren't de-

YOU CAN BUY a replacement screen for most laptops-but trying to
install the new screen yourself can pose a serious challenge.

signed for convenient amateur repairs. See "Five Insane Upgrades
That You Should Never Do (and How to Do Them!)" at find.p cworld.
com/62881 if you want details on the tricky steps involved.

-Li11col11 Spector
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Here's How
Three Quick Fixes for Windows XP and Vista Annoyances
IF WINDOWS IS running you, rather than the other way around,
I have a few tricks that can put you back in the driver's seat.

Get fast access t o favorite folders; stop typos
in Web forms; make XP shut down directly.

L

Pin Frequently Used Folders to Vista's Start Menu
If you've ever right-clicked an application icon, you 've probably
seen the context-menu option 'Pin to Start Menu'. It's designed to
make frequently used programs more easily accessible.
What about folders? Wouldn't it be nice to have that same kind
of quick access to all the folders you use every day? Alas, right
clicking a folder produces no "pinning" option. Fortunately, pinning
folders to the Start menu is simple. Here's the step-by-step.

1. Right-click a folder to be pinned and choose Create Shortcut.
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2. Click and drag that shortcut to the Start button, waiting a sec
ond or two for the menu to appear.
3. While holding the mouse button down, drag the folder to any
spot near the top of the menu {above the gray line, which delin

TO ENABLE FIREFOX'S spelling checker to work in online forms,
simply raise the value of layout.spellcheckDefault from 1 to 2.

eates pinned programs from frequently used ones).
4. Drop the folder, and you're done.

in Web forms. Well, not yet. anyway. But it's a simple matter to

E a~y. huh? I recommend keeping pinned folders to a manage

t weak the spelling checker so that it pulls form duty as well.

able minimum (no more than five or six); otherwise, you'll start to
overload the Start menu and diminish its convenience.

If you want. right-click the newly pinned folder and choose
Rename to edit out the "shortcut" suffix.

Open Firefox, type about:config in the address bar, and press
Enter. In the Filter field , type spellcheck. Right-click layout.spell
checkOefault. and click Modify. Raise the value from 1 to 2. Restart
Firefox. The spelling checker should now work in most online forms.

Of course, this is but one way to put frequently used folders at
your fingertips. You can also add folders to Vista's "favorites" area

Shut Down an XP System That Won't Shut Down

in Exp lorer (find.pcworld .com/62915 ), and you can automatically

Reader Doug reports a problem with his Windows XP machine:

restore open folders after a reboot, too (find.pcworld.com/62916).

"When I attempt to turn off my computer, it will not power down
all the way. Instead, it goes to the Windows XP logo that says, 'It

Add Firefox's Spelling-Check Feature to Forms

is now safe to turn off the computer.' Other PCs, including my

Firefox 3 comes with a handy-dandy built-in spelling checker. If

wife's, turn off altogether. How do I eliminate this extra step?"

you've ever used, say, Google Docs or posted a message in an
online forum, you've probably seen it at work: A red line appears

You didn't tell me the age of your machine, but I'm betting it's an
older model. For starters, the next time you boot your system, hop

under each misspelled word. You right-click the word to see spell

into the BIOS settings and look for something called (or related to)

ing suggestions {along with the usual context-menu options).

Advanced Power Management. It needs to be enabled.

It's a great feature, but it has one shortcoming: It doesn't work

That step alone may solve your problem. If not, try the follow
ing: Click Start•Control Panel•Power Options. (If you don't see
Power Options, click Switch to Classic View.) Click the APM tab.
(Don't have one? See below.) Select Enable Advanced Power Man
agement support, and then click OK.

Your computer reports that It cen support Advanced Power
Management (APM). Using APM. you can reduce the power
consumption of )'our system . Wyou have battery power on your
computer, APM i!lso provides battery status lnfonnation.
For more lnfonnatlon about APM. see the Windows Release
Notes on the Windows CD.

Now try to turn off your PC. If that didn't do the trick, yo u need
to verify that your system is ACPI-compliant (meaning it supports
Advanced Configuration and Power Interface standards) and look
for wayward device drivers messing with the shutdown sequence.
Microsoft has a detailed support page devoted to this issue

Advanced Power Management

0 l\tiii~!~::&Fi~fi£~::E:ii:i~~i.R8.fi~il~iii~::~:;;P.2~~::1

(browse to find .pcworld.com/62893 ). One of its remedies should
resolve your problem. If not, let me know.

If you have a hassle that needs solving, send the details to me at
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IN WINDOWS XP, look for an APM tab in your Power Options window,

hasslefree@pcworld.com. I can't promise a response to every

and then make sure that the proper setting is enabled, as shown.

e-mail, but I'll try to address your problem in this space.•
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editing software
for print and Web.
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• Photoshop CS4 Ext
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·InDesign CS4
explore t he internet,
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draw, paint, write,
• Acrobat Pro 9
• Dreamweaver CS4 1
highlight and do
• Flash Pro CS4
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home photo editing.
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The best in FRESH, handselected segf0;0damf
CertifiedAged Angus Beef. Call 81 B37.4018
or visit www.~eafoodByN,et.com to order.

The grim reality is that sooner or later all digital
media-from hard drive to flash memory-will
fail. When this happens there are only two things
you can do:
1. Restore your data from your backup system
2. Call DriveSavers 800.440.1904 (2417)
At DriveSavers, "We can save it! " is not only
our slogan , it's our solemn pledge. And we have
the track record to prove it.
We've invested over 20 years developing
proprietru-y techniques and millions of dollars
creating an advanced facility to
save the most valuable data in
the world-Yours!
You can find other alternatives,
but you won't find a better one.
Take our Virtual Tour and see for
yourself: drivesavers.com
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Sign up
for our FREE
Fresh Club Newsletter
for latest DEALS on your favorites!

- ·
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Qty 3+
Qty 2: $7.99
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Professional 2001

your PDF solution.
Any fool can make PDF software bigger,
more complex and more expensive. It
takes a touch of genivs - and a lot of
courage - to move in the
opposite direction.
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AFLEXIBLE OLEO DISPLAY
At this year's Consumer Electronics Show.
Sony had a nonworking mock-up of a concept
it dubbed the Contrast Flex OLEO Reader.
Imagine being able
to flex the page to
skip chapters, or

A More Flexible

bend corners to
bookmark or

Digital Book
THE PITCH
Just as the iPod helped to shuffle our listening habits, the
Web is changing how we consume the written word. Cash
strapped publishers are looking to e-book sales for relief,
and online news feeds and social networks are booming. So
if there is to be an "iPod moment" fore-books, it could come
from a connected e-reader that focuses as much on quick
hit. interactive content as on full-blown
novels-a truly electronic
book.

FREEDOM OF CHOICE
By using Google's Android
OS, our device supports
unrestricted 3G and Wi-Fi
Internet access, a third
party app store, and almost
any file format. Kindle-like
charges (and annoying
work-arounds) for file con
version, as well as the need
to pay for blog subscriptions,
would be a thing of the past.
An ultimate e-reader could
buy books from anywhere

116

LANDSCAPE ROTATION ,TABLET PC FEATURES

(Amazon, Sony, Coolread

Unlike existing e-readers. our device can scale two pages

er), and access Google's

side-by-side. The 10.1-inch multitouch area is also ideal

public-domain books (cur

for a virtual keyboard, taking notes, and watching movies.

rently exclusive to Sony).

Kindle DX I Amazon

Digital Reader PRS-700 I Sony

FLEPia Fujitsu

CrunchPad I TechCrunch

What we took: Wireless

What we took: Touchscreen,

What we took: Color touch

What we took: Touchscreen

Internet, rotating display, text

good file-format support Google

screen {a first), Bluetooth, Wi-Fi.

slate PC design. (Prototyped by

to-speech, digital textbooks.

Book Search, SDHC card reader.

{Japan only, about $1000.)

the TechCrunch tech blog.)

find .pcworl d.com/62958

find.pcworld.com/62956

fi nd.pcworld.com/62957

find .pcworld.com/62959 •
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ALTERNATIVE THINKING ABOUT SERVER ECONOMICS :

Now more than ever, you need your money to work harder. With the new generation
of HP Proliant G6 Servers with lntel3 Xeon 3 processor 5500 series you dramatically
improve energy efficiency, flexibility and performance. And more reliability in each
system means you can reduce business risk as you increase your productivity.
Decrease your IT support costs to an absolute minimum . HP Insight Control Suite (ICE)
will help you to reduce operational expenses by up to $48,380 per 100 users.*
For total peace of mind, HP Care Pack Services deliver industry leading automated
24X7 system monitoring, diagnosis and fault notification to protect your investment.
Making you and your business shine.
Technology for better business outcomes.

AT T.COM/GLOBAL
'The most phones that work in the most countries.
Coverage not available in all areas. See coverage map at stores for details. Activation of AT&T wireless service and World Connect required. Rate applies lo wireless calls placed to aChina land line.
(c)2009 HTC Corp, Inc. All rights reserved. TheHTC logo,HTC FUZE.and any olher trademarks used herein are trademarksowne1 by HTC Corporation and are used under license.l\'.>2009 AT&T Intellectual
Property.Service provided by AT&T Mobility. All rights reserved. AT&T, the AT&T logo,and all olher marks contained herein are trademarks of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&Taffiliated companies.
All other marks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.

